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Two monks were arguing about a flag. Onesaid, “The
flag is moving.” The other said, “The wind is moving.”
A Zen Master passing by remarked, “‘Not the wind,
not the flag; mind is moving.”

The Zen koan is, essentially, a problem that can not be
solved by the intellect. In trying to understand the

koan, the student learns the limitations of thought—and
frequently experiences “‘satori,”’ a direct, non-verbal
awareness of reality. Used by Zen Masters from ancient
times to the present, koans are famous guideposts in the
quest for enlightenment—Nirvana.

This unique collection contains over 200classical and
modern koans. It is, in fact, the most complete compila-
tionyet available in a one-volume English edition.

To render the koans more intelligible to contem-

porary readers, the Venerable Kubose, an American-
born Buddhist priest, has provided original commentary
for each. Thus the Western reader can relate the koans
to modern life while gaining some understanding of Zen.

GYOMAY M. KUBOSEis the founder of the Buddhist

Temple of Chicago. Born in San Francisco, he com-

pleted his early education in Japan and returned to the

United States to take a philosophy degree at the Univer-

sity of California. He became a disciple of the late Haya

Akegarasu, a controversial thinker who revolutionized

Shin Buddhism. The Venerable Kubose returned to

Japan from 1966 to 1970, pursuing advanced studies at

Otani University in Kyoto. Upon his return, he founded

the Buddhist Educational Center in Chicago, organized

to further the study of Buddhist philosophy, art, and

culiure in the United States. He was a close friend of the

late Zen Master Nyogen Senzaki and exchanged visits

with the renowned Dr. D. T. Suzuki.

RYOZO OGURAis a sumie (Japanese brush painting) ©

~~master who has exhibited widely. He works andresides

inChicago.
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A special transmission outside the scriptures,
No dependence on wordsorletters,
Direct pointing to the soul ofman,
Seeing into one’s nature and the attainment

of Buddhahood.
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Author’s Note

The purpose of this book is to provide the Western reader
with the most complete collection of Zen koans yet avail-
able in a one-volume English edition and to render the
koans moreintelligible through new commentary prepared
especially to meet the needs of contemporary readers and
students.
Most koanswereoriginally written in ancient Chinese, a

language dissimilar in structure to Indo-European lan-
guages. To compound the communication problem,ancient
and modern Chinese differ more radically than do old and
modern English. The koans eventually were translated
from Chinese into Japanese by Zen scholar-monks, and new
koans were created by Japanese Zen Masters. But of the
1,700 known koans, only a fraction have been translated
into English. These translations either are scholarly or are
aimedat the full-time student ofZen. The one or two popu-
lar volumes for the general audience are scantcollections, _
difficult to understand since they makeliberal use of names,
terms, and customs unfamiliar to Western culture.
Along with the koans, a huge body of commentary has

appeared over the centuries. Ancient and modern Masters
have commented on the koans and have commented on the
comments. The commentators frequently dispute the koan
itself or another’s commentary. Butthis matters little since
any one koan can have a hundreddifferent comments, none
of them “wrong.”
Commentaries differ according to the culture and time in

which they were written and also according to the disposi-
tion and personality of the commentator. Commentary
written by Japanese Zen Masters Genro and Fugai in the
eighteenth century seems more dynamic than the commen-
tary of thirteenth century Chinese Masters.It is only natu-
ral, then, that commentary written in the twentieth century
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x AuTHOoR’s NOTE

will differ from ancient Chinese and Japanese observations.

The commentaryin this volume is completely new and,like

the bookitself,intended to make the koan’s question clear—

not to provide an “answer”in the sense ofa solution.

The arrangementof koans into categories is a departure
from the formatofancient books andis donefor the sake of
easier reading and comprehension. However it should be
kept in mind that there are no real “categories” of koans.
All koans are in the samecategory:finding thetrue self.

In addition to many booksin the Japanese language, the

following books in English were consulted and have been

invaluable references: The Hekigan Roku (“The Blue Cliff
Records”) by R. D. M. Shaw and The Iron Flute, edited by
Ruth Strout McCandless with translations and commen-

taries by the late Nyogen Senzaki, a close and honored
friend. — |
Throughout this book, Japanese names have been used

(witha few exceptions) rather than Chinese because West-

erners are more familiar with Romanized Japanese than

with Romanized Chinese. For example: Tendo (Japanese)is

Tien-tung (Chinese); Sozan (Japanese) is Ts’ao-shan

(Chinese). Other exceptions are ancient Indian names and

titles such as Buddha, Gautama,Bodhisattva, Manjusri, and

a few others that are familiar through generalusage.

Finally, I am very grateful to Nancy DeRoin, whoedited
and arranged the manuscript and encouraged metofinish

the work.

GYOMAYM. KUBOSE
CHICAGO,ILLINOIS



Introduction

Koansarestories, or questions, given to students and monks
by their Masters to discipline them and to test their under-
standing of Zen. Zenists also use the koans to challenge
each other andto test each other’s—as well as their own—
ability. In ancient days it was the custom for monksto visit
different Zen Buddhist monasteries and temples with the
purpose of challenging the residing Master. This wassin-
cere and rigorouspractice.
The koan literally means “public record.” Ko means

public; an means record. Just as the reports, or case
records, in law courts are used as precedents in orderto ex-
ercise and interpret the law, the koanis utilized to express
the universality, or absoluteness, of Zen. The koan is not
private or mystic in any sense. It is through the koan that
the essence of Zen, the essence of life, is communicated.
This is somewhatlike love, which is experienced privately
but, at the same time, has universality—anyone can experi-
ence it. Though universal, love is. communicated directly
from one person to another, just as Zen is transmitted from
mind to mind.

In order to communicate love, words are often
insufficient. Since love is life, it is immediate and direct,
and the method of communication is very dynamic. Love
may even be communicatedbyhitting, scolding, and other
contrary expressions. Sometimes to express deep concern
and love we say, “I don't love you.” Love gives and love
takes away. Love doesnot havejust one,static form.
So in Zen, the truth of reality, the essence oflife is com-

municated dynamically. There are koans, “Khats” (deep
sudden cries), and blows, all aimed at awakening the
student. Negative methods are often more effective than

xi



xii INTRODUCTION

the ordinary affirmative ways of teaching. There is no room
for sentimentality because Zen deals with the essenceoflife
and the truth of the universe.
The koan is never solved by reason or bytheintellect.

Koansare solved only through living experience or by intu-
itive understanding. Today, many people intellectualize

and conceptualize life and so becomevictims of concepts
and intellect. Concepts create trouble in life because con-
ceptualizations become confused with real things. Life is
living, clear and simple. (Why can’t we become more
simple and direct?) The koans point out the simplicity and
directness of life and truth; therefore, reasoning andintel-
lectual judgmentaretotally useless to solve koans.
Of course, to understand and appreciate koansfully, one

should have some backgroundin Chinese and Japanesecul-
ture and in Buddhism—the moreonehas, the easier the task
will be. I consider this volume introductory. If one wishes
to study further, there are excellent English translations of
The Hekigan Roku, with commentary by Setcho and Engo,
and the Mumonkan, with commentary by Mumon.

If one wants to enjoy, appreciate, andlive life fully, one
must be awareofthe truth of life. Ancient Chinese and Jap-
anese Zen people had such an awareness,as is reflected in
their approach to nature and humanlife. Manis, after all,
only a small part of nature. Those ancient Zenists always
harmonized and became one with nature. They never
thought in terms of “conquering” nature. To see Chinese
pictures and read Chinese poemsis to discover that man
always disappears into nature. Indeed, nature is frequently
more compatible with man’s well-being than is human
society—particularly when it is dominated by politicians
and profiteers.
To illustrate this, there is a story about a Chinese Zen

monk who lived in a tree. The governor of the district,
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named Hakurakuten, heard of this famous Zen monk and
visited him one day. Seeing the monk perched high up in
the tree, the governorsaid, “Living on the tree is quite dan-
gerous; you mightfall at any moment. Whydon’t youlive
on the ground?” The monk replied, “Is it safe down there
on the earth?” Wecan see the dangersofearthly life today
moreclearly than ever before.
Many koans are difficult to understand because they

treat the absolute, the essenceof life, in such a simple yet
symbolic way. The koan deals with a dimension deeper
than the world of the five senses. All of our knowledgeis
based onsensation, perception, conception, ideas, conscious
thought, and the psychological subconscious mind. Weare
firmly attached to these areas of knowledgeandtendto feel
there is nothing outside them. But Zen deals with wisdom
that transcends ordinary knowledge. And when one comes
to understand the Zen realm of non-attachment, the factual
world is seen in an entirely different light. All the troubles
oflife, without exception, are the result of attachment. In-
stead of clinging—or attaching—to things and conditions,
one should understand the true, changing nature of the
world andlive freely withinit.
One can becomethe masterof life and of one’s world in-

stead of a slave to both. That is the intention of Zen, and
the koan,in trying to demonstratethereality oflife, is Zen’s
most useful tool. After all, the purpose of studying a koanis
not simply to understand it and be finished with it, but to
live the koan, solving it each day.



I
Transcending Duality

Contemporary Western culture is dualistic; everything is
dichotomized into good or bad, right or wrong, friend or
enemy, this or that. To dichotomize is to divide, and com-
petition usually follows. It necessitates making constant
judgments (this is right; that is wrong) that create trouble
in society as well as in individual life. If one wishesa life of
peace and harmony, duality must be transcended and the
world of oneness attained. Oneness does not mean same-
ness. Each one is unique and absolute. Each one hasits
own beauty and value and should not be compared. Peace
and freedom exist only in the world of oneness, the absolute
world. Zen stresses the transcending of duality in the fol-
lowing koans.



TRANSCENDING DUALITY

“Every day is a good day”is a
simple statement, but very
few know its real meaning.
The “good day” does not refer
to a nice day as comparedto a
bad day. It means the
absolute, notthe relative, day.
Todayis the absolute day, the
only day in the eternity of
time. Todayis never
repeated. Every dayisfresh
and newjust as one’s life is
new each day. Every dayis a
good day, but the goodis not
ofone’s own making.It is
goodin the original, or
absolute, sense—rain or shine,
war or peace, sickness or
health. The pastis only
reference; thefuture is only
hope. Todayis real.

Every Day Is a Good Day

Unmonsaid: “I do not ask vou
aboutfifteen days a go. But
What aboutfifteen days
hence? Come, sav a word
about this!” Since noneof the
monks answered, he
answeredfor them: “Eala
dav is a good day.”

 



No Cold and Heat

A monk asked Tozan, “How

can we escape the cold and

heat?” Tozan replied, “Why

not go wherethere is no cold
and heat?” “Is there such a

place?” the monk asked.

Tozan commented, “When

cold, be thoroughlycold;
when hot, be hot through and

through.”
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Heat and cold cause
discomfort; they represent
troublesin life. When
troubles arise, what should
one do? Ifone can escape,
fine. But manyof life’s
problems cannot be escaped.
Whereis the place ofno
trouble? Zen says: Become
one with trouble. When the
day is hot, don't cry, “Oh, hot!
Oh, hot! Whatshall I do?”
Take the heat and beit
instead ofcomplaining about
or trying to escapeit.
Whateveritis, ifwe become
totally one with it, we become
the masterinsteadof the
victim.



TRANSCENDING DUALITY

If the studentcalls it a short
staff, he attaches to its name;
ifhe doesn’t call it a short
staff, he ignores its reality. He
can neither assert nor deny.
Only whenhefalls to the very
bottom ofcontradiction and
utter confusion will he
enlighten himself. “Whatis
this?” Shuzan demands.Itjust
is. Don't talk aboutit;
experienceit.

The ShortStaff

Shuzan held out his short staff
andsaid, “If vou call this a
short staff, vou opposeits
reality. [ff vou do not call it a
short staff, vou ignore thefact.
Now what do vou wishto call
this?” .

 



Joshu’s Mu

Joshu(a.p. 778-897) was a
famous Chinese Zen Master
wholivedin Joshu, the
province from which he took
his name. One dav a troubled
monk approachedhim,
intending to ask the Master
for guidance. A dog walked
by. The monk asked Joshu,
“Has that dog a Buddha-
nature or not?) The monk had
barely completedhis question
when Joshu shouted: “MU!
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Ofall koans, Joshu’s Mu is the
mostfamous. It is extremely
popular with Zen Masters,
whofrequently assign it to
novices. If the student tends
properly to business, Mu
comesto resemble a hot iron
ball stuck in his throat—he
can neitherswallow it nor spit
it out. The importance of
Joshw’s Muis its succinct (one
syllable) revelation of
Buddhism.

Muis the negative symbol
in Chinese meaning “not” or
“no-thing.” Muis also a basic
concept in Oriental
philosophy. Thereis a
relative Mu and an Absolute
Mu. Therelative Mu, in
Chinese characters, is the
opposite of U which means
“is.” The Absolute Mu ofZen
Buddhism transcends“is” and
“is not.” In order to
“understand”this koan,it is
necessary to be awareofthis
distinction.
When the monk asked

Joshu, “Has that dog a
Buddha-nature or not?” he
was asking not onlyfrom the
standpoint ofhis own
troubled mind, butfrom the
basic Buddhist teaching that
“all beings haveBuddha-
nature.” Joshu realizedthis.
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His “MU!” was a blow aimed
at breaking, or untying, the
monk’s attachmentto that
teaching.
The essence of Buddha’s

teaching is non-attachment.
All human troubles and
sufferings, without exception,
are due to attachment. Even
attachmentto the idea of non-
attachmentis attachment!
Joshu wanted the monk to
transcendthe relative world,
transcendthe teachings,
transcend U and Mu,
transcend Buddhism, and
gain thefree and independent
world ofenlightenment.
Satori, or enlightenment,is

this new dimension or
perspective inlife.

Ordinary humanlife is
always attached to the
relative: the “is” and the “is
not,good and bad,right and
wrong. Butlife itself is
constantly changing; the
condition ofsociety changes;
right and wrong changes;
every situation is different
according to time andplace.
Static concepts are not
appropriate to life.

Thus, Mu is crucial: it
offers no surface upon which
the intellect canfasten. The
word Mu must be experienced
as the world of “MUP”



Seijo’s Two Souls

Chokan had a very beautiful

daughter named Seijo. Ee
maTkida handsome voung

cousin named Ochu. joking.
he would often comment that

they would makeafine

married Se Actually, he

plimmed to give his di Mite nicea

in marriage to another man.

But voung Scio and Ochu

took himseriously: they fell in

love and thoughtthemselves

engaged. One dav Chokan

announced Seijos betrothal

to the other man. In rage and

despair, Ochulett by iene

After several days journey,

much to his astonishment and

jov he discoveredthat Seijo

was on the boat with him!

Thev went to a nearbycity

wherethey lived for several

vears and had twochildren.

But Seijo could not forget her
father: so Ochu decided to go

back with her and ask the

fathers forgiveness and

blessing. When they arrived,

oman Seijo DIM aTenSXerTarte
went to the father’s house. He

humbly apologized to the

father for taking his daughter

away and asked forgiveness

for them both. |

“What is the meaning ofall
this madness?” the father

exclaimed. Then he related

that after Ochu hadleft, many 

ZEN KOAns

vears ago. his daughter Sane

TatamnSTMIIETTITem tem Athy

comatose in bed since. Ochu

assured him that he was
mistaken, and, in proof, he
brought Sejjo from the boat.
When she entered, the erate

wing illin bed rose to meet
oPaT the two becameone.
Zen Master Goso, referring

com entan ceTend. observed, are

had two souls. OITeaO DSSRSIS (Gl
at home and the other in the
GlOwCmiesn KemCMerrinermiwial
two children. Which was the
true soul?” 
Whenone attains
enlightenment, one
transcends duality and is able
to understand the truth ofall
things. The truth cannot be
divided or dichotomized.
Illusion and reality are onl
relative. There is no so-called
reality without illusion. The
new exists only in relation to
the old. Asfor east and west,
there are no such things. “To
be”or “not to be” is not much
ofa problem.Life and death
are different phases ofone
thing. Enjoy spring; enjoy
summer. Enjoy,also,fall and
winter! Truth is one; truth is
many.

 



TRANSCENDING DUALITY

Ina Zen temple the livesof
the monksare wellregulated.
Whenthe bell sounds, each
puts on his robe and goes to
the meditation hall. But.
Unmon asks: Why? Thereis
an old saying that whatever
comes in through the gatesis
foreign. The gates are the
senses: sight, smell, hearing,
taste, and touch.Ifwe decide,
move, and act by the senses,
we obeyforeign commands.
In response to our
environment wefeel
pressures, are easily upset,
become nervous. This is one
of the characteristics of
modernlife. But if onesettles
downfirmly in one’s inner
life, all actions,feelings, and
deeds comefrom deep within.
The unenlightened one does
things because he must do
them; the enlightened one
acts because he wantsto.
Freedomlies in the center of
life. Unmon points to the
center.

Bells and Robes

Zen Master Unmonsaid: “The
worldis vast and wide, Why
do youput on vour robes at
the soundofa bell?”
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Ganto’s Two Meals

Kisan paida visit to Ganto,

who was aanay bee nee Kan

seclusion, and asked,

“Brother. are vou getting two

meals regularly?” “The fourth

son of the Cho family

Steps PrermMDITonmcba lems BREA

much obliged to him,” said

Grice a twole do not do vour

part well, vou will be bornas

an ox in the next life and will

have to repay him what vou

owed himin this life,” Kisan

cautioned.

GUcom plea Re hie mern math

forehead but said nothing. “If
vou mean horns,” Kisansaid,

“you must stick out vour

fingers on top of vour head

But before he finished

speaking, Ganto shouted,

“Heyl” Kisan did not
understand his meaning and
said, “If vou knowsomething

deeper. why don't vou explain
it to me?” Ganto hissed at him

and said, “You have been
studving Buddhismforthirty

ente as | have, and Saolemetne
still wandering around. | have

nothing to do with vou. Just

get out. And with these

words he shut the door in

NN oer
The fourth son of the Cho

family happened to be

passing by and, out ofpity.

took Kisan to his home.

bed

.
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eeeaw corenm(om \con\waka

close friends,” Kisan said
sorrowfully, “but nowhe has

attained something higher
than | have and will not
babybuae Len combiarm

That night Kisan could not
sleep. He got up and went to

Ganto's house. “Brother,” he
implored, “please be kind and
preach the Dharmafor me.”
Ganto openedthe door and
disclosed the teaching. The
next morning Kisan returned

home, happy with attainment. 
When Kisan asked Ganto
about “two meals regularly”
he meant “are you leading a
true monk's life?” (Two meals a
day, breakfast and lunch, was
customaryfor monks.) Ganto
replied that he was greatly
obliged to the Chofamily.
There was no way to return
their kindness except by
being a good monk. To be a
monk,in itself, was a way of
returning thefavor. Kisan
cautioned him against
accepting too much kindness;
Ganto might, as superstition
went, be reborn as Cho’s
servant, maybe an ox. Ganto
put hisfists on hisforehead:

}
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“Ifyou lookatlife asfifty-
fifty, give and take,then I owe
them morethan service;
however, I am already an ox!”
But Kisan didn’t understand
this view of life. So he
pursued his dualistic
viewpoint: “Ifyou mean to
show horns, then you must do
it like this” (sticking out
fingers).

Ganto, by this time, was
thoroughly disgusted with
Kisan’s shortsightedness: |
“You have been studying
Buddhismfor thirty years,
and you arestill attaching to
forms. Just get out!” True —
friendshipis sincere, direct,
and open, with no
compromise. Ganto was kind.
A cup must be emptied before
it can befilled. One must be
brought to a dead-end before
the Way opens up. And one
must die before one is borna
new person. Late that night,
Kisan was ready to
experience truth, which can
not be explained.

11



12 ZEN KOANS

Bodhidharma and the Emperor Wu

Emperor Wu of China was a

very benevolent Buddhist. He

built many temples and

monasteries, educated many

monks, and performed

countless philanthropic deeds

in the name of Buddhism. He

asked the great teacher

Bodhidharma, “What merit is

there in my good works?”

Bodhidharma replied, “None

whatsoever.” The Emperor

then asked, “What is the

Primal meaning of Holv

Reality?” Bodhidharma

answered, “Emptiness, not

holiness.” The Emperorthen

queried, “Who, then, is this

confronting me?” “I do not

know,” was Bodhidharma’s

reply. Since the Emperordid

not understand, Bodhidharma

left his kingdom.

Later, the Emperorrelated

this conversation to an

adviser, Prince Shiko. Shiko

reprimandedhim, saving that

Bodhidharma was a great

teacher possessedofthe

highest truth. The Emperor,

filled with regret, dispatched

a messengerto entreat

Bodhidharmato return. But

Shiko warned, “Evenifall the
aeponte the land went, that

one will never return.” 
When Bodhidharma, an
Indian, went to China about
the year a.p. 520, Buddhism
was well established.
Emperor Wu invited
Bodhidharma to his court.
Bodhidharma’s answerto his
questions came as something
ofa shock. But the Emperor's
attitude was dualistic and
totally off the track. The
Buddhist way oflife is to
enlighten one’s selfandfind
one’s owntrue life. The
Emperor's questions (what do
I get since I did so much?
whatis reality? what are
you?) were all about
something not himself. So
Bodhidharma left the
Emperor and wentto a
mountain temple where he
meditated, without speaking,
for nine years. He became the
father ofZen.
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Returning to the Ordinary World

In the Zen life there are no
“ifs” or “buts.” The Zenlife is
alwaysfully lived here and
now. Many people live in the
“if” world, speculating rather
than doing.“If it does not
work out’; “if I get hurt’; “if I
die.” “If people always
excuse themselves in the “but”
world: “I wanted to doit,
but’; “I want to see you, but’;
there are always excuses. The
monk in this koan asks how
an individual, once
enlightened,relates to the
ordinary world. Thus, he goes
beyond his own experience
and imaginesthe world of
“ifs.” Rather, he should work
hard and enlighten himself;
then he will know the answer.
Kegon’s reply will be
misunderstood if one does not
grasp that a Buddha, an
enlightened one,lives this
worldly life together with
worldly people. For a
Bodhisattva, everydaylife is
the enlightenedlife; the
ordinary world is Nirvana.
The broken mirror andfallen
flowers have their places.

A monk asked Kegon, “How
elorenmrey enlightened one
return to the ordinary world >”
Kegonreplied, “A broken
mirror never reflects aTOeUT Te
fallen flowers never eeback
to the old branches.

 

13
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No Beard

Wakuan complained when he

sawa picture of bearded

Bodhidharma, “Whyhasn't

that fellow a beard?”
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Bodhidharma, the Hindu who
brought Zen to Chinafrom
India in the sixth century,is
always depicted with a heavy
beard. When we say
“Bodhidharma” we
immediately conceptualize
him. Ifwe say “Buddha,” we
conceptualize the Buddha.If
we say “Christ,” we
conceptualize Christ. We
make ourselves victims of
concepts. By refuting
appearance, Wakuaninvites
us to go beyondthe duality of
beard and no-beard and see
the real Bodhidharma.
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Everythingis Best

One day Banzan was walking

through a market. He
overheard a customersayto

the butcher, “Give methe

best piece of meat vou have.

“Evervthing in my shopis ante

best. replied the butcher.

“You can not find any piece ee

meat that is not the best.” At

these words, Banzan was

enlightened.
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This koanillustrates the core
ofZen teachings. Zen speaks
ofabsolute value, not relative
values. The rose is best.as a
rose. Thelily is best as a lily.
Each individual is the best in
the whole world. The only
obligation one hasin life is to
bring out one’s best.
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The important question in
this koan is “what is the
gateP’ Normally a gate is
something through which one
enters or exits. It divides the
insidefrom the outside. But in
the world ofDharma,or
Truth, there is no inside or
outside; the truth is immanent
and universal. When the
Buddha asked Manjusri
(symbolofwisdom) to enter
the gate, he wastesting
Manjusri's understanding.
Manjusri replied, in effect,
that there is no gate in the
world of Truth. Truth is
everywhere; he was not
outside it. But still,
humankindfeels that there is
a gate. Butit is a gateless gate
and hardto enter, even
thoughit stands wide open all
the time! The gateless gates
are numerous—as many as
there are people. Each must
enter through his own gate. 

17

Manjusri Enters the Gate

One day as Manjusri stood
outside the gate, the Buddha
called to him, BASEUEe
Manjusri, why do younot
enter?” Manjusri replied, “I
do not see myself outside.
Masarencone
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Where to Meet after Death

Dogopaid a visit to his sick

fellow monk, Ungan. “Where

can I see vou again naawOre on

nbNemarhus ony your corpse?

Dogoasked. “I will meet vou

oe"Ke nehNLTTonbevaTrtnte|

roreLennbane dies.” Ungan replieren

Dogo eater his KENPO)NTE

saving, “What vou should

have ytid is that there is no

place where nothingis born

and nothing dies and that we

need not see each other at

Atle
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Some people eat together,
sleep together, but never
really meet. Did Dogo and
Ungan really meet? There are
many living corpses moving
around. The true meeting in
life is the meetingoflife.
Unless one has true
understanding, one hears
without really hearing, sees
withoutreally seeing. IfDogo
and Ungan werereally
enlightened, such
sophisticated mondos
(questions-and-answers)
would be unnecessary. Just
clasping each other's hand
would be more than enough.
Genro wrotea poem onthis
koan:

The old plum treeis infull
bloom;

The southern branch owns
the whole spring—

So does the northern
branch.
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A Philosopher Asks Buddha

A philosopher asked Buddha:
“Without words, without
silence, will vou tell me the
truth?” The Buddhasat
quietly. The philosopher then
bowedandthankedthe
Buddha, PRMD KCemADe Lan WOLE
loving kindness I have
cleared away mydelusions
and entered the true palaree
After the philosopher had
gone, Ananda asked Buddha
what the philosopherhad
attained. The Buddha
commented, “A goodhorse
runs even at the shadowof
the whip.”

Buddhe’s silence was
dynamic. The philosopher
was.quick to understand and
thanked him. But Ananda did
not understand.Truthis
beyond words. Life is only
understoodbylife.  
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Jizo’s Buddhism

One day, Jizo received oneof

Hofuku's disciples and asked

him, “Howdoes vour teacher

instruct vou?) “My teacher

instructs me to shut neh SR eaMa

andsee no evil thing; to cover

my cars andhear no el

sound: to stop my mind-

activities and form no wrong

ideas.” the monk replied. “I

do not ask you to shut your

eves. Jizo said. “but vou do
not see a thing. Edo not ask

vou to cover vour cars, but

vou do not heara sound. | do

not ask vou to cease vour

mind-activities, but vou do

not form any idea at all”

 
 

ZEN KOANS

The purposeofteaching in
Buddhismis to enable and
assist the studenttofind the
real meaningoflife—solife
will be peaceful, serene,

joyful, and abundantly
creative. A true teacher
always individualizeshis
lessons according to the
student whoreceivesthem.
The pupilin the koanwas a
novice,stillfirmly attached to
what he saw, heard, and

thought.So hisfirst teacher
gave him basiclesson: avoid
attaching importanceto sight,
sound, and thought. Jizo's
teaching went even deeper:
one must open the Third Eye.
Reality has no color, noform.
See things as they are and you
will not attach. Life lives and
moves on.
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The Southern Mountain

Sekiso lived and taught on the
Southern Mountain. and
Kankei lived and Stan TeaTLameyE
the Northern \lountain. One
day, a monk came from the
Northern Monastery to the
Southern MOCoRMT RNa EKGl
of teaching. Sekiso said to
him. “My Souther TOTICOnS
isno better than the
\fonastery in the North.” Phe
monk did not know what
reply to make. When he
returned to Kankei and told
him the story, Ranker said,
“You should have told him
that Tam ready to enter

| Tasteehaeaes
As the saying goes, the
neighbor'sgrass is always
greener. So one wholives in
the world ofcomparison will
always seek a greener pasture
as did this monk. Sekiso
pointed this out to the monk
by assuring him thatthe
monastery he hadjust left was
everybit as good a place to
learn. Unnerved by this
noncompetitive attitude, the
monk didn’t know how to
reply. But hisformer teacher
respondedto the compliment
by saying, “Iam ready to die
any day.” Both teachers were
trying hard to show the monk
that truth is nowhereifnot
within. |

2
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The Girl Comes Out of Meditation

Once upona time, Manjusri,

the Bodhisattva of Wisdom,

went to an assemblageof

Buddhas. By the time he

arrived. all had departed

Pacoa emai Buddha

Sakvamuni and one girl. She

was Seated ina RRaeKOE

highest honor, deep in

meditation. Manjusri asked
the Buddha howit was

POS e) On OmOKS girl to

attain a depth of meditation

that even he could not attain.

The Buddha said. “Bring her

out of meditation and ask her

elnino tame

So Manjusri walked around

SiORUTe MONKS enOCmCoaarice
of reverence], then snapped

his fingers. She remained

deep in meditation. He then

tried rousing her by invoking

all his magic powers; he even

transportedher to a high

heaven. All was to no avail, so

deep was her concentration.

But suddenly, up from below

the earth sprang Momyo, an

unenlightened one. He

snappedhis fingers once. and

the girl cameout of her
meditation. 
 

The principals of this koan
are symbolic. Manjusri
personifies wisdom; Momyo
its opposite. How is it that a
mere girl could attain a state
that Manjusri couldn't? Why

was the wise Manjusri unable
even to rouse her to learn the
answerto that question? The
purpose ofmeditationis to
overcome duality, to become
selfless-ness. Selfless-ness can
be likened to a bottlefilled to
capacity; when the cork is put
in, no matter how you shake
it, toss it, dropit, there is no
noise. Butifthe bottle is only
halffull, it makes the soundof
water. Ofcourse, if the bottle
is empty, there is no sound,
but there is no water, either.
Merely “sitting quietly” in
meditation is like a bottle
without any water. True
meditationis like the bottle
filled to the top. The girl in
the koan wasselfless-ness.
Even Manjusri couldn't rouse
her. Then how could Momyo,
an ignoramus, rouse the girl?P

Eventhe wise man,ifhe
becomesattached to wisdom,
becomesthe victim of
wisdom. Even good deeds,if
we becomeattached to them,

become bad. Non-attachment
is the Way.
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Everyone has Buddha-nature
—pure, original, and true.
Everyone

has

intrinsic value
and beauty. Rose,lily, tree, or
stone, each should beas itis.
Ifyou are short, be short. If
you aretall, be tall. Nothing
is wrong. “The Real Wayis
not difficult, but it dislikes the
Relative.” Ifone compares,
relatively, then good and bad,
beautiful and ugly,tall and
short, right and wrongarise,
creating difficulty. Evena
little talk about relative or
absolute and, like the monk,
one is not within the
Absolute. The Real Way is _
not difficult becauseit is the
only Way.It is the Absolute
Way. Pretensions are difficult
because one has to make them:
up. The True Wayis not
difficult becauseitis.
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The Real WayIs Not Difficult

Joshu addressed an assembly
of monks: “The Real ‘Saas is
not difficult, but it dislikes the
Relative. If there is but little
speech, it is about the
Relativeorit is about the
Absolute. This old monk is
not within the Absolute. Do
vou value that or not?” A
monk said to him, mia woetne
not within the Absolute. haw
can voujudgeits value?”
Joshusaid, “Neither do |
knowthat.” The monk
argued, “Your Reverence,if
vou donot vet know, howis it
that vou Sav vou are not

within the Absolute?” Kosar
said, “Your questioning is
effective. Finish vour worship
and leave.” |

  



The Turtle in the Garden

A monk sawa turtle in the

garden of Daizuis monastery

and asked the teacher, “All

beings cover their bones with

flesh and skin. Why does this

exarsnUKGeh eenmales CEA MED ATG nS) GU)

with bones?” Master Daizui

took off one of his sandals and

covered the turtle withit.
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The monk was bent on
discriminating—skin,flesh,
bones, inside, outside.

Discrimination can be carried
asfar as one likes—is mind
inside ofbody or is body
inside ofmind?—butthis
attitude always results in
arguments and explanations.
Life is neither. Life is an
organic,living totality. Daizui
covered the turtle with his
sandalto indicate to the monk

that his understanding of
reality reached nofurther
than the phenomenal world.

 



TRANSCENDING DUALITY

The temple here represents
the reality ofthe world. The
back of the temple is the
world ofphenomena and
appearances, and thefront
represents the essence and. the
reality of the Dharma. When
one passes behind the temple,
one sees Smith, Jones, —
mountains, rivers. But when
one goesinfront, one sees
nothing in particular. The —
monk protests that there is no
profit in not seeing. Many
modernpeople also say, “I
believe only whatI see.”
Hofuku scolds the monkfor
seeing only appearances and
notthe essence, the reality.
The temple is always the
temple, asit is, and nothing
else. In Buddhism thereis no
gain orloss.

The Temple

One dav Hofuku said to his
disciples, “When one REENeN
behindthe temple, he meets
Chang and Li. but he does
not see anyone infront ofit.
Whyis this? Which of the two
roads is better?” A monk
AVERAGOKae meeetena opens
DTURSO ROLE TEAROU LOT CITE Sreanie
Nothing is gained without
secing. The Master scolded
the monk, saving. “Stupid, the
templeis always like this.”
The monk said, “If it were not
the temple, one should see
something.” The Mastersaid,
“Pamtalking about the
temple and nothing else.”
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Lotus Blossoms and Leaves

A monk asked Chimon,

“Betore the lotus blossom has

emergedfrom the water. what

is it?” Chimonsaid, “A lotus

blossom.” The monk pursued,

“After it has come out of the

water, What is it?) Chimon

replied, “Lotus orawe

 

ZEN KOANS

Chimonbelongedto the
UnmonschoolofZen, which
is harderfor laymen to
understand than other Zen
schools. The monk who asked
this question was well
advancedin Zen. His
question concerns the
relationship of the absolute
and its manifestations, the
relationship ofreality and
phenomena. The koan could
be variously rephrased as:
“Who am I before Iam born?”
“Pefore the world appeared,
what was it?” “Before the
universe came to be, what
was it?” Chimon’s answers
run counter to what we
actually see. Butfrom the
point ofview of the absolute,
the lotus blossom under water
is still a lotus blossom.Afterit
has emerged into view, it may
as well be called lotus leaves
becauseit has leaves as well.
It does not matter what name
it goes by in the phenomenal
world. Whether water,ice, or

steam, the essence is the
same. White man, black man,
brown man are all “man”from
the point ofview of humanity.
Ifone attachesto the
particulars of the phenomenal
world, universality will be
overlooked.
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Awareness

Unless we are aware, we do notfully live. We haveears,
but we do not hear; we have eyes, but we do notsee. Often-
times we are merely existing. Awareness means awareness
of life. The Japanese haiku poem, an extremely short form
that has been used for over three hundred years, grew out
of awareness. The haikuis a direct expressionoflife: —

Maple leaves
Falling down—
Showingfront,

Showing back.

—Ryokan
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The Gate of Paradise

Nobushige, a soldier, came to
Hakuin, a famous Zen Master,

and asked, “Is there really a

paradise and a hell?” “Who

rUonMelltae aires Hakuin. “]

RTTetree Nobushige
replied. “You, a samurai!

exclaimed Hakuin. “What

kind of a lord would have vou

as his guard? You look ore

roecreeos Nobushige became
so enragedthat ne began to
drawhis sword. Hakuin

continued, “So vou have a
sword. It is yerueahS too dull

to even cut off mv head.”

Rte)Leda brandishedhis
weapon. Hakuin remarked,

“Here, open the gates of hell.”
At these words the perceptive
samurai sheathed his sword

and bowed. “Here, Xan date

gates of paradise,” said

jaryathber

 

ZEN KOANS

Heaven and hell are the
contents ofour everydaylife.
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Zuigan Calls His Own Master

Zuigan called out to himself

every day, “Master.” Then he
answeredhimself, “Yes, sir.”
Andafter that he added,
“Becomesober.” Again he

answered, “Yes, sir.” Andafter
that he continued, “Do not be

deceived byothers.” “Yes, sir;
ves, sir, he answered.

Calling the Master within is
not mere introspection, the
usual aim ofwhich is to
understand one’s
psychological motives or
evaluate one’s behavior—good
or bad. Zuigan’s calling,
“Master,” is calling the
universalself, not the moral
self. The Master Zuigancalls
is the true self that existed
before he was born.  
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Matter-of-Fact Advice

Daiye was a great Zen Master
Dmatron tteTeaeherOMn TTR GtTTnY
and he had a student monk
named Doken who had spent
many vears studving Zen
without much progress, One
dav the Master sent Doken to
a distant place on an errand
that would take halfia vear,
Doken was very discouraged
because it would hinder his
study of Zen in meditation.
Dokers friend and fellow
monk. Sogen, took pity on
him andsaid, “PE will
accompany vou and help vou
in Whatever wav | can so that
vou can continue to study

even While traveling.” So both
of them set off on the errand.
One evening Sogen said

sadly to Doken. “You know. |
am Willing to help vou in
every way. but there are five
arrnrrer I cannot do for vou.”
“What are they 2° asked

Doken. “For instance.” said

his friend, “when ernmTORS

hungry or thirsty, vou must
eat or drink by vourself. My

SLO ITcaa SD Um TTOsen Ty RIRSOLED

Stomach. When vou need te
respondto the IemIniattiee
vou must take care of them
vourself: Pcan not be of any

use. And then, in areaneletee 

ZEN KOANS

vou must carry your own

body along this highway.”

With these remarks, Doken’s
pa bnatamnGeeek opened. Hedid not
know howto express his os

Sogen said to his friend,

“My work is done; vou don't
naa WOMGeys0OrDORMER ERD ETO)Kamel

and he left.When Doken
finished the errand and
returned to the temple,
Master Daive immediately
perceivedthe enlightenment
of Doken. 
Zen is matter-of-fact teaching.
It is the realizationofthings
as they are. Doken was
lookingfor something secret
about Zenfor many years. But
when Sogen gave such
matter-of-fact advice, Doken
suddenly came to his senses
and realized the truth. The
Zen truth is everywhere in
everyday life. Once
experienced,a new world

_ opens.



AWARENESS

The chiefmonk wasstill
attachedto the water vase
and tried to say something
about it, whereas Isan  ~
transcended the problem, or
question. To try to answer the
question intellectuallyis a
totally wrong approach.Life’s
questions are answered by the
totality ofa person’s
character, not by the extent of
one’s learning.

Tipping Over a Water Vase

Hvyakujo wished to senda
monk to open a new
monastery, He told his pupils
that whoever answereda
question most ably would be
appointed. Placing a water
vase on the ground, he asked,
“Who can say What this is
Ceara aVelel calling its name?”
The chief monk said. “No one
can call ita tree stump.[san,
the cook monk, tipped over
the vase with his foot and
went out. Hvakujo smiled and
said, “The chief monk loses.”
And Isan became the master
of the new Tepecaae
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Original Face

Eno, the sixth patriarch of

Zen, received fromthefifth

patriarch the symbols of

authority: the bowl androbe.

Because of the jealousy of

someof the other monks. Eno

left the monastery at night

taking the bowl and robe with

him. Some brother monks

pursued him, intending to

wrest the treasured objects
aKOSTA ASIANE

Among them wasatall.

Serenons powerful monk

named Emyvo. Eno knew

Kemvo was coming. so hesat

and waited, placing the bow!

and robe on a nearbyrock.

When Emvo appeared, Eno

said to him: “These objects

just svmbolize the rantlanva hd

vou want them, take them.”

But when Emvyo tried to lift

the bowland robe. they were

AO OTOAMHC TT LOLennccna

Trembling with shame, he

said: “1 camefor the teaching.

not for material treasures.

Please teach me.”

Eno instructed him: “Do

not think of good; do not

think of evil. Show me,

instead. vouroriginal face.”

At these words Emyo’s entire

body was bathedin 

ZEN KOANS

perspiration: he was

Solsticeeee ey gratitude he

said, “You have given me the

secret words and meanings. Is

there vet a deeperpart of the

teaching?” Eno replied:

“What I have told youis no

secret at all. When vourealize

your owntrue self, the secret

belongs to vou.” 
“Originalface” means your
face before you were born.
Enotried to show Emyo the
absolute world. In this
relative world we attach to
thisface or thatface, toa
beautifulface, to an uglyface,
to good andbad, tojus: and
unjust, love and hate, big and
small, straight and crooked.
The originalface sees the
world beforeit is divided.
The true self is the selfless
self. Zen urges: look within.
Unmaskand strip the egoself;
when all your outerself is
taken off, you willfind your
Self.



AWARENESS

This koan demonstrates the
importance ofsingle-
pointedness and the power of
concentration. Unmonholds
his staff high, withfull
strength, above the eyesofhis
disciples and speaksofit as if
he were holding a live
dragon. The group’s whole
attention isfocused on the
staff. Unmonhas captivated
his audience with his staff,
and outside of this staff
nothing exists. It really has
swallowed up the whole
universe. When one does
something—anything—it
should be done with one’s
wholelife, as though nothing
else existed. Each day should
be lived asifit were the only
day in the universe.

Unmon’s Staff

One dav Unmonsaidto his
disciples, “This staff of mine
has transformeditself into a
dragon andhas swallowedu»
the universe! Oh, where are
the rivers and mountains and
ditomeaneriarcrivaalta
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Inner Culture

Daiji said to his monks,
macrrelelaatmTOecin cs) etre

inwardly one foot than to
spread Dharma outwardly ten
feet. Your inner culture of one
inchis better than vour

preaching of ten inches.” In
order to balance andclarify

this statement, Tozan said, “I
preach what I can not
practice, and [ practice what
I can not preach.”

 

ZEN Koans

One good deedis better than
one hundred beautiful words.
In ancient days, as today,
words were more numerous
than deeds. Daiji emphasizes
the importance ofdoing
rather than talking. Tozan
flips the coin and states that
both speech and action have -
value; they should not be
compared. But both Masters
standfirm on one point: look
within!



AWARENESS

Aformless,colorless(titleless)
manliving uponflesh and
bloodis a contradiction in the
first place. Since he isformless
and colorless, this titleless
man can come and go any
place, but Rinzai says he
comes and goes through your
eyes, ears, nose, and senses—a
further contradiction. When
the monk asks, “Whois this
titleless man?” Rinzai
responds,in effect: “I thought
this was the true manofno
title, but he is nothing but an
attached and deluded man
after all.” Out ofcompassion,
Rinzai tries hard to awaken
the monksfrom their dreams.

n
e uy

The True Man of NoTitle

Rinzai oncesaid to his monks.

“A titleless manlives na BONn
flesh and blood. going out or
overran through the
gateways of vourface. Those
who have not witnessed this
fact, discover it this minute!”
A monk stood up andasked,
“Whois this titleless man?”
Rinzai suddenly came down
fromhis seat, seized the monk
by his robe, and exclaimed,
“Speak! Speak!” The monk
was dumbfounded, so Rinzai
HUDDaem Tie saying, “This
titleless manis eeXem CO)
reer reas |
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Roso Facesthe Wall

When monks or lavmen came

for instruction or with

questions, Master Roso would

turn his back and tace the

wall, Nansen, his fellow

monk, criticized this method.

“L tell monks to put

themselves into the time

before Buddha was born in

the world, but few of them

truly realize my Zen. Merely

sitting against the wall like

Brother Roso would never do

apTemppDLOpOTCurren good.”

 

ZEN. KOANS

Communicationis a great
problem in life—it was in
ancient days as well as today,
it is in the business world as
well as in Zen. There are two
types ofcommunication. One
is at the level offacts: “I will
arrive at ten o'clock tomorrow
morning.” The otheris at the
non-verballevel offeelings,
sympathy, love. Zen teaching
is a communicationoflife.
Rosotries by sitting,

wordlessly,facing a wall.
Nansen criticizes this method,

pointing out that even when
he explains Zen, only afew
realize the truth; therefore,

Roso’s wordless method can
do no good at all. But people,
ancient and modern, become

less thinking, less creative,

when everything is poured
into them. Roso’s method may
be better after all. Whena
pupil comesfor instruction
and the master immediately
turns,facing the wall, the

student can not ask any
questions. He can do nothing
but sit quietly, and he has the
opportunity to meditate right
there because the teacheris in
meditation. Thus the student
can look within andclarify his
own thoughts instead of
receiving explanationsfrom
outside.



AWARENESS

Obaku was the successor of
Hyakujo, and he wasalso
Rinzai’s teacher. He was,
indeed, a great Zen Master.
His remarksare a warning to
the monks, many ofwhom go
from one Zen centerto
anotherin search ofZen.
They will neverfind Zen by
looking in this way. For one
who does not seek truly, there
are no teachers anywhere to
befound. Obaku says there
are no teachers,for, in truth,
Zen can not be taught. One
must look within; there,is
Zen. When one lives Zen,
there are manyteachers.

Obaku and the Wine-Guzzlers

Obaku addressed the monks,
“You guzzlers of wine! IfI
had goneon as many
pilgrimagesas youin search
of Zen, wherever should I be
today? Don't you knowthat
in all this land there is no Zen
teacher?” A monk came
forward and said, “But they
there are those wve reform
the disciples and exenKaae
them. What about them?’
Obakusaid, “I didn’t say
there was no Zen, merelythat
there is no teacher of Zen.”
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Keichu’s Wheel

GetsuanSaid to his students.

“Keichu, the first wheelmaker

of China, made two wheels of

fifty spokes each. Now,
suppose vou removed the hub

uniting the spokes. What
would become of the wheel?

And had Keichu donethis,

could he be called the master

wheelmaker?”

 

ZEN KOANS

A wheelis a wheelasitis. If
you removethe spokes, hub,
or rim, there is no wheel. A
cart is used to carry things.
Removethe wheels, the axle,
body, and handle and thereis
no cart. A house is madeofits
parts: roof, walls,floor, doors,
and windows. A part has no
value separatefrom the
whole. So it is with body and
life. To discern, discriminate,
analyze, and judge is to miss
totality. To dissectis to kill.
Life is not merely an
assemblage ofparts.



AWARENESS

This koan asks the basic
questions ofZen: what is your
true nature; how can you be
free; and where are you?
These questions are also the
basic questions oflife. Ifone
wishes to live a meaningful,
peaceful, and happylife, one
mustfind the answers. Zen is
not apartfrom practicaldaily
life. It teaches how to live by
findingthe realself. To study
Zen is to study self: “What am
I.”

ne 2 ae wi hea 5 aoe RNFea BatesrageBA ME 3 .SPE ;

The Three Barriers of Tosotsu

Tosotsu built three barriers
and made the monks pass
through them: Thefirst
barrieris studving Zen. In
Sabrenea rays Zen the aimis to see
vour owntrue nature. Now
BIOKom LM Weltbm cutCem ErTaniare

Secondly, when vourealize
OOMSt eatCoR ILatte avolr
will be free from birth and
Corte

n

Pnetess) vou shut the
light from MAelet acer

e

Sale|
byexereyenteaes} corpse, howcan
voufree yourself?

Thirdly,ifSoleaCe ener
yourself from birth and death.
vou should know where vou
are. When vour body
disintegrates into the four
elements, where are you?

ra
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Isan Summons Two Official Monks

Master Isan sent for the

treasurer, but when he

appeared, Isan said, “I sent

for the treasurer, not you.”

The treasurer did not know

what to say. The Master next

sent for the chief monk, but

when he came, Isan said, “I

sent for the chief monk, not

vou. The chief monk, also,

was dumbfounded.

 
A Zen Masteris always kind,

even when he is riding his

students, becauseall his

efforts are aimedatinciting
progress in Zen.If the
treasurer or the chiefmonk
was performing his office with
his whole life, either might
have struck back at the

Master with, “Don't you
know, I am the chiefmonk!”

with confidenceand pride.

But neither said a word. What

a pity! They were only
occupying their offices.



 

 

 
 



The Statue of Avalokitesvara

The people of Korea once

commissionedan artist in

(hina to carve a life-sized

woodenstatue of

Avalokitesvara. The work was

completed andthestatue

carried to the harborfor

shipment, when suddenlyit

becameso heavythat no

humaneffort could moveit

from the beach. The Chinese

and Koreans conferred and

decidedthat the statue must

remain in China. Thereafter.

the statue returned to normal

weight and was enshrinedat

a temple in Ming Chou. A

person paving homageto the

statue commented, “In the

sutra we read that

Avalokitesvara is possessedof

miraculous powers andin the

whole universe there is no

place where he does not

manifest himself, Then why

did this holystatue refuse to
Cen cee Solnaeae
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Avalokitesvara is the symbol
of loving kindness and
compassion in Buddhism. A
Sanskrit word; Avalokitesvara
is “Kanin” in Chinese and
“Kannon”inJapanese. In
Englishit is often called the
“Goddess of Mercy” (though
Avalokitesvara has no gender)
and depicted as a beautiful
femalefigure radiating loving
kindness. Traditionally,
artists carved beautiful and
aesthetic Avalokitesvaras, and
these were enshrined in many
places as symbols of
boundless compassion. The
Kaigenji Temple, referred to
in this koan as located in
Ming Chou, China,is not
necessarily in China. The
Kaigenji Temple is
everywhere—in China, Korea,
and the United States. Ifone
opens the mind of
compassion, Avalokitesvarais
everywhere—in your mind
and in your heart. Ifone looks
for Avalokitesvara in China,
he must return empty-
handed.



AWARENESS

Since it was thefirst meeting
between Tozan andhis
teacher, Unmon, Tozan was
answering the questions very
innocently, and he did not
understand why he deserved
sixty blows. When he asked
aboutit thefollowing day,
Unmonsaid,in effect,
“Damnedfool! Goodfor
nothing! Waste of time!” The
question is whether Tozan’s
factual, spiritless answers, a
result of his lack ofawareness,
merit the sixty blows or not. A
legend says that the mother
lion pushes her cubsoffa cliff
three days after they are born;
she will raise the cubs that
come back.Life’s true lessons
are stern. To learn, one must
be aware.  
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Sixty Blows

Tozan went to Unmon,. who
asked Tozan where he had
comefrom. Tozan said, “From
Sato village.” Unmonasked,
“In what temple did vou
remain for the summer?”
Tozan rephed, “Theteap ae
are south of the lake.”
“Whendid vou leave there?”
Unmonasked, wondering
howlong Tozan would

continue with such factual
answers, “The twenty-fifth of
August,” answered Vozan.
Unmonsaid, “I should aaa
vou sixty blows with a eras
but exehae forgive vou.” The
next Chae Tozan bowedto
Unmonandsaid, “Yesterday

vou forgave mesixty blows. I
lentes ae why vou thought
me wrong.Unmon, rebuking

Tozan’s spiritless responses,
said, “You are goodfor
nothing. You simply wander
eKoyee one monasteryto
another.” Before Unmon’s
words were ended, Tozan was
enlightened.
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Echu’s Three Calls

One dav Zen Master Echu

called, from behind the closed

screens of his room, “Ho!

Attendant!” Tangen, his

attendant, heard the call from

his dormitory room. He went

at once to his teacher's room.

Kneeling outside the Shoji
screens, as was customary, he

said, “Yes, master, am here.”

But the teacher did not

respond, So Tangen persisted,

“Do vou want something?”

Silence. Thinking he had

been mistaken, Tangen

returnedto the CTOae

Shortly, Echu called again:

“Attendant!” Again Tangen

responded. SSFTi ebnre ays ante

paperscreens, once again he

said, “Yes, lam here. What

can I dofor vou?”Silence.

Puzzled anddisturbed,

a Rta iTicen returned to his room.

No sooner had he reached

his room than his teacher

called a third time. louder

than before. A third time

Tangen went and waited.

saving. “You called three

times. Lam here.” There was a

long silence. At last the Zen

Master said, “Comein,

Vangen. Tangen entered.

“You know,the Master

continued, “vou have been 

ZEN KOANS

studving with me for some

time now, but sxole havent

attained enlightenment.I

thought it was myfault. Twas

eoire ashamed of mvselffor

being a poor teacher. But now

[see that it is not totally my

fault. Instead of apologizing

to vou, vou should apologize

conta onan 
Somecommentaries say that
Tangen did well to respond
three times, without
artificiality, to his teacher's
call. Others say that the Zen
Master, recognizing his
disciple’s potential, was too
ambitious, overly anxious to
have his pupil attain. When
all is said and done, Zen is
awareness. Tangen should
have been aware ofwhat his
teacher meantby calling
three times. He was not
summonedto perform some
actual or material action. The
teacher canteach, but only
the pupil can learn. The
Master can only point the
way to awareness. Don’t be
dumbfounded!



C
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AWARENESS

At Zen monasteries there is a
customary three-month
summerretreat called Ango.
Monks and students meditate
and work during this period,
which is Zenitself. At the end
ofAngo the studentgreets his
teacher. This greeting is a test
of his understanding. So when
the student, Gyosan, methis
teacher, Isan, he was proud of
his hard work. He was
confident and wanted to
know if his teacher had been
working too. But he was so
confident that he was
disrespectful. Here, Isan
showed himself to be a kind
teacher: he did not take
offense but cautioned Gyosan
to respect himself.

ee - ay wo fa OER €ahpec pM TRos ny

Aga

Gyosan’s Greeting

At the endofthe one-
hundred-dayseclusion,

Gvyosan met his teacher, Isan.

ms ikeate. ae) see vou aroundall
summer,” Isan said, “what
SasKomaOLE!Preto‘T have
been cultivating a aes Oa
land,” Gvosanreplied, “and
reaped a bushel of millet.
‘Then,’ commentedIsan.
“vou did not spendthis
Teepe pestesmn bs inaaby mae
VVasASOTSELoL doingthis

summer?Gyosan noe The
feria ine replied, “I ate
once a day at noon andslept
for a few hours after
midnight.” “Then vou cre not
PERK ORTCINIOCSNDIOMETEREDTE

Gvosansaid and stuckout his

entedtte “You should have

some self-respect, bh)

observed.
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Joshu Investigates an Old Woman

A traveling monk asked an

old womandirections to

Taizan, a popular temple

supposedto give wisdomto

anvone who worshipedthere.

The old womansaid. “Go

straight ahead.” After iaate

monk proceededafewsteps.

she said to herself, “He alsois

PUGererenCosmaclelka ttskeCo ies

Someone reportedthis

incident to Joshu, whosaid,
“Wait until | investigate.” The

NYSNG CHOU TORKO TIGrUITOMRELCue

the same question. andthe

old womangave the same

AVERAGwere feet remarked, “I

have investigated that old

woman.

 

ZEN KOANS

Taizan was afamous
mountain temple visited by
many pilgrims. At thefoot of
the mountain an old woman
kept a small tea house where
travelers rested. This old
woman was very Zen, and she
examinedthe insight of
passing monks. When Zen
Master Joshu went to her tea
house, he was dressed as a
common monk, and he asked
the way to Taizan. The old
woman gave him the same
answer she had given
previous monks, and after he
had goneafew steps, she
concludedthat he, also, was
“a common church-goer.” The
conversation (mondo) was
the same, but all the other
monkshad been investigated
by the old woman. Only
Joshu investigated her. The
point of this koan is: where
are you? Joshu repeated the
actions of the other monks,
but he went his own way.



AWARENESS

The Zen way of teachingis
withouttext, beyond words,
from mind to mind in direct
contact with the coreoflife.
Zen often uses blows and
shouts as well as koans and
mondos. Rinzaiisfamousfor
his “khats” and Tokusanfor
his blows. The monk who
came to Seppo and made a
formal bowwas paying the
form ofgreeting and respect
proper inJapanandin
ancient China. In the West
we greet each other by
shaking hands, and in
Buddhist countries, such as
Ceylon, Burma, Thailand, —
and India, the Buddhists put
their palms togetherin
greeting (not in prayer). But
Seppo gave the monkfive —
blows. Naturally, the monk
was surprised and asked why.
For answer he received
anotherfive blows and a
“khats” in addition. Ifa
greeting comesfrom an
awakenedperson,it has a
profound meaning. But this
monk,like so manyofus,
simply performeda
meaninglessformality. The
numberofblows the Master
gave has no meaning. The
firstfive were shallow; the —
secondfive had deeper
meaning. The “khats!” means
“wake up!”

A MonkIs Rejected

A monk approached SraDEO
and madea formal bow,
Seppohit the monk five times
with his stick. The monk
asked, “Whereis myfault?”
The Master struck the monk
five additional blows and
dismissed him with a loud.
“Khats!”
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Kotei Strikes a Monk

A student of Kassai cameto

visit Kotei and bowed. Kotei

immediately struck the neeal

The monk said, “I came

especially to see vou Abate prtale

homage with a bow. Whydo

ee strike me?” Kotei struck

the monk again and chased

him from the monastery. The

monk returnedto his teacher,

Kassai, and told thestory.

“Do vou understandor not?

asked Kassai. “No. | dont.

answered the monk.

“Fortunately, vou do not

understand,” Kassai said. “I

vou did.| would be

ahetanleszoleenreace umn

 

ZEN KOANS

In ancient China it was the
custom that when an
individual came into the
presence ofone more
illustrious, the individual

would bow in respect. So the
monk who visited Kotei
bowed. Now the Zen Master
usually has.a Dharma stick,
called a nyoi, which means
“can be used as the mind
wishes.” It is a small stick
madeofbambooor wood,
and it is sometimes usedfor
back-scratching, sometimesto
awaken students. Kotei used
his Dharma stick to strike the
visiting monk. When the
monk asked why, he received
more of the same and was
driven off. Kotei struck the
monk to try to awaken him to
his own innerreality. The
student was wasting time
bowing to others. His own
teacher, Kassai, tried to

conclude the lesson Kotei had
begun, butstill the monk

failed to wake up.



AWARENESS ol

How Do You See Your Buddha-nature?

A Cravakais characterized as
interested only in his own
enlightenment. His seeing of
Buddha-natureis like seeing
the moonatnight; it is, more
often than not, a reflection.
The Bodhisattva is interested
in and concerned with all
beings. He sees Buddha-
nature in all things,just as
when the sun shines,its light
falls impartially on all. But
the monk was anidler, asking
someone else how they see
their Buddha-nature instead
of trying to see his own.It is
only naturalto give him three
blows in hope ofawakening
him.  

A monksaid to Seppo,“I
understandthat a person in
the stage of a Cravakasees his
Buddha-natureas he sees the
moonat night, and a person
in the stage of Bodhisattva
sees his Buddha-nature as he
sees the sun at day. Tell me
how you see your own
Buddha-nature?” In answer,
Seppo struck the monkthree
times with his stick. The
monk wentto another
teacher, Ganto, and asked the
same question. Ganto slapped
him three times.
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Solving a Monk’s Problem

After a morning lecture to aera

monks, Yakusan was

approachedbya monk who

said, “I have a problem. Will

vou solveit for me?” Yakusan

answered, “| will solveit at

the evening lecture.” Mae aren

AV RetOMINCOH)CmcetanaKaemnim ens

hall that evening, Yakusan

called out, “The monk who

told me this morning that he

aeKGue problem—step forward

right now!” As soon as the
monk stoodin front of the

assembly, the Master took

hold of him roughly. “Look

here, monks,” he said, “this

fellow has a problem.” He

pLearere the monk aside and

went to his room.

Life is living. Truth is
concrete. Zen concerns itself
with immediacy and
directness because Zenis life.
A problem that can wait all
dayfor a solution is hardly a
problem! Can you waitall
day when your head is under
water? Yakusan's evening
lecture was most dramatic. 
 



AWARENESS

Ryuge was an ardent young
monk and wanted desperately
to attain enlightenment. Since
he did not get the answer he
wantedfrom Suibi, he wentto
Rinzai at another temple and
asked the same question.
Neither Master, Suibi nor
Rinzai, talked to each other
on this subject, but their
methodofanswering Ryuge
was identical. It is interesting
to see the two enlightened
minds working in the same
way. It seems both Masters
were suggesting meditation
by hitting Ryuge with
meditation equipment. But
Ryuge had a one-track mind.
He kept expecting to hear a
direct answer. There is no one
ready-made answerinlife.
Each mustfind his or her own
answer.
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The Meditation Arm-rest

Ryuge asked Master Suibi,
“Whydid Bodhidharma come
West?” Suibi said, “Pass me
that meditation arm-rest.” No
sooner did Rvuge do so than
Suibi hit him over the head
with it. Rvugesaid, “Strike
me as youwill, that stil! does
not answer myquestion.”
Next, Rvuge went to Master

Rinzai and asked the same
question. Rinzai said, “Please
give methat meditation mat.”
Ryuge handedthe rolled-up
mat to Rinzai, who promptly
struck himwithit.
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The Nose Is Twisted

One day as Hyakujo was

visiting his Master, Baso, a

flock of wild geese flew

overhead. Baso asked, “What

are thev?” “Theyare aike!

geese, sir. “Whither are thev

flving?” “Theyhave flown

away, sir.” Baso suddenly

took hold of Hvakujo’s nose

and twistedit. Overcome

with pain, Hvakujo cried out.

Basosaid, “You saythey have

flown away,but all the same

thev have been here from the

very beginning.” Hyakujo

attained enlightenment.

Mostofthe time in everyday
life we are superficial and not
awareoftrue life. Hyakujo
saw onlyflying geese and
geeseflown away. Perhaps
the geese were hungry and
searchingforfood; perhaps
they wereflying south,
knowing cold weather was
coming. Hyakujo shows no
feeling, no communication, no
understandingoflife. Baso
felt terrible observing his
student's shallowness. So
instead ofsaying, “Wake up!”
he twisted Hyakujo’s nose.
Satori, or enlightenment,is
the discovery of true life and
the innerrelationship of this
life with all things. 
 



AWARENESS

The “three worlds” means the
whole world, or the universe.
(In Buddhism the three
worlds that comprise the
whole are the world of
desires. the material world,
and the non-material world of
thought.) “There is no
Dharma” means the Dharma
is everywhere, everythingis
Dharma. “No Dharma” means
no Dharma assuch.Ifone is
sincere and disciplined in
seeking truth, a trifling thing
mayopen the mind to
enlightenment:the voice ofa
cricket or the sound ofa
stream.

Three Worlds, No Dharma

Banzansaid to his disciples
one day, “In all the three
worlds there is no Dharma.
Where, then, shall we look for
Mind?”

 

DO
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A Garden of Medicinal Flowers

A monk asked Unmon, “What

is the Dharma Kava [the

formless, timeless, spaceless

ultimate |?” Unmonreplied,
“A garden of medicinal

Howers.” The monk thensaid,
“Is that all I need to
understand?” Unmonreplied,

“If that isn't enough, then you

will have to see the Golden-

haired Lion.”

 

 

ZEN KOANS

Unmon’s koansare beautiful
but often difficult to
understand. When the monk
asked aboutultimate reality,
Unmonpointedto the flower
garden near which, perhaps,
they were standing. The
words themselves have
nothing to do with the true
answer. Theyare only figures
ofspeech. When Gensha was
asked the same question, he
replied, “Drops of puss.”
Engosaid,“I see the golden
Buddhastatuein pile of
garbage.” The Dharma Kaya
is everything and anythingif
onesees itwith the eye of
truth. However,if the monk
does not haveeyesto see the
simple truth, he had better
resort to the Golden-haired
Lion, a legendary Chinese
beast.
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Open Your Own Treasure House

Daiju visited Master Basoin
(hina. Baso asked, “What do

vou seek?” “Enlightenment.”

replied Daiju. “You have vour

owntreasure house. Why do

vousearch outside?” Baso

demanded. “Where is my

treasure house?” Daiju asked.

“What vou are asking is vour

treasure house,” Baso

concluded. Daiju was
enlightened.

It seems habitualin this
material worldfor people to
lookfor happiness and
freedom in the same way they
lookfor money andfame:
outside of themselves. Zen
teaches exactly the opposite:
always look within. The inner
treasure, the Buddha-nature,
is alwaysfresh,living,
unlimited. 
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Temper

A Zenstudent cameto Bankei
and complained, “Master, |
Awenrtts) ungovernable
temper. Howcan [ cure it?”
“You have SOTaereae
strange,” said Bankei. “Let me
see what vou have.” “I can not
showit to vou just now,”said
the student. “When can wor
showit to me?” asked Bankei.
“It arises unexpected on
replied the other. “Thenit
must not be vour owntrue

nature. [fit were, vou could
showit to meat anv time. It is
something that vou are not
born with. It is not ‘volte

As is often said in Zen,
anything that comesfrom
outside is not the real you.It
isforeign. One must not be
disturbed by outside things.
One must realize and return
to the centeroflife. Our

greatest mistakeis that we
think external, accumulated
things are ourselves. Ifone
gets rid ofall things that are
external, then he will be
purelyhimself. For this
reason, meditation is an
essential part of the
awareness ofZen.  
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The Taste of Banzo’s Sword

Matajuro Yogvu was aaanTO)

of a famous swordsman. But

his father disowned him

because he failed to learn. So

Matajuro went to Mfount

Futara where he found the

famous swordsman Banzo.

The master said to him, “So

vou wish to learn

swordsmanship under my

guidance, But vou can melt

Fulfill the requirements.” “But

if | work hard, how many

vears will it take nite to

becomea master?” the vouth

persisted. “Therest of vour

life,” replied Banzo. “I can not

wait that long, argued

Matajuro. “lam wiing to

undergo anvhardship i orn bs

vou will teach me. IfI became

vour servant, how long might
it be?” “Oh, mavbe on orleee

Banzo relented. “If J work far

more intensively, howlong

wouldit take me?” “Oh, |

mavbethirty vears. said

Banzo. “Whyis that?” asked

Matajuro. °‘First vou said ten,

and nowvou read anaes vears.

Twill undergo rththing to

Ocal this art in the Sienrat:

time!” “WellJ said Banzo, “in

that case vou will haveto stay

with mefor seventy vears, A

TEHED Me CeCGan Naas ar Ol

ZEN KOANS

are to get roi seldom

learns OTtnadhee moamass|e

declared the vouth, who

finally understood the

teacher, “lL agree.

Matajuro was told neverto

speak of fencing and neverto

touch a sword. rere cookedfor

his master, washed dishes,

made his bed, cleaned the

vard, caredfor the garden, all

without a word about

swordsmanship. Three vears

PHONG Still Matajuro wroveCare|

on. Thinking ofhis future, he

was sad. He had not even

begunto learn theart ey

CWOsKeRTNESSCIINIDE

But one dav Banzo crept up

behind him and gave hima

terrific blow with a wooden

sword. The following day, as

Matajuro was cooking Gan

Banzo again sprang upon

him unexpectedly. After aah

day and night, Matajuro had

to defend STmuCrO DENS

tmexpected aTTEETOSCAeLar

moment of any day passed

during whichhe did not have

to think ofthe taste of Banzo’s

sword. He began to learn so

rapidly that im brought smiles

to the face ofhis master.

Matajuro became the greatest

swordsmanin the nar 



AWARENESS

This koan demonstrates the
Zen wayoflearning, which
includes determination,
discipline, awareness,
mastery, and the confident,
faithful, respectful
relationship between teacher
and student. Young Matajuro
typified the modern
temperament: seek the result
first andattain it quickly. In
Zen the means are the end.
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The First Age Teaching

A traveling monk asked

Unmon,. “What is the Carera nn aTe

given 1a)s SEL awebrniieal enn bbates

his lifetime?” [This is called

the FirstAge Teaching. |

Unmonreplied, “The

teaching confronts each.

 
 

ZEN KOANS

The question means: What
did Buddha teach during his
lifetime? Gautama Buddha
taughtforforty-five years, and
the written record of that
teaching has been compiled
into somefiwe thousandforty-
odd volumes. But the
Buddha’s teaching isfor each
one at each time.It is
particular, not general. Ifone
teaching is understoodfully,
all other teachings are
understood.Toillustrate:
During the Buddha'slifetime,
a general on his way toa
campaign stoppedto see the
Buddha.“I am on my way to
battle,” he said, and have no

time to stay and learn. But,”
he implored, “please give me

one word that summarizes
your teaching. I will keep it
with meand live it.” The
Buddha answered,

“Awareness.”



AWARENESS

Unmon’s schoolis deep and
difficult to understandsince
its mode ofexpression is
indirect. While it talks about
the south,it is looking at the
north. In this koan they are
talking aboutthe truth oflife.
When we become aged,all
the beauty and strength of
youth are gone. However
much onetries to hide age,
one can not. The autumn
wind is blowing.
Lonesomenessis there, and
the endoflife is near, and one
knowsit. Do not pretend. Be
aware that when the leaves
fall, the trunkis clearly visible
in the autumn wind.  
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Visible Trunk, Autumn Wind

A monk asked Unmon, “When
a tree withers andthe leaves
fall, what about it?” Unmon
replied, “The trunk is visible
in the autumn wind.”





lil
Non-attachment

If Buddhism must be described in one word, that word is
non-attachment. The eighty-four thousand teachingsof the
Buddhacould be reduced to non-attachment. Non-attach-
ment and detachment are quite different. Detachmentis
to cut off one’s self from the problem,to get awayfromit,
to escape. Butlife can not be escaped. Non-attachmentis to
be one with the problem.Livinglife is like flowing water.
Butinstead ofletting life flow, we attach to favorable con-.
ditions and becomegreedy, or we attach to adverse situa-
tions and become angry. We form attachments to words,
actions, situations, things, and people. The strongest attach-
mentofall is the attachmentto one’s self. :
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Not Flag, Not Wind

Two monks were arguing
about a flag. Onesaid, “The
flag is moving.” The other
said, “The wind is moving.”
The sixth patriarch, Eno,
happenedto be passing by.
He told them, “Not the wind,
not the flag; mind is moving.”

 
 

ZEN KOANS

The two monksare attached
to external things,flag and
wind. Eno denies external
things and saysit is mind that
is moving. In so doing, Eno
attaches to mind. But Eno
knows better than that—he
simply is pointing out the
error ofattaching to external
things. (A Buddhist nun once
said .to monks who were
discussing this same koan:
“Theflag does not move; the
wind does not move; the
mind does not move.”) The
truth is totality, non-
attachment. Anything thatis
conseptualizedis not reality.
Zen teaches oneto see things
as they are and to understand
without analyzing and
conceptualizing.



NON-ATTACHMENT

Everyone wants to know
what Buddha (life’s reality)is.
It is natural to ask sucha
question. But the explained
Buddha is not the real
Buddha.Premier Uteki must
have asked this same question
ofmany different teachers. He
was lookingforfish in the tree
tops. But when Master Dotsu
abruptly called, “Your
Excellency!” and Uteki
immediately answered, “Yes,”
that was most natural,
immediate, and innocent.
There was no conceptualized
personorartificial answer.
Buddha isone wholiveslife.
Clinging to words or concepts
is like holding ontoa string of
beads—afterall the beads
have slipped away.

Uteki Asks What BuddhaIs

Uteki, the premier, asked
Master Dotsu, “Whatis
Buddha?” The Master called
abruptly, “Your DISreyail
DCMaori(ss responded
without thinking. Then the
Mastersaid, “What else do
yousearchfor?”
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The Giver Should Be Thankful

While Seisetsu was Master of

Engakuji Temple in

Kamakura, Umezu Seibel, a

wealthy merchant, donated

500 rvo to Lent (GamOnccany

monastery quarters. Umezu

brought the moneyin gold to

the teacher. Seisetsu said, “All

right, | will receive lon

Umezuwas quite dissatisfied

with this response. He hinted,

“In that sack is 500 rvo.” “You

told me that before,” replied

Seisetsu. “Even though Lam

GTenice wealthy,” Umezu

continued, “500 rvois a lot of

money. “Do you want meto

aaUUT an MeLeme LoD) it?” asked

Seisetsu. “Dont vou danenYanole!

should?” Umezu replied.

“Why should 1?” inquired

Seisetsu. “The giver should be

thankful.” |

 
 

ZEN KOANS

Buddhist giving is called
dana, a Sanskrit word

meaningto offer, share,or

gladly give. Danais thefirst
of the six Buddhist Paramitas
(virtues). Dana does not
expect return or thank you.

Today, most givingis out of
_ obligation, sympathy, or
expediency. Rarely is it
joyous giving. Givingfrom
such sources needs to expect
thanks. In truth, however, the

thankfulness of the giver
should be greater thanthatof
the receiver. To love, to be

able to love, is richer than

being loved. The Buddha
created thesystem ofdaily
begging not only to teach
monks humility, but also to
teach people dana.



NON-ATTACHMENT

The monk asks Shozan to
express the essence of
Buddhism—the non-attached
world beyond right or wrong.
A white cloud that moves
aboutfrom one place to
another along a mountain
side is natural, pure, and
innocent—quite beyondright
or wrong. Itjust is. It comes;
it goes.

Shozan’s Phrase

A monk once asked Shozan.,
“Is there any phrasethat is
neither right nor wrong?”
Shozan answered, “A piece Oe
white cloud does not show
any ugliness.”
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The Moon Can Not Be Stolen

One eveninga thief crept into

Ryokan’s mountain hut. There

was Xelacveetcm concrete SyKe).crte

returned and caught him.

“You have come a long wayto

visit me,” he told the prowler,

“and you should not return

empty-handed. Please elea

mv clothesas a gift.” The

bewildered thief took the

olesesteereeloMNiuselarausraue

Rvokansat naked watching

the moon andsaid, “Poor

fellow. I wish I could give

him this beautiful moon.”

Ryokanis veryfamousin
Japan. He was a Zen monk
and poet knownfor his
reverenceforlife, utter
simplicity, kindness, and lack
ofattachment to material
things and affairs. He was
also belovedofchildren. For
Ryokanthere was nothief, no
ugliness, no anger. According
to a story, a bamboo shoot
started to grow underthe
floor of his hut. He made a
hole in thefloor to
accommodatethe shoot.
Whenit reached theceiling,
he made anotherhole. 
 



NON-ATTACHMENT

The answerto this very
simple, natural question can
be anything. The important —
thing is notto attach to the
words but to understand what
the words point to. Everyone
presupposes that a Buddha is
perfect, noble, sacred, and
enlightened. But a Buddha is
not such a god-like being,
standing apartfrom everyday
life. Buddha-nature is pure,
but at the same timeit
manifests itself in all—even
vulgar—things.

This Very Mind

Daibai asked Baso, “Whatis
Buddha?” Basosaid, “This
mind is Buddha.”
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Mind Is Not Buddha

Nansen said: “This mindis

not Buddha. Learning is not

deobee

 

ZEN KOANS

Nansen wasa great disciple of
Baso. Baso used the words,

“This mind is Buddha,” to
teach Zenall his life. “This
mind is Buddha” became
famous, the popular answerto
the question, “Whatis
Buddha?” To conceptualize
the Buddha withoutliving
experienceis the worst thing
possible in Zen. So Nansen
said, “This mind is not

Buddha. Learningis not the
Way.” Nansen beautifully
dispells the illusion ofwords.



NON-ATTACHMENT

Poverty is the ideal of the Zen
monk—nothing to possess,
nothing to depend upon, no
place to live. He is completely
free, and the whole world
belongs to him. When Seizei
says that he is alone and poor,
he means that he is living the
Zen life. Sozan, a Zen Master,
knows Seizei inside and out.
He knowsSeizei is
enlightened and is attached to
his shallow enlightenment. So
he takes Seizeito task, pulling
offhis mask ofpretension and
loosening his attachment at
the same time.

Alone and Poor

A monk namedSeizei asked
of Sozan, “Seizei is alone and
poor. Will vou give him
support?” Sozan said,
“Seizei?” Seizei responded,
“Yes, sir.” Sozan commented,
“You have Zen, the best wine
in China, and already have
finished three cups, andstill
vouare saving that vour lips

are not even wet.”
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Overturning the WaterPail

Three monks—Seppo, Kinzan,

and Ganto—werein the

temple garden. Seppo noticed

Perel memeutele! pointedto

it. Kinzan said, “The wateris

clear, and the moonis

reflected.” “No, no,” said

Seppo, “it 1s not water,it is

not moon.” Ganto upset the

oEUre

This mondo (question and
answer) ends with a koan.
Kinzan states a simplefact:
clear water will reflect the
moon. Seppo deniesthis; it is
not adequate to describe
reality (“not water, not
moon’). Each oneis correct in
his own way, but ifeither is
attachedto his idea, trouble

will arise. So Ganto kicks over
the pail—the object of
argument and attachment. 



NON-ATTACHMENT
715

A monk asked Unmon, “What
is Buddha?” Unmon
answered, “A dung-wiping
Naraon

All Zen studentsstrive to
attain enlightenment and
become a Buddha.All look up
to Buddha as an ideal—that
which is pure and clean,
perfect, most honored, the
highest. They try to overcome
evil, death, humanity, and
ordinary life to become sucha
Buddha. So Unmon, with one
blow,tries to destroy this
conceptual Buddha by
ironically comparing it to the
dung-wiping stick used by
commonpeople in China in
the same way as the corncob
was usedin early rural
America. Buddha is notlike
God; Buddha is a person who
awakens to himselfandlives
that selfasitis.  
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A Buddha

Unsho anid Tanzan were two

famous Zen monks in Tokvo

em aioAgca} one Unsho

visited Tanzan oneday.

“Hello, brother,” Tanzan

greeted him, eymanWOlt meeANS

a drink?” “I never drink,”

Unsho solemnly exclaimed.

“One whodoes not drinkis

not even human,” said

Tanzan. “Do vou meanto enul |

me inhumanjust becauseI

don't indulge in intoxicating

RCo pES Ce eae replied Unsho. mba

am not human, what am I?”

“4 Buddha,” answered

Tanzan.

 

ZEN KOANS

Unsho was a very serious,
traditional Zen monk who
observed the precepts
scrupulously. Tanzan was a
carefree, non-attached Zen
teacher whotaught
philosophyat Tokyo
University. Unsho believed
that all monks should observe
the precepts (one ofwhich
proscribed drinking) in order
to be a true Zen monk.
Tanzan was versatile, well-

adjusted, and he helped
wherever he went, addressing

himself to human problems as
they arose.



NON-ATTACHMENT

Whenthe Zen student goes to
his teacher’s room to receive
personal guidance,that is
called sanzen. To the
struggling student sanzenis
always a serious encounter,
often approached with hope,
fear, or despair. In this koan
the monk was aghasttofind
his teacher with his head
covered. Was he cold?
Sleeping? Attachedto his
expectations, the monk
retreated—butJoshu was not
asleep. Though a mountainis
covered by clouds, the
mountain is there, obscured
or not.

The Master Covers His Head

A monkentered Joshu’s room
to do sanzen andfound him
sitting with his head covered
byhis robe. The monk
retreated. “Brother,” said
Joshu, “do not Satan GULBTOlt
receive your sanzen.”
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A Cupof Tea

oeKONO commuted from

Tokyo to Nanin’s temple in
Kamakura many Sunday

morningsto learn Zen. One

morning Nanin served him

tea. He poured the yeetechie)mS

cup full—and kept on pouring.

The professor watched until

he could restrain himself no

longer. “Sensei!” he protested,

“it is overflowing!” Then

\faster Nanin said, “Like this

cup, you are so full of

oyoyneyceyeny and speculations

that there is no room for

anything further.” ;

Often the intellectis a
hindrance to enlightenment.
One must empty himself
before he can learn Zen. 
 



NON-ATTACHMENT

It is said that the best sermon
the Buddha ever gave wasat
Vulture’s Peak (Grdharkuta
Mountain in India) when he
held aflower before the
congregation and smiled.
Only his disciple Kasapa
understood. This silent
lecture and transmission was
the beginning ofZen. Lord
Minwo compares Lazan’s
lecture to the Buddha’s silent
lecture. But Lazan knows that
the earnest truth-seeker
always comes with an empty
mind. Knowinga little Zen is
worse than knowing noneat
all.

Opening Speech of Lazan

Lord Minwo built a
monasteryfor Lazan and
asked him to makethefirst
speechin the lecture hall as
master ofthe institution.
Lazantook his seat, put onhis

robe, tookit off, andsaid,
“Farewell!” Then heleft the
hall. Lord Minwoapproached
him, saying, “Buddha's
teaching at Vulture’s Peak
must have been the sameas

yours of today.” Lazan
answered, “I thought you

were aStrangerto the
teaching, but now I discover
youknowalittle Zen.”
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Emperor Taishu’s Dream

Emperor Taishu of the Sung

dynastv dreamed one night Oi

a god who appeared and

advised him to arousehis

vearning for enlightenment.

In the morning the Emperor

summonedthe official priest

and asked, “Howcan I arouse

OTERD LL eTeas COD) enlightenment?”

The priest made noreply.

 

ZEN KOANS

Emperor Taishu already
yearnsfor enlightenment;his
dream is proofofit. To begin
with, enlightenmentis not
“there”to lookfor. And the
Emperor's very question
reveals his dichotomized
thinking. The priest knows
that the Emperor's whole way
of thinking must be
destroyed.
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Nansen Rejects Both Monk and Layman

A young monkpresented

himself to Master Nansen

without the traditional

gesture of respect. Nansen

commented, “You are too

muchof a layman.” The monk

then performed the

traditional gesture of respect

by placing his hands palm to
palm. “You are too muchofa
monk,” said Nansen. The
monkdid not know whatto
do next. When another

teacher heard of this incident
he commented,“If I were the
monk, I would drop my hands
and backoff.”

 
Young people are always
iconoclastic, andyoung

~ monks in ancient days were

no exception. This one
challenged the teacher
withoutformal respect. He
thought he wasfree to do
anything and need not abide
by rules. But beingfree is not
the same as beingfreefrom
something. Manisfreefrom
the beginning; only his
attachments bind him.Ifone
clings to nothing,is not
attached, then rules and
regulations never bother him.
Come or go, make obeisance
or walk backwards—it makes
no difference to afree person.



NON-ATTACHMENT

The “blockhead”is the center
of the question. In Chinese,
the word blockhead
(Tanbankan) means one who
sees only one side of things,
as,for example, a man
carrying a broad board onhis
left shoulder can see only the
right side of the street.
Bokushu says anyone who
automatically responds to a
strange voice ts a
blockhead—in the Zen way.
But Geccho says anyone who
does not respond
spontaneously whencalledis
a blockhead. So Bokushuis a
blockhead—in the Zen way.
Along comes Kaido and
criticizes Geccho. But good
and bad, right and wrong,
young and old, birthand
death, east and west, do not
really oppose each other.
They are complementary. |
Any individual who attaches
to one and ignores the
other—heis the blockhead!

Seg Hy Veber etRYpresent© Bes wa F

Blockhead

Once, when he passed a
strange monkon the road,
Bokushucalled, “Venerable
Sir!” The monk turned. “A
blockhead,” Bokushu
remarked, then walked on.
This event was recorded hy
some monks,and yearslater
Gecchocriticizedit CEBAnETem
“The foolish Bokushu was
wrong. Didn't the monk turn?
Whyshould he have been
called a blockhead?”Later
still, Kaido commented on
this criticism: “The foolish
Geccho was wrong. Didn't the
monk turn? Why shouldn’t he
be called a blockhead?”
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Crossing a Stream |

Vanzan and his disciple were

traveling to the next village.

They came to a stream,

swollen by recent rain. At the

edge of the stream stooda
well dressed, beautiful voung

wWortnan unable to Cross

because the small toot bridge

had been washed away.

Seeing her problem. Panzan

Dee Con IvaSOUem STcaniTem ene

voung woman in his arms. he

crossed the stream with her

and set her down. Then he

and his disciple continued

their journey. All afternoon
the voung disciple pondered

his teachers action, for surely,

in addition to the five

precepts. monks are warned
never to approach women,
much less take them in their

SURED MECCASOICCGRdLT DBL

he could contain himself no

longer. “Why did vou take

that woman in vour arms?” he

asked his teacher. Tanzan

replied. “TL left the girl back on
the other side of that stream.

Are voustill carrving her?” 

ZEN KOANS

Attachmentis clinging to
things or ideas and becoming
enslaved by them. Zen —
teaches non-attachment.
Tanzanlifted the young
womanin his arms simply to
help her get across the water;
there was no attachment. But
the young disciple was
attached to the woman even
though he did not touch her.



NON-ATTACHMENT

The staff, as used by monks,
originated in India. When a
monk went abroad, he used
the staff to chase away snakes
and animals and to measure
the depth ofwater when he
crossed a stream.A staff is to
guide and protect one. So
modern man must have a
staff. Don't be perplexed by
the words. Transcend have
and have-not. The koanitself
tries to guide students to the
place where they can lay hold
ofthe true staff.

Basho’s Staff

Bashosaidto his Crane) (en
AironetRacermete)ee Cad
give it to vou. If vou have no
staff, | will take it away from
vou, |
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Stone Buddha

Likuko said to Nansen, “In

my house thereis a stone that

sits up or lies down.I intend

to carve it as a Buddha. CanI

do it?” Nansen answered,

“Yes, vou can.Likuko

persisted. “Can | really do it?”

Nansen answered, “No, vou

rbi troleae

 

- ZEN KOANS

The stone is Likuko himself.
He asked the Masterifhe
could become a Buddha.
Nansen immediately said yes.
But Likuko had doubts. So
Nansen quickly said, “No, you
can not.” Zen is not thinking,
but doing; not concept, but
action. Nansen wants his
student tojumpin with his
whole life.



NON-ATTACHMENT

This koan demonstrates the
mannerin which, at a
monastery, the monks
constantly challenge each
other's understanding ofZen.
Constantly aware, they polish
each other’s wisdom untilitis
spotless. Obaku took his
master's seat. When Nansen
demandedhis age, he was
askingfor Obaku’s mental,
not chronological, age. Obaku
gave a tremendous answer,
pointing to timelessness, the
absolute. But Nansen was the
Master, indeed, when he said
“move down, grandson.”
Obaku moved down—but
only by one place—andeven
Nansen couldn't depose him.
Zen always transcends the
relative. It teaches
independence andfreedom.
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Buddhistic Age

One day Master Nansen
delayed takinghis seat in the
erty room.His disciple and
chief monk, Obaku, took the
Master's seat ert aN
own. Nansensaid, “That seat
belongsto the nee monkin
this monastery. Howoldare

your” “Myage goes backto

the time ofthe prehistoric
Buddha,” responded Obaku.
“Then,” Nansensaid, “you are
mygrandson. Move down.”
Obaku gavethe seat to
Nansen but tookthe place
next to it for his own.
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The Peony

Jizo andhis two elder monks,

Chokei and Hofuku, went to

view a famous painting of a

peonyona screen. Hofuku

said, “Beautiful!” Chokei said

to Hofuku, “Don't trust vour

visual organs too much.”Jizo
said, “Too bad. The pictureis

alreadyspoiled.”

 

ZEN KOANS

Hofuku is attached to the
picture on the screen. In
warning him about this,
Chokei becomesattached to
the idea ofnon-attachment.
Jizo criticizes them bothfor
their discussion. Are these
three monksdiscussing the
realflower or the painted
flower? If Hofuku is attached
to the visual, Chokei is
attachedto the auditory, and
Jizo is attachedto their
discussion. We should all
bloomfully, not talk aboutit.
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The Ultimate Truth

A monk asked Gensha,

“When the old Masters taught
the Dharma wordlesslv by
erabahe with a gavareyer
priest's wand, were they

eae aitemETLetieLConeutia?

meam:a earaT answered,

“Then,the monk

en“what were thev
expressing?Gensharaised
his priest's wand. The monk
asked, “What is the ultimate
truth of Zen?” “Wait until vou
attain realization,” Gensha
replied.

 

ZEN KOANS

Although we are always
exposedto the ultimate truth
ofZen, it is hard to expressit.
Teachings only point to the
truth; each person hasto see
itfor himself. Most people,
however, cling to their
concepts and prejudices
instead ofseeing things as
they really are. This monk
was attachedto the raising of
a gavel or a wand—asif this
could express the ultimate
truth! Gensha tries to break
the attachmentby saying no.
The negative answeris
always a kind answer, though
hard to understand.



NOn-ATTACHMENT

Students learn Zen not only
while sitting in meditation or
listening to lectures, but
while doing their daily tasks
as well. By “the very center”
Seppo meant the center of
man, of Mind,as well as of

tree. Before the teacher had
finished his warning, Chosei
said, “I have cutit.” Seppo
changed the subject and
asked his disciple whetheror
notthe teaching had been
transmitted to him. Chosei
needed Seppo’s warningafter
all,for he was still attached to
the idea of“transmission.” If
only he had thrown away the
“transmission” as he did the
ax! The tree is cut by anax,
but the mind must be cut by
Mind. So Seppochastised his
beloveddisciple.  
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Cutting Trees

Seppo went to the forest to
cut trees with his disciple,
Chosei. “Do not stop until
vour ax cuts the very center,”

Seppo warned. “I havecut it,”
the disciple replied. “The old
Masters transmitted the
teaching to their disciples
from heart to heart,” Seppo

continued. “Howabout your

own case?” Chosei threwhis

ax to the ground,saving,

“Transmitted.” The teacher

took up his walking stick and
struck his beloved disciple.
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BlowOut the Candle

Tokusan was a great scholar

of the DiamondSutra. He

heard of the Zen schoo] and

traveled south to challengeit,

carrying his notes and |

translations of the Diamond

Sutra on his back. Reaching

an inn, he askedthe old lady

inn-keeper for some tea and

cakes. The old womanasked,

“Your worship, what's all that
MLaLaTCACOPLRam GDwhOS bOTeeel
“That's the manuscript of my
notes and commentary on the

DiamondSutra.” Tokusan
rephed. The old woman
observed, “In that sutrait
says, does it not. that the past
mind is gone, the present

TTPO MME DD IcaTSPUICenmreelO Maite
future mindis unattainable.

Which minddo youintendto
use for the tea and cakes?”

Tokusan could not answer

her question. He askedherif

there were a Zen Master

nearby, andshe directed him

to Rvutan.a great Master.

That night Tokusan visited

Rvutan and asked him many

questions well into the night.

Finally Rvttan said. “The

rights setting old wha dont
vou retire? So Tokusan

bowed and openedthe screen

to go out. But it was pitch 

ZEN KOANS

black outside. So Ryutan
offered Tokusana lighted
candleto find his way. Just as
Tokusan received the candle,
Rvutan blewit out. At that
moment the mind of Tokusan
was opened. “What have vou
attained?” asked Rvutan.
“From nowon,” said Tokusan
“T will not doubt the teacher’s
words.” And the next dayhe
burnedhis notes and
commentaries.

5

 
This koan compares
intellectual academic
knowledge with internal
enlightened wisdom.
Knowledgeis external,
public, acquired. It is about
something. Wisdom is
personal, unique, creative; no
one can give it, and no one
can take it away. Tokusan
was a great scholar of the
Diamond Sutra (a Buddhist
text). He depended heavily
on it. When he received the
lighted candlefrom Ryutan,
he expected to dependonit to
light his way. But after
Ryutan blew it out, he had
nothing to depend on. One
must have an internallight
that can never be blown out.



NON-ATTACHMENT

The monkis attaching
importanceto the state of ~
mind he has achieved which
is, perhaps, as clear and
uncluttered as a cloudless sky.
But the Zen Masterstrikes at
whateveris necessary to
awaken truth: monk, teacher,
Buddha himself, sky, or
universe. Fair weather is only
possible when thereis rain.
Rain is only possible when
comparedtofair weather. If
one attachesto either,

problems are created.
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Punishing the Sky

A monk asked Funvo, “If

there is not a cloudin the sky

for ten thousand miles, what

would yousay about that?” "I
would punish the sky with my

stick,” Funvo replied. mSSIhS

blame the skv?” the monk

persisted. “Because.” Funyvo

answered, “there is no rain

when weneedit and no fair

weather when we should have
Tom
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A Monk’s Funeralfor a Fox

Once Hvakujo noticedthat
whenever he lectured on Zen,

an old man, unnoticedby the
monks, attended thetalks. At
the end of each talk the old

manleft. But one davhe
remainedafter the audience
had gone. Hvele asked him,
matene mevou?” The old man
replied, “lam not a human
being. But I once was. I was a
Zen Master and lived on this
mountain thousands ofvears
ago. At that time. one of my
students asked me whetheror

not the enlightened manis
tle)(relano the law of

causation. I answered him,
“The enlightened manis not
subject to the lawof
causation. For this answer,
evidencing a clinging to
absoluteness, I becamea fox
for five hundred rebirths, and
ban insot) ecm cenemnhTU Melt RTOs
mefrom this condition with
vour Zen words andlet me
rat out of a fox’s body? Now|
ask vou, is the eSTV ERaRCoSTtx
mansubject to therr Oi
renelaceye tan

Hvyakujo said, “The
enlightened manis OnTeaith
aan RRCares) causation.At these
wordsof a OYakujo, the old

eneamar Galtonreer lens

said, with a deep bow, “Iam

ZEN KOANS

no longer a tox, but | have to
leave my bodyin my dwelling
iEtaa behind this mountain.
Please perform myfuneral as
vou would for a monk.” Then
he disappeared.
The next dav HyaUatte

ordered his monks to prepare
to attend the funeral ofa
monk. “What does our
teacher mean?” the monks
wondered, for no one was
even ill. After dinner Hvyakujo
lead the monksout of the
monastery and aroundthe
mountain. Ina cave he
unearthed-the corpseof an
old fox and performedthe
ceremonyof cremation. Then
Hyakujo told his monks the
story of the old man.
One of the monks, Obaku,

said to the Master, “I
understandthat a long time
ago because a certain Zen
Master gave a wrong Zen
answer he becamea foxfor
five hundred rebirths. NowI
want to ask: if some modern
Zen Master is asked anyseh
questions andhe alwaysggives
the right answer, whatwill
ents oaaae SOUArTTe
answered, * ens close and[
will tell vou.” Obaku

approacYea Hvakujo and
suddenly slapped his 



NON-ATTACHMENT

teacher s face, which was
exactly the answer Hvyakujo
had preparedfor him!

EAUari te clapped his hands

and laughed in approval.

 

This koan indicatesthe pitfall
ofattachmentby using a
mondo (question and answer)
based on karma (the law of
cause andeffect). An ancient
Master was askedifan
enlightened manis subjectto
karma. He answered “no,”
showing that he was attached
to the idea ofabsolute
freedom.So he was doomed
to be reborn as afoxfor the
nextfive hundred lives. When
this old man asked Hyakujoif
the enlightened manreally is
freefrom karma, Hyakujo
answered that the
enlightened manis one with
karma. At these words, the
old man wasfinallyfreed
(enlightened). The absolute,if
attached to, becomes
bondage.Right, ifattached

_ to, becomes wrong.  



 

 

Examining Two Monks

Joshu visited a monk, who

had retired to meditate, and

asked, “What is. is what?”

The monk raiseda fist. Joshu

replied, “Ships can not remain

where the water 1s too

shallow.” Andheleft. Joshu

went to visit another monk

and askedthe same question.

The monk answered the same

wav. Joshu said, “Well given,

well taken. well killed, well

saved. And he bowedto the

One

 

ZEN KOANS

Both monksdid the same
thing. ButJoshu saw that one
was not enlightened, and the
other was enlightened. This
koan resembles “Basho’s
Staff.” Only when one
understands beyondforms
and gestures can one
understand uniqueness. Only
when one transcends is and
is-not, this and that, can one
love without possession, eat
when hungry, and rest when
tired.
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Two Monks Roll Up the Sereen

Hogen was about to lecture
when he noticed that the
bamboo screen, loweredfor
meditation, had not been
rolled up. He pointedto it.
Two monks rose, wordlessly.
at the same time and rolled it
up. Observing them, Hogen
said to the audience: “The

State of the first monk is good,
not that of the second.”

Master Hogen said that one
monk wasenlightened, the
other not. One is right, the
other wrong, although both
did the same thing, together,
at the same time. This koan
indicates the idea of the
Absolute where samenessis
difference and differenceis
sameness. It is like water in a
glass: both look the same;
both are transparent. But the
water is water, and the glass
is glass.
On the other hand, perhaps

Master Hogen deliberately
tried to confuse his students
to test their power of
understanding. Dont believe
somethingjust because the
Master says so. Maybe the
Master himselfis mistaken! 
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Gyosan Drawsa Line

Isan said to his disciple,
Gvosan, “All day you and I
were talking Zen. What did

we accomplishafter all?”
Ooeem erKQuee-Mbretomtimeccrtte
with his finger. Isansaid, “It
was a good thing you dealt
with me. You might eleverrke
anyoneelse.”

 

ZEN KOANS

The teacher, Isan,is trying to
test Gyosan's understanding,
If Gyosan hadsaid, “We
didn't accomplish anything,”
then they would have wasted
their time. If Gyosan hadsaid,
“We did accomplish
something,” he would have
fallen into attachmentand
conceptualization. But
Gyosan avoided the trap. He
drew a line in the air. It is
reality, but there is no trace of
it. All things in this world
come and go, appear, and
disappear. But a young,
inexperienced student might
be beguiled bythis beautiful
demonstration and mistake
thefinger pointing at the
moonfor the moonitself.



NON-ATTACHMENT

The librarian was attached to
ideas andformalities: the
sutras should be read and a
library is the place to read
them, not to meditate. Butlife
is not as simple as that. The
Buddha spent six years
finding enlightenment. Joshu
took six yearsfinding the
meaning of Mu. The true
words can not be asked. The
monk who meditated made a
sincere Zen gesture and
asked, “Whatis this?” The
librarian could not answer,
for he did not understand that
Buddha's teachings are not
necessarily in the sutras.

A Monk’s Zen Gesture

The librarian saw a monk
sitting in meditationin his
library fora oetem abrCMm AN
length the librarian asked,
“Whydo younot read the
sutras?” The monk answered,
“I do not know how to read.”
“Why don’t you ask someone
who knows?” suggested the
librarian. The monkstood up,

put both handsonhis chestin
a Zen gesture, bowed deeply,
and askedpolitely, “Whatis

this?” The librarian could not
tell him.
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Kyosei’s Big Stick

Kvosei asked a new monk

from where he had come. The

monk answered, “From Three

Mountains.” Kvosei then

asked, “Where did vou spend

vourlast seclusion?” “At the

Five Mountains Monastery,”

the monk replied. “And [ will

give Vou anna blows with

this big stick.” Kvosei said.
Why do I deserve them?” the
monk asked. “Because vouleft
one monastery and Neots

another.” Kyosei concluded.

 

ZEN KOANS

Maybethis monkis simply
going around to different
monasteries and enjoying it.
Onthe other hand, he may be
searching earnestlyfor a good
teacher. The good teacher
soonfinds out the quality of
the student. Zen discipline is
very stern. No egofreedom
nor imaginary self-freedom
can be permitted. Any
attachmentdeserves blows.



NON-ATTACHMENT

A Zen monklives a very
simple, quiet, andfree life.
When Nansenlived in the
mountain hut, a strange monk
came to challenge his Zenlife.
Evenfreedom is notfree if
one is attachedtoit. It is
rather easytofree one’s self
from humanpettiness. But
without our knowing it we
can become attached to
Dharma, Nirvana, poverty,
and otherforms of
“goodness.The visiting
monk cooked,ate, and slept
as if in his own hut. There was
noformality, no pretension.
The whole world belonged to
him. Andhe brokeall the
utensils, too—the utensils of
meditation, Nirvana, poverty.
Nansen really understood the
world ofnon-attachmeént, and
he neverforgot the strange,
visiting monkforit.  
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Nansen’s Little Hut

One dav, while Nansen was

Rab Hycaea Rice (OM Titlane i malts
mountains, a strange monk
visited him as Nansen was

leaving for his work in the
fields.Nansen welcomedthe
monk,saving, “Please make

eats at home. Cook

anything voulike for vour

lunch, and then bring someof

the leftover food to me along

the road heading to my ere
place.” Nansen worked hard

until evening and came home
very hungry. The stranger

PRTEGEY)RRMtementcon iT eT crt D

aire GatKed\ar meOsari Aree DmOlanTen)

provisions and broken all the
utensils! Nansen found him

sleeping peacefully in the

now empty hut. When

Nansenstretched his own

tired body downbesidethe

strange monk, the monk exer

up and went away. Years later

Nansentold this storyto his

students and commented, “He

was such a good monk. | miss

him even enh
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Preaching from the Third Seat

Gyosan dreamed he wentto

Maitreva’s Pure Land. He

arrived late, and onlythe

third seat (a place of highest
honorclose to the future

Buddha) wasavailable. So he
sat there. He heard the senior

monk announce,“Today, the

one whosits in the third seat
will preach.” Gyosan arose

and, hitting the gavel, said,

“The truth of Mahayana

teachingis transcendent,

above words and thought. Do
vou understand?”

Philosophers and theologians
always analyze and argue
about truth. This represents
only explaining and
conceptualizing. The true
teaching of the Mahayana
school of Buddhism (to which
Zen belongs) is non-
attachment, transcending
words and thought. Life is not
a concept but an
actuality—here, now. The
Mahayana teaching that
Gyosan preaches points to
this reality. One must
experienceit by one’s entire
life. 
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In China, a National Teacher,
or Kokushi, was teacherto the
Emperor. The name, Mugo,
was given to him by the
Emperor and means “no
karma.” He must have been
truly afree man,for karma,
the law ofcause and effect, is
something that binds usall.
The only way to transcend
karma is to become one with
it. Mugo’s warningis: ifone
has even the subtlest idea of
or attachmentto wise or
mediocre, good or bad,right
or wrong, birth or death,
enlightenmentor ignorance,
he will be pulled downto the
animal kingdom. The animal
kingdom is controlled by
anger, greed, and ignorance
and is the opposite of the
Buddha-world or
enlightenment. But ifwe
cherish such an idea, we are
off the Buddha’s Way. Even
attachmentto Zen will drag
one downto the animal
kingdom. Transcend
attachmentby going to the
root of it. When you doit, do
it. When you die, die!

Mugo’s Fancies

Mugo, a National Teacher,
said, “If one has fancies about
Sages or mediocrities, even

thoughthese fancies are as
fine as delicate threads, they
are strong enoughto pull him
downinto the animal
kingdom.”
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The Government Official

Chinso, a governmentofficial.
went upstairs with someofhis

staff members. Seeing a group

of monks passing belowin the
road, oneof the staff said,

“Are they traveling monks?”

Chinso answered, “No.” “How

do vou knowtheyare not?”

the staff member asked. “Let
us examine them,’ Chinso

replied. Then he shouted,

“Hey, venerable monks!” At
the soundofhis voice theyall
looked up at the window.
“There!” said Chinso, “didn’t I
Colaoeae
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This story demonstrates how
most people discriminate and
judge by external
appearances. The setting is a
monastery rather than a
government building, so the
conversationis strictly Zen.
Chinso is not only a high
governmentofficial, but also a
senior student ofZen. The
staffmembers were new Zen
students as well as lower
ranking officials. Chinso
always tried to demonstrate
Zen to his colleagues. When
one of the party saw several
men outside the monastery
and wonderedifthey were
traveling monks, Chinso said,
“No.” It was a good
opportunity to show his staff
their discriminating minds.
When the monks came near,
Chinso called to them, and,
sure enough, they looked up.
But before the staffmember
could say to Chinso, “Didn't I
tell you so?” Chinsosaid,
“Didn't I tell you so.” He
emphasizedthefirst “no.”
This “no”is notjust “no”for
monks; it is “no”for
everything. The truth of
things, the essence ofman,
can not bejudged by looks. A
man who wears a robeis not
necessarily a monk. One can
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not say a manis better than a
horse because man speaks.
Nor can it be said that a horse
is better than a dog. Each has
its own preciouslife. Red is
not better than green. Each
has its own value. Chinso’s
“no” appliesto all
comparative discrimination.
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The Ideograph for Mind

An old monk wrote the

Chinese character for mind

on the gate, window,andwall

of his little hut. Hogen

corrected him, saving, “The

gate should have the

characterfor gate, the

windowthe character for
window, andthe wall the

characterfor wall.” But

Genkaku, a third monk,

commented, “The gate

manifests itself without a

character, so the windowand
wall neednosignat all.”

In Buddhism thereis the
“Mind Only” teaching, which
says thatall things are
created by mind. Things as
you see them are only the
shadows ofyour own mind.
The old monk putthe
characterfor mind
everywhere as a reminder.
But even truth,ifattachedto,
becomes a concept and a
burden. Genkaku pointed out
that gate is gate, window is
window, and wall is wall. See,
understand, use, and
appreciate them as theyare. 
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Seppo’s Punctuality

Seppo, the chief cook in

Tokusan’s monastery, was

alwavs punctual in serving

the morning meal. One day

Tokusan asked, “What makes

vou keepthe timeso

accurately?” “LT watch the
stars and the moon,” Seppo

answered. “Whatif it rains or

is foggv? What do vou do
then?” Tokusan asked. Seppo
remainedsilent.

 

ZEN KOANS

This koan concerns Seppo, a
great Zen Master, while he
was still a student under
Tokusan. At a Zen monastery
everyone shares the work.
Here, Seppo was head cook.
He was, however, no novice
in Zen. Master Tokusan’sfirst
question was like the expert
thrustofafencing master: it
testedand taughtat the same
time. What makes you so
accurate? Seppo parried,“I
watch the stars and the
moon.” “Whatif,” the master
returned, “it rains?” Touché.
Seppolost the duel, but the
Master's victory was helping
to put thefinishing touches on
afuture Master.
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Ever since Gautama,the
Buddha,attained Nirvana,
enlightenment has been
transmittedfrom mind to
mindfor generation after
generation in India (the
West) and in China and
Japan (the East). What is the
truth aboutthis secret
transmission? When spring
comes, theflowers bloom;
when autumnarrives, the
leaves turn yellow. The sun
rises in the east every
morning and sets in the west
every evening. Waterflows
naturallyfrom higherto
lower. This is the secret
transmission in the East and
the West. It is not secret at
all. It is the understanding of
truth itself. Scholars,
theologians, and monksare
too much concerned about
statements, theories, and
creeds. They do not see
reality itself. Master Haryois
notforgetful or absent-
minded. Heis trying hard to
show the monk the
importanceofseeinglife
directly.  
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Secret Transmission

A monk asked Harvo, “What
do the words ‘secret
transmission in the East and
in the West’ mean?” “Are ele!
quoting those words from the
poemofthe third patriarch?”
Haryo inquired, “No,”
answered the monk, “those
are the words of Shin Jin
Mei.” “It is my mistake.”
Harvo apologized. “lamsuch
nmeleleisneeee
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A Higher Understanding

Tozan said to his monks, “You
monks should knowthere is

an even higher understanding

in Buddhism.” A monk

stepped forwardandasked,

MSM itvencmenamepteaecas

Buddhism?” Tozan answered,

“It is not Buddha.”

 
 

ZEN KOANS

Tozan lived during the Tang
dynasty in China, the golden

age of Buddhism, and studied
under many Masters such as
Nansen, Isan, and Ungan.
Later, Tozan established the
foundations of Soto Zen.
Some Zen Masters were

rough, raining blows and
driving studentsfrom the
monasteries. But Tozan was

kind andunderstanding.
Tozan’s remark to his monks
(that one should know thereis
always higher understanding
in Buddhism) was meant to
counter stagnation. Many
people hearing such phrases
as “Zen is a wayoflife,” “see
things as they are,” and
“Samsara is Nirvana; Nirvana
is Samsara” think they
understand Zen and do not
study or seek anymore.
A monkstood up and asked

whatis the higher
understanding. Tozan
answered “not Buddha.” To
all Zen students who lookfor
enlightenment and
attainment, Tozan will say
“not Buddha.” But to
beginners, Tozan will say “it
is the Buddha.” There are
always two waysin learning.
Oneis goingforward the
other is coming back. We seek
enlightenment, Buddhahood,
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equality, universal oneness,
but we always comebackto
this worldly life ofman,
particulars, the concrete. We
see the Buddha in man, the
universalin particulars,
onenessin differences,
equality in inequality,
balance in inbalance. They
are two, but they are one. Do
not attachto the ideal
Buddha orto the worldly man
is the advice of Tozan.

11]
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Preaching Dharma

When Master Gichu had

taken his seat to lecture, a

laviman came from the

audience and walked from
east to west in front of the
rostrum. A monk then

demonstrated his Zen by
walking from west to east.
“The lavman understands

Zen,Gichu said, “but the
monk does not.”

The laviman approached

the teacher saving, “I thank
vou for your approval.”

Before his speech was ended,
the Master struck him with
has stick. Phe monk

approached the Master
ros rere| Decavour
instruction.” and was also
struck with thestick.

Cichu then asked. “Whois

voing to conclude this koan?”

No one in the ATOLD) AS spoke.

CGichu repeated the question

Guu ccriel Obl aianam satan nte)

answer.Phen. said Master
Gichu. “L will concludeit.”

He threw his stick to the floor

and returned to his room. 

ZEN KOANS

The Zen wayoftransmitting
the Dharma isfrom mind to
mind.It is always simple and
direct, though it may seem
bizarre and irrational. The
layman and themonk both
demonstrated their
understanding. The Master
said that theformer
understood, the latter didn’t.
But when the layman thanked
the Master, he was struckfor
clinging to approval. The
monk, anxious to attain
enlightenment, was also
struck. The Zen teacher never
hesitates to crush students to.
break attachment,for most of
life’s troubles and suffering
are caused by attachment.
Attachmenttofavorable
conditions is greed;
attachmentto adverse
conditions is anger. And the
cause ofattachmentis
ignorance. Greed, anger, and
ignorance are the three
poisons oflife.
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Is a child, a simpleton, or a
thoughtless person
enlightened? Seppo says no.
But, the monk persists, ifan
individualis completely un-
self-conscious, immersed in
the moment(as a child totally
immersedin play), is he not,
infact, atone with the
universe? Yes, Sepporeplies,
but only in a limited way.
Such one-ness lacks
awareness.

Look what eloquence:
Littleflowers blooming wild

All along thefence!

—Basho
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Touching Sanctity

A monk asked Seppo, “How
can one touch Sanctity?”
Seppo replied, “A simple
Innocent can not do it.” The
monk asked, “If he forgets
himself, can he touch
sanctity?” Seppo replied. “He
may do so only insofar as he ts
concerned. “Then. the monk
continued, “what TaDeae
him?’ “A bee never returns to
his abandoned hive.” Seppo
answered,
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Buddha’s Body

Whenthe Buddha was
jyceeKelayna Nirvana Sutra,
he passed the palm ofhis
hand overhis chest, saying,
“You should observe my body
thoroughly, otherwise you

will regret it later. If you say,
‘Buddha enters Parinirvana,

you are not mydisciple.If
you say, Buddha doesnot
enter Parinirvana, you are
not mydisciple.”

 

ZEN KOANS

This koan cuts away
attachment to words, a cause

ofgreat trouble inlife. If it is
said, “there is,” we attach to
the “is”; if it is said, “thereis
not,” we attach to the shnot
Ifone says, “he is bad,”
judge him as always bad.
Conversely, “she is kind,”
does not meanshe is
necessarily always kind. Time
and the situation change, and
former words do not apply to
latter cases. Whether the
Buddha goes into Parinirvana
or not is simply words. It is a
useless discussion.

Parinirvana means the
complete, or perfect Nirvana,
that is, physical death.
According to Buddhist
philosophy, Nirvana can be
attained by anyone, but as
bodyas one has this physical

there is some residue of
oh Fuman element, and itis
not complete, or perfect
Nirvana. Parinirvana is
attained only when onedies.
So it is said that when
Gautama Buddha died, he
entered Parinirvana.

Aboutthefourth century,
a.D., Mahayana Buddhism
began to develop the doctrine
of Tri Kaya to explain the
relationship of“Buddha”to
man. Buddha is the Absolute.
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Buddha is also an ideal and a
potential. Buddha is also a
living, breathing human
being, not only the Gautama
Buddha,butall enlightened
ones (and unenlightened
ones) as well. The Tri Kaya
are: 1) Dharma Kaya |
(formless, colorless, absolute
reality; 2) Sambhoga Kaya
(the ideal, such as expressed
by Amida, the Buddha of
infinite love and compassion);
and 3) Nirmana Kaya (the
actual, physical Buddha, such
as the historical Gautama
Buddha). The Buddha of
Dharma Kaya neverenters
Parinirvana; the Buddha of
Nirmana Kaya does enter
Parinirvana.

In this koan “Buddha”has
different meanings, and one
who attaches to any ofthem
lacks true understanding.
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Daiten’s Age

Kantaisu, a Confucian scholar
in exile, visited Daiten, whose
monastery was situated

nearby. He asked Daiten,
“Howold are vou?” In reply
Daiten held out his

meditation beads andasked,
“Dovou understand?” “No,”
said Kantaisu. Daiten then
added, “There are 108 beads
in the daytime; at night there
are 108.” Kantaisu was

unnerved because he could
not understand the old
Buddhist monk. When he
returnedto his home, his wife
noticed his mood and
inquired why he was so upset.

The scholar then told his wite
what had happened. “Why
not go backto the monastery
andGe the monk what he
meant?” his wife SUekecer

Early the next morningthe
Confucian scholar went back
comaate monastery, wherehe
met the chief monk at the
gate. “Whyare vouhere so
early?” the chief monk asked.
“I want to see vour Master,”

Kantaisu replied. “What
is vour business with him?”
the chief monk asked. So
Kantaisu repeatedthe storv.
“VWhe not ask me?” the chief

ZEN KOANS

asked, “What does 108 beads
in the daytime,at night 108
beads mean?” In answerthe
chief monk clicked his teeth
three times.

Eventually, Kantaisu was
able to see Daiten, and he
asked him the same eheaniaroyte
In answer Daitenclickedhis
teeth three times. “I have it!”
said the Confucian. Ree
Buddhismisalike.” “You
don't say!” said Daiten. “Yes,”
said Kantaisu, “a while creo
met the chief rents and asked
him the same question, EYae|

he gave me the same answer
voudid.” Daiten called the
chief monk to him andsaid,“I
understand vou showedthis
scholar Buddhism a while
ago. Is that so?” “That’s true,”
answered the chief monk.
Daiten struck the chief monk
and expelled him from the
monastery on ait spot. 

Kantaisu was a Confucian
scholar whohad beenexiled
for opposing certain Buddhist
rites connected with the

monk suggested. So Kantaisu 
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death of the emperor. He was
exiled to Choshu where
Daiten had his monastery.
Kantaisu went to Daiten to
find out about Buddhism. The
question of“age”isjust a
pretext. For Daiten’sfirst
answer, the Master held out a
full strand ofmeditation
beads. (The Buddhist
meditation beads, symbols of
oneness, come in various
lengths, but full strand
always has 108 beads.) In
essence he was saying, “My
age is beyond number and
hints; my age is eternal,just
as the truth is beyond number
and ageless.” But the learned
Kantaisu did not understand
and was quite upset.

Thefollowing morning
when he met the chiefmonk
at the temple gate and the
chiefmonkclicked his teeth
three times, Kantaisu was in
further confusion. But when
the head of the monastery,
Daiten, answered the same
question by clicking his teeth
three times, Kantaisu thought
hefinally understood:all
Buddhism is the same.

Like Kantaisu, we usually
attach to the wordsor actions
andfail to see beyond them.
If the actions are the same, we
concludethat the meaningis
the same also. The three
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clicks of the chiefmonk and
Daiten are entirely different.
Whenthe chiefmonk was
struck and expelled by the
Master, then he really -_
understood life. Kantaisu had
opposed Buddhism and was
exiled. Because of this very
exile he had an opportunity to
meet true Buddhism. The
truth is the same day or night,
as are the 108 beads. The
essenceoftruth is the same,
only theforms and
appearances change.
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Joshu’s Zen

A studentasked Joshu,“If I
haven't anything in my mind,

whatshall I do?” Joshu
replied, “Throw it out.” “But
if | haven't anything, how can

I throw it out?” continued the
student. “Well,” said Joshu,

“then carryit out.”

The questioner thinks: there
is nothing in my mind so how
can I throw it outP He has
forgotten that the very he
himselfwho thinks does not
exist as such. That “self” must
be thrown out. That very
“selfis the one that thinks
there is nothing in his mind,
and it is that self that is the
cause of the trouble, the
authorofthe question. The
greatest attachment andthe
hardest to see is attachmentto
self. When onerealizes heis
attached, then heis already
transcended. 
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Whatdid this woman
perceivefrom Mokusen’s
visitP She saw her own
deformity. We are quick to
see the deformity ofothers
but are usually oblivious to
our own.  
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Mokusen’s Hand

Mokusen lived in a temple in

the district of Tanba. One of
his temple members

complained ofhis wife’s
stinginess. Mokusenvisited

the member's wife and puthis

clenched fist before her face.
“What do you meanbythat?”

the surprised womanasked.
Gera eeere mucokereeaneen
like that,” Mokusensaid,
“what would you call it?”
“Deformed,” replied the

woman. Thenhe openedhis

hand flat, held it in front of

her face, and asked, “Suppose
it were alwayslike that. What

then?” “Another kind of

deformity,” said the wife. “If

you understand that much,
you are a good wife,” said

Mokusenandleft. After his

visit, the wife helped her

husbandto distribute as well

as to Save.
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No Water, No Moon

Chivono, a nun, studied many

vears under Zen Master

Bukkoat the Engakuji
Temple in Kamakura. Still,

she could not attain the fruits

of meditation. One moonlight
night she was carrying water

carefully in an old wooden

pail girde-d by bamboo. The

bamboobroke, and the

bottomfell out of the pail. At

that moment she wasset free.

Chivonosaid, ~

in the PEuee no more moon in

the water.”

 

No more water

ZEN KOANS

The old pail is Chiyono;it is
also you and I. The greatest
attachmentis attachmentto
one’s self. The harder
Chiyonotried to attain
enlightenment, the moreself-
conscious she became. She
was so careful to try and save
the pailfrom breaking. In life
we take endless pains to
preserve our ego self. We
rarely put our wholelife into
anything. Afraid offailure,
timid, we go halfway, seldom
all out. Nothingis really
accomplished unless one’s
whole life is invested in
it—100%—until you are
broken. Whenthe egoselfis
broken,the real self begins.
That is why, in Zen,it is said,
“You die!”
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When the monkin this koan
asks what Gautama would
have doneifthere had been
no oneto hear his teaching
-and no occasion to teachit,
Unmon answers very simply:
if there is no need of teaching,
the Buddha will not say
anything.It is exactly the
opposite of teaching.
Generalized truth is notliving
truth. Truth is always
concrete and unique.

12]

The Opposite of Statement

A monk asked Unmon, “What
would the Gautama Buddha

havesaidif there were no one

to hear and no occasionto

teach?” Unmonanswered,

“The opposite of statement.”
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Front Three, Back Three

Ata time whenthe

government oreoherePhace) el oe

Buddhismhadjust abated,

monk Mujakutraveledto visit

Monju, whose monastery was
on Mount Godai in north

China. Monju asked him,

“Where have vou recently
come from?” Mujaku

answered, “From the south.”
Monju Rovsteitce‘Southern

Buddhism,howisit faring?”

Mujaku said, “Well, the Third
Age monksare more orue

observing the precepts.”ae Watae

Se asked, “Howare
things neAon part ofthe

country?” Monju answered,

mtorldly men and holy men

are living together like snakes

and dragons mixed.” Mujaku

aie “Are there manyor

few?” Monju answered,
“Front three, back three.”

 

ZEN KOANS

This koan is a dream story
created by Mujaku. That
Mujaku perhapsvisited
Mount Godai in northern
China is true. But the
conversation in this koanis
between Mujaku and the
spirit of Mount Godai, Monju
(who is the symbol of
wisdom). Monju asks Mujaku
where he camefrom, the
usual question when a monk
visits another temple or
monastery. Mujaku came
from the south, butthis
south is not necessarily the
geographicalsouth.It really
indicates how Buddhism is
practiced: by Third Age
monks who merely observe
the precepts but can not
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convey true Zen. (The First
Age ofBuddhism is that time
in the world when the
teachings are correctly
practiced and lived; the
Second Ageis a time ofonly
formalities; the Third Age is
the last Age when even the
formalitieshave been
abandoned.)
Then Mujaku asks Monju

the same question. Monju
replies, in effect, that there
are genuine Buddhists and
mediocre Buddhists; one must
see clearly. Mujaku asks how
many there are. This is a very
foolish questionfor the truth
is not a matter ofnumber.
How many Christians and
how many Buddhistsare
there in the United StatesP
One good Christian and one
true Buddhist means
something; one thousand
name-only Christians or
Buddhists has no meaning.
Monju answers “Front three,
back three,” which means that
the numberis not important
and has no meaning.

123
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The Cobra

One day Seppotoldhis

monks, “There is a cobrain

the South Mountain nearthis

temple. You shouldall have a

goodlookatit.” Chokeisaid,

“The menin this temple today

are half dead withfright at

the mere thought!” One monk

pointed to Gensha,indicating

that Gensha oughtto go.

Genshadeclined,saying, “Let

Brother Chokei be the first to

go. But evenif he does, |

wont go.” “Whynot, Your

Reverence?” asked the monk.

“Because,” Gensha answered,

“one can die without climbing

all over the South Mountain.”

Suddenly Unmonstartled

themall by hurling his staff

down violently at Seppo's

feet.
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Zen temples often were
located in mountains, and
the temple ground was
mountainous terrain. In order
to reach a Zen temple in the
fist place, one had to climb a
mountain. Seppo said there
was a cobra near the temple,
and he urged his monksto go
and look at it. One might be
bitten; it might cost one’slife.
Or, one who was wise, or
enlightened, might look at the
cobra without harm.

In order to climb to the
summit ofZen, a student must
meet more than one cobra on
the way. In order to reach
Satori, one must pass through
hard disciplines and
encounter manychallenges.
Whenoneseeksthe truth, one
must seek it with life.
Enlightenmentcan not be
attained by mere intellect. An
illiterate can awakenas well
as an intellectual. But, most
likely, intellectuals will be
bitten by the cobra before
they are born into the world
of life. Unmon transcended
themall.
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To be upside down, deceived
about one’s own true nature,
and pursuing objects is to be
unenlightened. The monk
asked Kyosei, “What about
yourselfP” Kyosei answered,
in effect, that overcoming
deception and attaining
enlightenmentis not hard,
but overcoming deception
and transcending
enlightenmentis difficult.
True and real enlightenment
is non-attachmentto either
deception or enlightenment.
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The Sound of Raindrops

Kvosei asked a monk onedav,
“What is that noise outside?”
The monk answered, “That is
the voice of the raindrops.”
Kyosei said, “All living things
are upside down, deceivedas
to their true nature and
pursuing objects.” The monk
then asked, “What about
vourself, sir?” Kvosei

answered, “Iam near to not
being deceived about myself.”
The monk asked, “What does

‘near to not being deceived’

mean?” Kvosei replied,
“Talking in the abstract is

easy cnough, but explaining
reality with words is

difficult.”
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Dust-Speck Samadhi

Unmonwasasked by a monk,

“What is the dust-speck
samadhi?” Unmonreplied,

“Inside the bow]is rice:

inside the pail is water.”
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The dust-speck samadhiis
illustrated in the Avatamsaka
Sutra. Samadhiis a deep
concentration. In true
samadhi numerous worlds are
revealed ina speck ofdust; a
speck ofdust contains the
whole universe. It is similar to
Leibnitz’s theory of
microcosm. Unmon simply
replied, “Inside the bowlis
rice; inside the pail is water.”
It is a matter offact. A speck
ofdust contains the whole
universe ifwe have the
samadhito see it. If one looks
within, the whole world, the
whole universe is in one’s self.
A speck ofdust or a person or
a rose—whatis the difference?
Thereality is the same.

 



Iv
Naturalness

Naturalness is central to a serene life. Naturalness is to be
in accord with the way of nature. Manis part of nature.
But modernscience, technology, and mechanization are so
dominantthatourlife seems far from the naturallife. Mod-
ern pragmatic scientists even talk about “conquering”na-
ture. To be natural is to be at ease. Much of the ner-
vousness, worry, and pressure felt by the contemporary in-
dividual is rooted in artificiality. Men and women worry
about their appearance and their image. Both, moreoften
than not, are artificially created. True beauty is natural
beauty. Thetrueself is natural.
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Meeting a Zen Master on the Road

Goso said: “When you meet a

Zen Master on the street, how

do vou greet him?”

A Zen Master is an

enlightened one. Whether
you greet him with words or
silence, he knows you inside
and out. Theré is no use to
pretend. Often when we meet
others, we create a double
self: front and back,inside
and outside. But when there
is nofront and no back,the
mind is serene; it is natural.
In the world ofnaturalness
there is peace and beauty and
serenity. And the world is but
a reflection ofyour own mind.
The enlightened world is the
world beyond words and
silence. 
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Washing the Bowl

A monktold Joshu: “I have

just entered the monastery.

Please teach me.” Joshu

asked, “Have vou eaten?” The

monk replied, “Yes, I have

eaten.” Joshu said: “Then you

had better wash your bowl.”

At that moment the monk was

enlightened.

Zen is everydaylife: natural,
orderly. Things are done one
at a time. The truth is simple
and direct. Trouble comes
from conceptualization and
speculation.  
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Perfect Understanding (Daitsu Chiso) Buddha

A monkaskedSeijo,“I
understand that a Buddha
who lived before recorded
history sat in meditationfor
ten cycles of existence and
could not realize the highest
truth and so could not —
becomefully emancipated.
Whywasthis so?” Sreahte
Repd, “Your CLatelpeobe

The monk

“Since the Buddha was

explanatory.”

asked,

meditating, whv could henot
fulfill Buddhahood>” Seijo
said, “He was not a Buddha.”

 
By meditation one does not
become a Buddha, an
emancipated one. Oneis
emancipatedfrom the
beginning. In meditation the
Zen studentfinds that he was
always a Buddha, Buddha
does not become Buddha; he
is already Buddha.Trees,
stones,flowers, sun, and
moon—all are Buddha. Why
not humankind?
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The Wooden Ball

One daySeppo began a
lecture to the assembled
monks byrolling a wooden

ball downfrom the PEnetoyuree

Gensharetrieved the ball and

replaced it on the platform.

Often the simplest, easiest
action seems complex. Seppo
rolled a wooden balloff the
platform. The monks thought
it must have some deep
meaning. Gensha, an
outstanding student, picked it
up and replacedit. Whereis
the hidden meaning? If
someone drops something,
pick it up and giveit back. If
it starts to rain, comeinside.
Things are as naturalas that.
When problem arises, don’t
attach to it; observe it and
solve it totally instead of
locally. The melon is round
and the cucumber curls. Such
is their nature. You can not
say a circle is better than a
square. Seppo rolled the ball;
Gensha picked it up. Thefirst
action has a beginning but no
end; the second action has an
end but no beginning.
Neither is more meaningful. 
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A Million Objects

Oven askedIsan, “Ifa
million objects come to vou,
what should you do?” Isan
answered, “A greenarticle is
not vellow. A long thing is not
short. Each object manages

its own fate. WhyshouldI
interfere with them?” Gvosan

bowedin homage.

 

ZEN KOANS

Gyosan asks a very practical
and appropriate question. We
live in a complex society, and
a million things demand our
attention. How can one be
serene in suchan
environment? Isan gives a
beautiful and practical
answer: meet things as they
come, one by one. People
habitually worry about many
things, but Gyosan takes one
thing at a time. Hesees,
clearly, things as they are.  
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Carrying the Bundle Under His Arm

Tokusan arrived at Isan’s

temple carrying his pilgrim’s
bundle underhis arm. Inside
the temple he walked back
and forth from east to west
and from westto east, looked
carefully around, and

selbLacoRexeOMACeLaeybiTeamepTeLast Teleams

Then heleft.

Once outside the gate he
reconsidered his opinion,
saving, “Too careless to
obtain a proper view.” So he
entered a second time and
examined the temple. This

time the Master, Isan, was
seated in his place of

authority. Seeing him,
Tokusan paid him reverence

as befits a newarrival seeking

instruction. [san took uphis

ceremonial whisk, but

Tokusan shouted, brushed the
Master’s arm aside, and went

Oltareneeco0ee

Whenevening came,

Master Isan asked, “That

recent arrival, where is he?”

The chief monk said, “He

turned his back on the temple

and went awayfor good.”

Isan commented,“After this,

that young manwill go to
someisolated mountain ice}on

establish a hermitage, laugh

at the Buddha, and insult the

patriarchs of Zen.” 

This koan concerns Tokusan
as a young man—posturing,
critical, self-satisfied. (In later
years he becamea great
Master.) Here, Master Isan
reprimands the young monk's
egotism. Tokusan thinks he
has attained enlightenment
and knows everything. He
visited Isan’s temple as if he
were the Master; there is
nothing significantin his eyes.
Master Isan recognized
Tokusan’s empty
enlightenmentandself-
boasting.

It is said that before one
studies Zen, mountains are
simply mountains, rivers
simply rivers; when one has
studied Zenfor a while,
mountains are no longer
mountains, rivers no longer
rivers; but when one has
mastered Zen, mountains are
mountains and rivers are
rivers. Truth is naturalness.It
requires no dramatization.
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Hoju Turns His Back

Joshu visited Hoju one day.
When Hoju sawhim coming,
he turned his back. Joshu
spread his mat and prepared
to bow to Hoju, but Hoju
immediately stood up and
returnedto his room. Joshu
picked uphis matandleft.

This is a wordless koan, a
tremendous challenge and
response. Seeing Joshu
coming, Hoju turned away,
offering no words or
explanation. Joshu, very
naturally, spread the mat that
all Zen monks carry and
prepared to pay respect as he
should. But Hoju stood up
and wentto his room. Joshu,
instead of thinking, “Ah, there
must be some deep meaning
in that,” simply rolled up his
mat andleft. Joshu wasas
natural as the wind in the
pine branches, as natural as a
shadow thatfollows an object
ora sound that creates an
echo. One comes and one
goes. It's a very peaceful
movement. Joshu is like a
fisherman whogoesfishing,
encounters rain, puts on his
rain gear, and returns home
without casting his line. It
wasjust sucha day. 
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The First Principle

Master Kosen was askedto

write the Chinese character

“Daiichigi,” mSES meWire

First Principle,” so that it

could be carved into wood

and hungon the huge gateof

Obaku Temple. His disciple

prepared a large quantityof

black ink. Kosen wrote

carefully. The disciple,
usually notcritical, said,

“That is not good.” Kosen

tried yeu “Howis that?” he

asked. “Poor.” Kosentried

again. “Worse than before,”

the disciple said. Kosen

wrote, one after another,

eighty-four “TheFirst

Principles,” still without his

disciple’s approval. Then the

young manhad to step

outside for a moment, and

Kosen, thinking this washis

chance to escapehis eee.

gaze, hurriedly wrote “The

First Principle.” The voung

man returned almost

immediately, sawthe

character, and said, “Ah, a

masterpiece. 

ZEN KOANS

Beauty is naturalness.
Selflessness is the essence of
natural art. Flying over
China, one can look down
and see the broad, long
Yangtze River. The blue river
is banded on both sides by
dark green vegetation, which,
as it growsfartherfrom the
river's edge, becomeslighter
green, then yellow-green,
then yellow, until it diffuses
into a barely perceptible hue.
This is nature’s large brush
painting.

 



 

NATURALNESS

WhenShifuku drew a circle
in the air, he was testing his
visitor. There are many ways
to react. One understands and
respondsto a teacher
according to one’s
understanding. One may not
understand at all or one may
pretend to understand.
Chinso reacted naturally and
honestly; he did not
understand. Shifuku saw his
potential as a Zen student.
WhenShifuku closed the
door,it signified that Chinso
was acceptedashis disciple.
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Possessed of Insight

Oi itiitone: mua ams phic

government official, came to
visit the scholar-monk

Shifuku. As soon as Chinso
enteredthe study, Shifuku
inscribeda circle in theair
with his finger. Chinso
objected, Saarnts “T havejust

arrived; I have not even had
time to sit down. Whydo vou
make mysterious signs?” At
this, Shifuku rose and closed
his study doorto insure
privacyfor himself andhis
newdisciple.
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Tokusan’s Bowl

Tokusan went from the
meditation hall to the dining
room holding his bow]. Seppo
was on duty cooking. When
he met Tokusan, he said, “The
dinner drum is notvet
sounded. Where are you

going with your bowl?” So
Tokusan returned to his room.

Seppo told Ganto aboutthis.
Ganto said, “Old Tokusan did
not understand the ultimate
truth.” Tokusan heardthis

remark and summoned

Ganto. “I have heard,” he
said, “vou do not approve mv
Zen.Ganto admitted this
indirectly. Tokusan said no
more. But the next day

Tokusan delivered anentirely

different kind of lecture to the
monks. Ganto laughed and

clapped his hands, saving, “I
see our old man understands

ultimate truth indeed. None
in China can surpass him.”

 

ZEN KOANS

Both Seppo and Ganto were
students of Tokusan. Master
Tokusan was about eighty
years old when Seppo sent
him back to his room with his
bowl and Gantocriticized his
Zen. Tokusan neither
explained nor excused
himself. He understood the
two students and himself. He
was well-matured, completely
natural. True life needs no
excuse, no explanation. Asfor
thefollowing day’s lecture
being entirely different,
perhaps Tokusanjust
presented himselfas he was,
not as a Master to teach
students. There is no ultimate

truth as such. Whatoneis, is
the ultimate truth. Tokusan
was indeed a great Master.
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Kasapa’s Preaching Sign

Anandaasked Neheres
“Buddhagavevouthe golden
robe of SIeyyITEOMAMEHL
else did he give you?” Kasapa
said, “Ananda.” Ananda
answered, “Yes, brother.” Said
Kasapa, “Nowyoucantake
Toho msn

e

bY preaching sign and
put up vour own.”

Kasapa and Ananda were the
two outstanding disciples of
the Buddha. Kasapa became
thefirst successor (symbolized
by the golden robe) when the
Buddha died. So when
Anandaasked his elder
brother monk whatelse the
Buddha had given him,
Kasapa answered by saying,
“Ananda.” When Ananda
answered, “Yes, brother,” at
that instant they
communicated. Kasapa refers
to this mutual understanding
when hetells Ananda to
replace his preaching sign.
Truth is transmitted without a
word,just as love is
communicated without a
word. When two persons are
in love,it is needless to say, “I
love you.” Just by calling his
or her name,love is
understood and
communicated. How subtle
and beautifulit is. 
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Tapping the Arm-rest

At Nansen’s monastery one

dav, the cook monk, Tenza,

was entertaining the gardener

monk, Enju. While they were
eating, they hearda birdsing.

The gardener monk tapped

his wooden arm-rest with his

finger, and the bird sang

again. The gardener ranreyel

repeated the action, but the

bird did not repeat his song.

Then Enju turnedto the cook

monk andasked, “Do vou

understand?” “No,” answered

the cook monk, “I do not

understand.” The gardener

monk tapped the wooden

arm-rest for the third time.

 

ZEN KOANS

A bird sang. The gardener
monk tapped the wooden
arm-restas ifresponding to
the bird. The bird sang again.
The gardener tappedagain,
but the bird hadflown away.
The bird sings as nature calls
and does not stay long in one
place. The gardener monk
knowsthis and asks the cook
monk, “Do you understandP”
The cook monk does not
understand, so the gardener
monk taps a third time, so
naturally. The gardener monk
hears the Dharma
everywhere:in the bird's

song, in the wind’s song, in

the insect’s cry, in sunshine, in

flowers, even in the cook
monk’s immediate and
innocent answer: “I do not
understand.” That third tap

was as serene and naturalas

the waterlily.in the morning

sun. The lily grows in water

but is never wet. Its roots are

in mud, but the lily is never
defiled.
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Preceding Teachers

Kakuaskedhis Master,

Tokusan, one dav, “Old

Masters and sages, I suppose.

have gone somewhere. Will
vou tell me what became of

them?” “I do not know where

they are,” camethe reply.

Kaku wasdisappointed. “I

Ores Ssraabie an answerlike

rl runningx horse, but I gsole ebele

bicome ialeAuabbprom aubua(one

Tokusan remained Sitaniemrtnte

defeated in argument.

The next day,after his bath,

Tokusan cameinto the Sphaen ares

room where Kakuserved him

tea. Tokusanpattedhis

attendant on the back and

asked, “Howis the koan vou

DUN: of vesterday?” “Your

IACETE Otto evans

answeredthe matea But

Tokusan remainedsilent, as if

defeated in argument.

 

ZEN KOANS

Tokusan’s attitude is as
natural as a loosely hung
curtain swaying in the wind.
Kakuis an intelligent
disciple—buthis challenge is
met with no resistance: “I do
not know where they are.”
Kakuis disgusted and
delivers an insult to his
teacher. But Tokusan makes
no effort to defend himself.
The next day Tokusan's
attitude is new andfresh;
however, Kaku still has the
same thing on his mind. So
Tokusanasks him kindly,
“How is the koan you spoke of
yesterday?” This time the
disciple isfull ofpraisefor his
Master’s Zen—but Tokusan
remains as silent to praise as
he had been to criticism. A
hanging curtain blows
foreward and backward in the
wind. Naturalness is the way
of the wise.  
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Meeting Students

One day, while talking with
his monks, Sansho remarked,
“When a student comes, | gO
out and meet him with no
purposeof helping him.”
WhenKoge heardofthis
KeSESTDGun Ave GroyenTeOeoBIeaxem
“Whena student comes, I do
not often go out to meet him,
but if I do, I will surely help
ahbeeve

Sansho and Koge were both
disciples of Rinzai,founder of
the Rinzai schoolofZen.
They here take exactly
opposite positions, but their
meaning is the same. Sansho
claims that he goes outto
meet students with no
predetermination to teach.
Kogesays let the student
come to him, and he will
surely try to teach. Each one’s
wayofteaching is true,
unique. 
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Managing the Monks

Kyujo was the managing

monk of Rakufu’s monastery.

Onedavhe ordered: “Monks

fromthefirst to the middle

seats, go out to work in the

field. Remaining monks, goto

the mountain for wood.”|

“What is Manjusri to do?”

asked the chief monk. “My

order goes only to those

monks seated on cushions,”

answered the managing

monk. “Manjusri has nothing
to do with the order.” Later,

Engo commented onthis

dialogue andsaid. “If L were

questioned that way bythe

chief monk, | would answer,

ma Ware penen) is like a mirror. It

does not moveitself, but

reflects all that comes. ”

 

ZEN Koans

 
In each Zendo, or meditation
hall, there isa statue or
painting ofeither Manjusri or
Bodhidharma. When Kyujo
divided the monks into two
groups in order to do the
work moreefficiently, the
chiefmonk asked what
Manjusri was to do. Kyujo
replied,in effect, that
Manjusri does his own work,
independently, as the sun
shines. As managing monk,
Kyujo manages the monks
and nothing else; he has
nothing to do with Manjusri.
Eachoneattends to his own
work without a sense ofduty,
ostentation, or pride. A pine

tree stands on the cliff in the
snow showingitsfresh green
needles. There is no intention
ofshowingoff,for the green
needles areits life expression.
In Japan the plum blooms in
February despite the snow.It
blooms in the snow because
that is its nature, and not to
show off its bravery. As Engo
commented,the path works

as the mirrorreflects. IfA
comes,it reflects A; if B
comes,it reflects B. It works
as causes and conditions are
present. There is no
artificiality or ego in the
reflections. How nice itis  
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whenonereflects things as
they are! The mirror ofman
has become selfish and
reflects his wishes and
attachments. So eventhe
mirror should be destroyed.
Then one will be completely
free. 
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Scented Grasses, Falling Flowers

One dav Chosa went for a

walk. When he returned, the

monk who was gatekeeper

inquired, “Where have vou

been, sir?” “IT have been

strolling about in the hills”

Chosa answered. The

gatekeeper asked, “Wherein

the hills?” Chosa said, “At

first | followed the scent of

the grasses. ThenI wandered

amongthefalling flowers.”

“Ah,” said the gatekeeper, “it

is verv muchlike spring.”

“Better.” Chosa rejoined,
“than the cold autumn dewon

withered lotus stems.”

Zenlife is profoundly selfless,
as is walking throughthe hills
naively enjoying the scent of
grasses and shrubs and

scatteredflowers. The
enlightened one enjoys the

worldfully with a child-like
freshness. “Better than the
cold autumn dew on withered
lotus stems” means better

than old monks whochant,
meditate, and discipline

themselves at the temple. Of
course, these things are good,

too. The Zenlife enjoys both
strolling in the hills and
“autumn dew.” 
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The Self Perishes When the Universe Perishes

A monk asked Daizui, “When
the whole universe perishes,

eCOarm aionNalana URSE or doesit
not perish?” Daizui said, wie
perishes.” The monk

persisted, “Then, following
the universe, will the self
perish?” Daizui replied, “Like
all the rest, it will follow and
CCnenem

 
This young monk apparently
learned about eternallife and
believed in it as such. But
then he read the Agama
Sutra, which describes the
utter and complete
destruction of the universe.
His question to Daizui
betrays hisfear ofdeath.
Daizui answered, in effect,
“Yes, when the universe
perishes, we perish too. You
also will die.” Zen teaches no
miracles,just things as they
are.

Manypeople are afraid to
die. Death is neither bad nor
good.It is natural and should
not befeared. Those whoare
born will die. We should not
be anymore concerned about
our death than we were about
our birth. Whenthe universe
disappears, we disappear.
Why worry?

 



V

What Is Zen?

Manykoans ask whatis Zen, or what is Buddhism? Is Zen a
religion? Yes, because it deals with life and death. But it

does so without belief in a supernatural being (god) or
realm (heaven,hell). Most religions are based onfaith, sal-
vation, and prayer. Zen is based on the factualtruthoflife,
enlightenment, and meditation. It points to the essence of
the life we all live. Knowledgeis not sufficient to reach the
core oflife, so Zen can not be taught. It is understood only
through one’s own experience.

(149 
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Three Days

One dav Unmonsaidto his
disciples, “If vou don't see a
manfor three days, do not
anvbel eu elem masaEHTom eTrtee
Howabout you?” No one
spoke, so he said, “One
thousand.”

 

ZEN KOANS

Here Unmon speaksthe very
essence ofBuddhism.All
things are in.constant change;
nothing is permanent.Life is
constant becoming.All
people, whether they think so
or not, are ever-changing.
Every day is a new day. Even
fish do not swim in the same
placefor a day. Certainly
three days can make a
different person! Unmon
answered himselfby saying,
“One thousand.” Ofcourse,it
is not the number1,000.
Rather, it means multiplicity,
continuouschanges without
number. It means meet each
day with afresh attitude. Do
notcling to yesterday, and do
notjudge by yesterday. Live
each day's newlifefully.

 

 



 

Wuat Is ZEN?

Zenis living life. So every day
and every hourin the life ofa
Zen Masteris a living lecture.
At Yakusan’s monastery the
monks missed his lectures.
This was a great surprise to
Yakusanfor he was giving
lectures every minute ofevery
day. But the monksdid not
hear them.Ifyou want an
explanation of the sutras, then
ask the scholars. A Zen monk
who can not hearthe
wordless lecture is not worthy
to be called a Zen student.
How aboutpeople today? In
the AmidaSutrait is said that
mountains, rivers, trees,

flowers, and winds are
lecturing the Dharma.
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Yakusan’s Lecture

Yakusan had not delivereda

lecture for some time, so at

last the chief monk cameto

himandsaid, “The monks
miss your lectures.” “Then

abatemiits calling-bell,”

Yakusansaid. Whenall the

monks had assembledin the

lecture hall, Yakusan returned

to his room without having

said a word. The chief monk
followed him,protesting,

“Yousaid you wouldgivea

lecture!” Yakusanreplied,
“Lectures on sutras should be

given byscholarsof the
Sericanhv do voubother

this old monk?”
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Shiko’s Poem

For thirty vears by a

mountain lake

Ive lived, alone andfree,

Two meals a day, though

monkishfare,

Are sustenancefor me.

Up and downthe

mountainside

For daily exercise,

And whether people

understand,

I neither know—norcan

Nbawan thier

A birdfliesfreely in the sky
and leaves no trace in the air.
Waterflowsfreely in a river;
if it stopsflowing, the water
becomesstagnant. A white
cloud moves over mountains
and canyons changing shape
as it goes. Soa true Zen monk
lives a simple,full life without
entanglements, without
expecting praise or
recognition. His serenity is
neverjeopardized by power,
praise, or blame. Shiko lived
sucha lifefor thirty years on
the mountain—every dayofit
a silent preaching. 
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Three Pqundsof Flax

A monk asked Tozan, “What

is Buddha?” Vozan answered,

“Three pounds Oana

Tozan was asked “whatis
Buddha?” while he was
working. He immediately
raised the bundle offlax
(which weighed three
pounds) thathe hadinhis
handat the time. Many think
a Buddha is some superior
being, differentfrom ordinary
people. Tozan destroysthis
fixed image by demonstrating
things as they are. Buddha is
Nyorai, or Tathagata, which
means “thus come.” D. T.
Suzuki called it “suchness” or
“thusness.” “What is Buddha?
Three poundsofflax.” The
answer is immediate — no
artificiality, no human
thinking. All things, all beings
are Buddhas themselves, true,
independent, andfree. 
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An Oak Tree in the Garden

A monk asked Joshu why

Bodhidharma came to China.

Joshu answered, “The oak
tree in the garden.”

 

ZEN KOANS

Bodhidharma brought Zento
China in the sixth century.
Thus the question means,
“What is Zen?” Joshu gives a
beautiful answer: “The oak
tree in the garden.”
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Who Is He?

Hoen said, “The pene and

future Buddhas, both arehis

servants. Whois he?”

In this koan “he”is not the
relative he, as in “he and I.”It
is the absolute “he.” “He”is
the masterofthe historical
Gautama Buddha and of the
future Maitreya Buddha.
“He”is the masterofall

- Buddhas. “He”is the essence
ofall life.“He”is the ideal
Amida Buddha. Tofind “him”
is tofind the source ofyou
yourself. Enlightenment
means the discovery of this
“he.” When one discoversthis
“he” in himself, one is able to
see “him”in all beings. 
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Echo’s Inquiry About Buddha

One eras a voung novice said

to Patriarch Hogen, “My
nameis Echo, and I would
like to ask Your Reverence
What is meant by the name
oeracedarstee Hogen merelysaid.
“Oh, so vou are Echoare

‘well bean
Pa

 

ZEN KOANS

Echois no ordinary man, and
his question is no ordinary
question.It is a profound
challenge. What is Buddha?
Hogen’s answeris apropos.
Echo is Echo, the Buddha,
what else? The real Echo is
the Buddha, the true reality
where thereis no selfhood.
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Joshu’s given name was
Jushin, but according to
Chinese custom, he was
called by the name of the
place in which he lived:
Joshu. Many Zen Masters are
known by the namesofplaces
where they reside. When the
monk asked Joshu, “Whatis
Joshu?” he had a scheme in
mind.If,for instance, Joshu
had answered,“It is I,” the
monk might have said, “Well,
then, whatis this town
called?” On the other hand,if
Joshu hadsaid, “Joshu is this
town,’ the monk could have
demanded, “Then whois this
man before me?” ButJoshu
was not to be tricked. He
answered,in effect, “Ifanyone
wants to see me, see what I
am, come in—the gates are all
open!” Nothing is hidden.
Thefour gates are still open.

The Four Gates of Joshu

A monkaskedJoshu, “Whatis

Joshu?” Joshu replied, “East
gate, West gate, South gate,

Northgate.”
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Funyo’s Walking Stick

Funvo pointed to his walking
stick and said to his monks,
“Whoever understands this
walking stick completely,
understandsthe quest for

(aa

 

ZEN KOANS

It is customaryfor a Zen
monkto visit several teachers,
both to learnfrom the teacher
and totest the depth of their
own understanding.For these
monks, traveling onfoot, the
necessary walking stick
becamea symboloftruth-
seeking. Funyo was an
exceptionally earnest and
learned truth-seeker who
visited more than seventy
teachers. To visit a teacheris
not, however, to receive
something but rather an
opportunity to dig deep
within one’s ownself. Zen
Master Dogensaid, “To learn
Zen is to learn one’s self.” To
understand Funyo’s walking
stick is to understand.

 



 

1 
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Yakusan Holds Zen

The governorof a state said to
Yakusan, “Il understandthat
all Buddhists must possess
Sila [precepts], Dhyana
[meditation], and ieeeapre
[wisdom]. Do vou keep the
precepts? Do voupractice

meditation? Have you

attained wisdom?” Yakusan
replied, “This poor monkhas
no such junk aroundhere.”
“You must have a profound

teaching,the governorsaid,
“but | do not understandit.”
“If vou want to hold it,”
Yakusan continued, “vou must

climb the highest mountain
andsit on the summit or dive

into the deepest sea and walk

on the bottom. Since vou can
not enter even vour own bed

without a burden on your

mind, how can vou grasp and

hold my Zen?”

 

ZEN KOANS

Some people are simply
curious—about Zen,
Christianity, Yoga. They want
to know what someoneelse
has practiced or attained.
Such people are bystanders or
onlookers. They are not truth-
seekers. Yakusan, perhaps,
was annoyedby the
governor's question;for, in
fact, his whole life was the
practice and realization of the
three attributes. But Yakusan
answeredin typical Zenstyle:
“no suchjunk around here.”
Today's world contains many
people who are nervous,
anxious, and, like the
governor, unableto sleep
soundly due to mental
burdens. Zenis no idle
matter. It is the way to a life
ofpeace and harmony.Butif
one sincerely wishes to know
Zen, one must climb the
highest mountain, dive into
the deepest sea.
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Gensha,the successor to
Seppo. was anilliterate
fisherman until he became a
monk. Later, he became a
great Master, great enough to
criticize his own teacher's
Zen. When Gensha heard of —
Seppo's words, hisjudgment
was: “Whatdiluted lukewarm
Zen! My message wasthe
irreducible essence ofZen.
Myold teacher must be
getting senile.”
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Gensha’s Blank Paper

Gensha sent a monk to his old
teacher, Seppo, witha letter
of greeting. Seppo called his
monks together and opened
the letter in their presence.
The envelope contained three
blank sheets of paper. Seppo
showedthese to the monks
and asked, “Do vou

understand?” Since there was
no answer, he continued, as if
reading, “Whenspring comes,
the flowers bloom: when fill
COanemiaattic eal oot le
When the messenger monk
returned to Gensha andtold
him all that had happened,
Gensha commented. “Mv old
aHUA EE nam abTS dotage.”
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Yakusan’s Lake

Yakusan asked a newly-

arrived monk, “Where have

vou comefrom?” The monk
answered, “From the

Southern Lake.” “Is the lake
full or not?” inquired

Yakusan. “Not vet, the monk

replied. “There has been so

much rain, whyisn't the lake

filled?” Yakusan asked. The

monk remainedsilent.

 

ZEN KOANs

When a new monk arrives at
a monastery, thefirst question
asked him is, usually, where
have you comefrom,thatis,
from whom have you learned
Zen? Here the lake is not only
a geographicallake;it
symbolizes the monk himself,
his mind, his understanding.
The monk wasreally quite a
simpleton in Zen as his
answers reveal. Yakusan
cornered him: “There has
been so muchrain, why isn't

the lakefilled?” We are
showered everyday by the
Dharma rain (truth). Whyis
the lake notfilled?

 



Wuat Is ZEN?

What doesthe tray represent?
Perhaps the monk himself, his
pure mind. The disciple
brought a new tray many
times, but every time the
teacherthrew it away. The
teacher didn't wantthe tray;
he wantedthe student to
bring back his original pure
mind. The student attached to
the tray itself, but the old
monk inter-uses the tray and
the true selffreely. Thereis
no tray, as such.

The Broken Tray

There was once a small hut

called “rich field” where a

monklivedforthirty vears.

He hadforhis use hs erate

ave TeeMaram Gne dav a
student who studied under

him accidentally brokethat

tray. Each daythe teacher

askedthe student to replace
it. But each time the disciple

brought a newtraythe

EnVOSmaSRenua  areltia renebelee

“This is not it. Give meback
myold one.
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Living Alone

A monk asked Ungo, “How

canI live aloneat the top of
the mountain?” Ungo
answered, “Whydo vou give
up vour Zendo in the valley
and climb the mountain?”

 

ZEN KOANS

This koan is appropriate both
for monks and modern
people. How would it beifI
isolated myself? There would
be no oneto bother me;
everything would be quiet
and serene. Many people
wish to escape. Ungo
answered,in effect, that the
problem is a restless mind,
relative thinking. The very
Zendoin the valley is the top
of the mountain.

Manythink that heaven or
happiness is elsewhere. Many
think that learning Zen or
self-discipline is the way toa
life differentfrom the one
they are now living. But to
become goodis not to take
awaythe bad. Actually, the
bad turns into good. Hardship
and difficulties are the source
ofreal appreciation inlife.
The more ice thereis, the
more water. The more
trouble, the greater the
appreciationoflife. But
people still think that place or
situation is the cause of
trouble. Ifone carries the
same mind andattitude,
wherever one goes, there also

_ go the troubles.

 



Wuat Is ZEn?P

The poor monk had no
trousers to protect his legs
from cold. Butstill he would
not accept Unko's gift. He
was quite an independent
man, maybe even
enlightened. Ofcourse, we
are all born withour own
clothing. That is, everyone
has Buddha-nature and needs
no external help. But Unko
sent a messageto test his
understanding. What about
before you were born? The
man could not answer,
after all. It is easy to talk
about Buddha-nature,
enlightenment, and Zenafter
reading books and hearing
lectures. There are enough
imitators,followers, bluffers,
and those who do not know
that they do not know.

Accordingto the story,
after the monk died and was
cremated, sarira werefound
in the ashes. Sarira are white,
beautifully shaped bones,
which, according to an old
Chinese legend, arefound in
the remains ofthose who have
Buddha-nature. But Unko
was unimpressed. To him,
eighty-four bushels ofsarira
were not comparable to real
enlightenment,for only
realization of the ultimate
truth will bring real serenity,
happiness, and freedom in
life.
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Unko Sends Some Hakama

Unko, the Master of a ORG
monastery, sent some

SHUetUIUmmOYONCommGtaTT

trousers | to a Taoist monk
living alone ina hut near the
one He had heard that
Gorm tee a) ansrent long hours in
meditation with no oharehry ea

tor his legs. The monk refused
the gift, saving, Be intl ovolae:
with my owntrousers.” Unko
sent a message to him, asking,
“What did vou wear betore
vou were born?” The Taoist
could not answer. Later, this
monk died, and after his
cremation, sarira were found
in the ashes. These were
brought to Unko, whosaid,
“Even though he hadleft

area rearsCelt bushels of Sarira.
divans would not be worth the
one answerhefailed to give
nae
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The Iron Boat

When Gensha was studving
Zen under Master Seppo, a
brother monk namedKosaid,
“If vou canattain something

of Zen, I will make an iron
boat andsail the high seas.”

Manyvears later Gensha
became a Zen Master, with
owGereRennrcaenete Comm svecomhacen

attendant monk. One ERY
Genshasaid, “Have voubuilt

vouriron boat?” Ko remained Gensha started learning Zen
Silane at thirty years ofage under

Master Seppo. The young
brother monk, Ko, made his
remark about the iron boat
during the Tan dynasty
(eighth and ninth centuries)
when people in China never
dreamed of the metal ships
we have today. Although Ko
started the study of Zen at an
earlier age than Gensha and
studied and disciplined hard
for many years, he wasstillfar
from realization. Many years
later when Gensha, as Master,
asked Ko aboutthe iron boat,
Gensha was not being
sarcastic, insinuating, or

exacting revenge upon Ko.It

was the kindest word that
Master Gensha could give Ko
to awaken him. Zenis

attained neither by years of
practice and discipline nor by
study and accumulation of
knowledge. 
 



Wuat Is ZEN?

Unmon succeeded Seppo and
founded the Unmonschool of
Zen. He taught many
students, and his school
developed many special
characteristics. But here the
monkasked not about
techniques and methods, but
about Unmon’s daily Zenlife.
Unmon’s answersaid nothing
about Buddhism or Zen. And
if the monk had continuedhis
questioning, asking about the
students outside the gate, he
would still befar off the point.
Students who wish to learn
are not only outside the gate.
They are alwaysat hand.
Each ofus has deep within a
student whowishesto learn.
Unmonhimself is at the gate
of learning. Each ofus stands
there with him.

Unmon’s Family Tradition

A monk asked Unmon, “What
is yourfamilytradition?”
Unmonanswered, “Oh,it
looks like students who wish
to cometo learn are already
outside the gate.”
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Joshu’s Dwelling Place

Oliraxerag Jos!wu visited Unko
whosaid, “Whydon't vou
settle down in your Aenuns
Joshu asked, Wwhereis ae
place for me?” “The ruins of

an old templeare here on the
mountain, Unko suggested.
“Then why dont vou live

there vourself,” Joshu said.
Unko did not answer. Later.
Joshu visited Shuvu whoalso

atCeeRion rele
settle down in vourold;rece
“Where is the Ata cayanne tan
questioned Joshu as before.
“Dont vou knowthe place for

SOLTrmeNe oehare nieaae
counteredmiTemata

commented, “T have practiced
horsebackridingforthirty
vears, tt todayI fell aKOsFn ea
aoneos

 

ZEN KOANS

Joshu started to study Zen at
the age ofsixty-one. When he
was eighty years old, he
becamethe Masterofthe
Kannon Temple at Joshu. He
lived to be one hundred
twenty years old and was
knownfor his energetic
traveling and visiting of
monasteries and Masters to
challenge their Zen wisdom.
Heleft more koans than any
other Master. When Unko
suggested that Joshu settle
down andstop traveling,
Joshu already knew his own
true homefor he was always
there. So his, “Whereis the
placefor me?”is very ironic.
Asfor Unko’s suggestion

thatJoshu settle down in the
old ruins, Joshu tells Unko to
live there himself. ForJoshu
there is no retirementin Zen.
Zen Masters are alwaysat
ease,free to do whatever they
want, so there is no needfor
retirement.

 



Wuat Is ZEN? : 169

WhenJoshu visited Shuyu,
he was asked the same
question and gave the same
answer. But Shuyu took the
ironic answeratface value
and said, in effect, “Shame on
you. At your age you should
now your homeis right

under yourfeet.” To this
Joshu replied that he was
used to dealing with horses
but not with donkeys. Rinzai
is knownfor his “khats,”
Tokusanfor his stick, and
Joshufor his well-seasoned
words.
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Holy Fruits

Unmononcelived in a temple
called the “Chapel of Holy
Trees.’ One morning a
governmentofficial called on
him and asked, “Are vour
holy eaebhecmtze tl ripened atehneenl

“None of them has ever been
called green,” answered
Unmon.

 

ZEN KOANS

The governmentofficial,
whose name was Kiku, was
asking about Unmor’s
maturity in Dharma (Zen)
life. Unmon simply answers
that thefruits of Dharma have
always been ripe and were
never green. Dharmafruits
are the Buddha-nature, the
essence of reality, whichis
something beyond time and
space. They are maturedfrom
beginningless time. Their size
dwarfs the universe. They are
hard as iron balls, and no
humanteeth can bite them.
Only the Dharma teeth can
chew and taste the sweet
nectarofthose holyfruits.
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9

          

Suigan’s Eyebrows

Suigan, at the endofthe
summerretreat, said to his

CTGnDae *

| have lectured vou. Loe)oa
Ilas Suigan anv evebrows?

[HaveIares eae by oe
too much?] Hofukusaid,’
robber knows, in his rae
that he is a thief.” Chokei
said, “Far from droppingaxOyen

dianeae growneee But

Unmonshouted, “KAN!”

  

    

   

The whole summer

ZEN KOANS

The essence ofZen can not be
explained by words. One has
to experience it. Hot and cold
are learned only by touch;
sweet and sour, only by taste.
Explanations are, after all, a
waste oftime, and Suigan
senses that his solicitous
kindheartednessled him to
excesses. Thefirst monk
agrees with him.So does the
second, though with sarcasm.
Then Unmon warns, “KAN!”
(“a roadblock!”). You can not
get through bytalking.
Nirvana mustbe realized.



Wuat Is Zen?

The answers given by Kenpo
and Unmonto this koan are
quite unsatisfactory. The
monk’s question is: “The road
ofenlightenmentleads
everywhere, but where doesit
start?’ Kenpo answers by
drawing line in the air and
Unmonbytelling

a

tall tale
about afan. Why didn’t they
just say, the road is
everywhere. Here! You are
standing on the very spot
where the road ofNirvana
begins. Be yourself; never
mind others. The roadi$ not
somewhere else; it is under
yourfeet; it is you.
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The One Road of Nirvana

A monk asked Kenpo, “The
one road of Nirvana leads into
the ten quarters. Where does
it begin?” Kenporaisedhis
walking stick to drawa
horizontal line in theair.
“Here,” he said. The monk
later asked Unmonthe same
question. Unmonheld uphis
fan andsaid, “This fan leaps
upinto the thirty-third
heavenandhits the presiding
CiTclacmosel encom s(oNtomn ds(tinaun
dives downinto the Eastern
Sea andhits the holy carp.
The carp becomesa d ragon
that brings a flood ofrain.”
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Drop of Water

A monk asked Hogen, “What

is a drop of water from the

source in the valley of the

Sixth Patriarch?” Hogensaid,

“This is a drop of water from

the source in the valleyof the

Sixth Patriarch.”

 
 

ZEN KOANS

Zen started in China with
Bodhidharma, who camefrom:
India about a.v. 520, and it
reachedits maturity with
Huineng,the sixth patriarch
from whom Zen teachings
flowed. Therefore, the
question means “whatis the
real essence ofZen?” The
monk expected profound
teachingsfrom the Master,
but Hogen simply repeated
the question. Often, the
answeris already in the
question itself. Wateris water
whereverit is, whoever sees
it. Zen is everywhere;.
everything is Zen. Even the
word Zen should be taken off.
The real Zen is there, without
the label,for Gautama,
Bodhidharma, Huineng, and
all ofus.



Wuat Is ZEN?

Suigan’s answerto his
teacher's question was
beautiful and well said. But
Jimyo, the Master, knew it
was only words—a beautiful
concept, philosophical and
intellectualized. The teacher's
angerforced Suigantoface
the truth; his Buddhism was
based on ideas, not
experience. Very humbly, he
then asked Jimyo what
Buddhism is. Jimyo gave the
identical answer, but only the
words were the same. The
word “apple”is not the true
apple. Suiganfinally tasted
the apple.
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Jimyo’s Summary

Suigan, thinking he had
attained something of Zen,
left Jimyo’s monastery when
he wasstill a voung monk to
travel all over China. Years
later, when he returnedto
visit the monasterv, his old
teacher asked, “Tell me the
summarvof Buddhism?”
Suigan answered, “Ifa cloud
aCorer nveyt hang overthe
mountain, the moonlight will
penetrate the wavesofthe
lake.” Jimvo lookedat his
former pupil in anger and
said, “You are getting old;
yourhairis white and paoltts
reaAOKGR SS DURTOR vet voustill
have suchideas of Zen. How
can you escape birth and
death?” suigan bent his head
and tears washedhis face.
After a few minutes, he asked
“Please tell me the summary
of Buddhism.”

“Ifa cloud does not bane
over the mountain,” the
teacherreplied, “the
moonlight will penetrate the
wavesof the lake.” Before the
teacherhadfinished Selestabniee
Suigan was enlightened.

be)
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Everyday Life Is the Way

Joshu asked Nansen, “Whatis
the Wav?” Nansensaid,

“Everyday ais domASe
Joshu ‘asked, “Canit be
studied?” Nansen replied, “If
voutrvto study,BSUSill be
arntav from iea Cexselt

asked, “If 1 do not study, how

APY GainetnaTonrhea

Nansen said, “The Waydoes

not belong to the pe ReapetOT
world, neither doesit belong
to the nonperception world.

Cognitionis a delusion and

noncognition is senseless. If

vou want to reach the true

vowav bevond doubt, place

vourse‘Hf in the same freedom

as the sky. You nameit

neither good nor not-good.”

 

ZEN KOANS

This is not really a koan; it
explains a central idea in
Oriental philosophy,
particularly in Zen Buddhism.
Zen, after all, isfinding the
Way and walking the Way.
The difficult part is that while
the Way musttbe sought, the
sought Wayis notthe true
Way. The Way, Nansen
explains, does not belong to
the scholar who knows about
it, nor to the ignoramus who
lives it but does not know
aboutit. It is never attained
by seekingit relatively. The
Wayis absolute, beyond the
relative world ofcomparison
and explanation.Itis life
itself.The Way is universal,
yet when onelivesit, it is
uniquely his own.

 



Wuat Is ZEN?

Avalokitesvara, a Bodhisattva
symbolic ofcompassion, has
one thousand hands and one
thousand eyes—a thousand
eyes to see many people who
need help and a thousand
hands to help those people.
Some Avalokitesvarus have
elevenfacesso thatall
directions can be seen
simultaneously. Rinzai took
Muyokw’s question, wordfor
word, then he added, “Now
tell me, quick!” Rinzai took
Muyokwu's question, so
Muyokutook Rinzai’s seat.
Rinzai stood up andasked,
“Why?” This “why”is the
koan. It is not only Rinzai’s
“why,”it is also Muyoku’s. It
is the absolute Why. The
thousand eyes of
Avalokitesvara all are real
eyes. We have two eyes; both
are real. No one asks which
eye is real. Such a questionis
nonsense.
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The Real Eye

Muvokuasked Rinzai,

“Avalokitesvara has one

thousand hands, and each

hand has an eve. Whichis the

real eve?” Rinzai answered,

“Avalokitesvara has one

thousand hands, and each

SHORe Moreh aree enormeSTGDCm aiTe

real eve? Nowtell me,

quick!” Muvoku pulled

Rinzai from his seat, then sat

in his place. Rinzai stood up

and asked, “Why?” Then he

shouted, “Khats!" and pulled

\Muvokufrom his seat in turn,

Muvoku left the roomquietly.
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Ganto’s Ax

One dav Tokusan told his
student Ganto, “I have two
monks who have been here
tor manyvears. Go and
examine them.” Ganto picked
up an ax and went to the hut
where the two monks were
meditating. He raised theax.
saving, “Ifvou sav a word|
will cut off vour heads. If vou
do not sav anything, | will
also behead vou.” Both monks
continued their meditation as
if he had not spoken. Ganto
droppedthe ax andsaid, “You
are true Zen students. He
returned to Tokusan and

related the incident. “I see
vour side well,” Tokusan
agreed, “but tell me. howis
their side?” “Tozan mav
admit them,” replied Ganto.
“but they should not be
admitted under Tokusan.”

 

ZEN KOAns

Ganto is Tokusan’s student,
and how Ganto investigates
the two monksis, in itself, a
goodtestfor Ganto. Though
Ganto threatenedto
decapitate the monks, they
continued to meditate. He
concludedthat they were true
students. But when
questioned by Master
Tokusan, Ganto’s answer was
ironic: Tozan (a kind, gentle
Master) may admit them, but
Tokusan (well knownfor his
rough blows) would not. If
hitting is the way to awaken
students, then carts pulling
horses are all Buddhas. Ganto
challenged his teacher. A
Master can be bitten by his
own dog. Clearly, there were
two schools on how to
approach Zen.
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The Three Worlds

A monkasked Ganto, “When
the three worlds threaten me
what shall I do?” Ganto
answered, “Sit down.” “I do
not understand,” said the
monk. Gantosaid, “Pick up
the mountain and bringit to
me. ThenI will tell vou.”

bd

 

ZEN KOANS

The three worlds are the
world ofdesire, the world of
thought, and the material
world—in short, everything.
The question is, when
everything threatens, what
should one do? Thethree
worlds are neither good or
bad, right or wrong. They
neither threaten nor are they
favorably disposed. The three
worlds arejust there. Things
come and go beyond our
control: rain, wind, heat, cold,
meeting, separation, growing
old, and dying. These are the
realitiesof life and one must
face them,regardless.
Acceptanceis transcendance.
Let the three worlds come
and let the three worlds go.
Recognize the impossible,
such as picking up a
mountain, andjust be
yourself.

 



Wuat Is ZEN?

Seppo was Tokusan’s
successor, but this dialogue
took place when Seppo was
still a young student. Like
many others, he thought that
Nirvana was something and
that the ultimate teaching was
something, too. There is no
“ultimate” something. So
Tokusan gave him a blow.
Still, Seppo did not
understand. He asked again
the next day. Tokusansaid,
“Zen has no words.”
Bodhidharma once said, “I do
not know.” Eka, the second
patriarch, said, “can not get
it.” Zen is livinglife. Ifone
conceptualizes, it dies. The
ultimate is continuum. When
Ganto, another student, heard
of this dialogue, he said that
Tokusan spoiled Zen with
explanations. Indeed,this
very commentspoils Zen with
too many words. Zen must be
sought and realized by
individuals. Is this koan easily
understood?Ifso,it is only
the intellect.
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The Ultimate Teaching

Seppo asked Tokusan, “Can|
also share the ultimate
teaching the old eaueareRGits
attained?” Tokusan hit him
alenmaielea SRMDeTCAmAUAYI
are voutalking about?” Seppo
did not understand, so he
repeated his question the next
day. Tokusan answered, “Zen
has no words, neither does it
aue anything to give.” Ganto
heard about this canine
and commented, “Tokusan
has an iron backbone, but he
spoils Zen with his soft
words.”
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The Greatest Depth

Dogowassitting on the high
seat of meditation when a

monk came and asked, “What
is the greatest depth of the

teaching?” Dogo came down
from the seat, kneeled on the

floor, and said to the monk,
“Youare here after traveling

far, but Iam sorryto have

nothing to offer vou.”

The monk’s question was,
“Whatis the deepest thing in
Buddhist teachings and the

deepest point in your

enlightenment?” This

attachment must be

destroyed. The world of
Dharma can not be measured

by shallowness or deepness.It
is beyond deepor shallow,

right or wrong, good or bad. 
 



WuatT Is ZEN?

Zen discipline is often similar
to training in kendo,judo,
and other martialarts.
Teacher and students practice
and train mutually. The monk
who came and stood by
Gyosanintendedto challenge
the teacher. But Gyosan was
aware of those tricks. He
immediately drew circle
with the character “water”
beneathit and lookedatthe
monkasif to say, “Well, do
you understand?” Poor monk.
Doesit mean bring a pail
with waterin it? If he tries to
solve the circle and the water
logically, he can never enter
the mind of Gyosan.
Naturally he could not say a
word. He came to challenge
Gyosan, but the situation was
completely reversed. Gyosan
wrote the ideographfor
water. But no matter how
many charactersfor water are
written, they can not quench
thirst. Gyosan drew a large
circle to indicate the perfect
reality, the complete universe.
Butto the monkit wasjust
like a picture ofbread; it
could neverfill his stomach.
The truth oflife can not be
understood, no matter how
skillfully explained and
presented, unless oneis ready
to receiveit. It might have
been betterfor this monk to
have received a blow ora
“khats!” rather than a
symbolic koan.
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GyosanSits in Meditation

One day when CaerTima ne:ts
sitting in meditation, a monk
cameandstood byhim.
Gyosan recognized the monk,
and he drew acircle on the
ground with the ideographfor
water beneath it. Then he
looked questioninglyat the
monk. The monk could not
answer.
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Unmon’s Feast in the Joss House

One dav, while Rathermak
monks,Unmon asked, “Do
vou want tomeet the old
patriarchs?” Before anvone
could answer, he pointedhis
stick above their heads and
said, “The old patriarchs are
jumpingon vour heads.” Then
he asked, “Do KOlTANSOIR Ce

look them in the eve?” He
pointed to the gPaOLUETT| and
said, “Theyare all under vour
OMECACSMMTeyTTaTlee ite
Sees as thoughto nnaa
saving “I madeafeast in the

joss house, but the hungry
gods are neversiRee

 

ZEN KOANS

In China ajoss house was a
memorial chapel where
incense was burned and
offerings offood were made
for the spirits of the dead.
Unmon was a great Master,
founderofthe Unmonschool,
and he instructed more than
ninety Zen Masters. He was
knownfor his wisdom and
oratory. Here, he advises that
ifyou want to know the
essence ofZen, as taught by
the patriarchs, do not search
in India, orin olden times:
look here, on top ofyour
head. Enlightenment,
Nirvana,is right under your
feet. Unmon taught so much
that he madeafeast (in the
joss house), but “the hungry
gods are neversatisfied,”for
they did not eat thefood. We
are the hungry gods, looking
for Nirvana when weare
alreadyinit.

 



Wuat Is ZenP

Tripitaka is a Sanskrit word
meaning “three baskets,”
whichrefers to the complete
texts of the original Buddhist
writings. The three baskets
are Sutra (wordsofthe
Buddha), Vinaya (rules and
regulations governing
monks), and Abhidharma
(commentaries andtreatises
on the teachings). It is an
adage, here repeated by
Tozan, that the entire
teachings can be expressed in
one word. Buttruth, simple
and concrete, is ever-
changing according to the
specific condition and specific
time. That which does not
change is concept, and
concepts are notliving truths;
they arelifeless statements,
static thoughts. Thus, no
matter how masterful the
calligraphy, even ifrendered
by thefamousartist Mr.
Wang,the truth can not be
written, read, or spoken—only
lived.  
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Tozan’s Tripitaka

Master Tozansaid, “The
entire Tripitaka can be
expressed in one character.”
Another Master, Hakuun,
elaborated Tozan’s statement
alanes POCanFEE

Each stroke is clear though
hard to read,

Gautama failed to write it
manytimes.

50 Whynot give the task to
Ay ie AATtae

Perhaps he'll doit, after
AvP
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Hyakurei’s Attainment

Hyakurei the monk and Houn

the layman were studving

under Baso (successor to

Nangaku). One dayas they

met in the monastery

corridor, Hyakurei remarked,

“Our Grandfather in Zensaid,

‘If one asserts thatit is

something, one missesit

Pulceycadataa wonderif he

ever showed it to anvone?”

Hounanswered, “Yes, he

did.” “To whom?” asked

Hvakurei. Houn then pointed

to himself and said, “To this

fellow.” “Your attainment,

said Hvakurei, “is so beautiful

and profound that even

Manjusri, the wise, and

Subhuti, the compassionate

one, could not adequately

praise it.At this Hounsaid,

“Well, I wonderif there is

anvone who saw what our

Grandfather meant?” The

monkdid not reply; he

merely put on his straw Jerene

and walked away. “Watch

ereantCol one aaromUbprerbemerdlcae!

after him. But Hyakurei

walked on without turninghis

head. 

ZEN KOANS

Hyakurei and Houn were
forever testing one another's
understanding of Zen. In this
koan theyare discussing the
Zen idea of Sunyata
(Emptiness, or the Void)
expressed by Nangaku,the
“Grandfather ofZen,” who
attained enlightenment when
he understood,“If one asserts
that it is something, one

missesit altogether.” Thatis
to say, everythingis
constantly changing; nothing
is permanent. By the time one
asserts that somethingis so,
the reality is changed and itis
no longer so. Yesterday's truth
is not truth today. The truth
ofa momentagois not true
now. In this exchange
Hyakurei asked Hounif
anyone had ever experienced
what Nangaku talked about.
Hounsaid yes; he himselfhad
experiencedit, thatis, had
become enlightened.
Hyakurei then ridiculed
Hounbylavishly praising his
“attainment.” Hounfinally
askedfor Hyakurei's
understanding, which the
monkexpressed by walking
away wordlessly. But did
either of them really
understand Zen?
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All Buddha's teachings are
aimed at cutting off the root
ofhumanillusions and
overcoming humantroubles.
However, the minute we
learn something we tend to
becomeattachedto it. For
this reason Sozan prescribed
four antidotes. Thefirst is not
tofollow the bird’s road of
mind. The birdfliesfreely in
the sky, and there is no set
road tofly. But even sucha
way ofselflessness can
becomeattachment. Second,
do notclothe yourselfbefore
you are born—do not attach
even to non-attachment.
Third, do not say the present
minute is eternal becauseall
things are in constant change,
are continuously becoming.
Every minute is real, butit is
passing, and you can not hold
it or say it is eternal. And,
lastly, the truth is beyond
time and space, and even the
time before birth is within
time if it is once
conceptualized. Whatever
becomes conceptualized loses
life. It is like a livefish
swimming in the water. Ifyou
catch it and takeit out, the
fish will die. A caughtfish is a
deadfish. So Sozan warns,
whateverit is, no matter how
good, how beautiful, or how
true, do not try to catch and
possess it.
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Sozan’s Four Don’ts

Sozan said:

Do not follow the bird’s road
of mind:

Do not clothe yourself before
you are born;

Do not say the present minute
is eternal;

Do not express yourself before
birth.
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Taking Upthe Staff at Lotus Mountain

At Lotus Mountain the hermit

Rengehoheld uphis staff one

day and addressed the crowds

who had cometo see him:

“Whyis it so many can not A Buddhist monk always
live the hermit’s life?” Since carried a staff. In Indiashe
noe)eT answered, am abaty staffwas an absolute necessity
replied, “Because they do not to measure the depth of
have strength enoughfor the streams before crossing and to
‘ayera.in protect the monkfrom snakes
SESE Ms, c and other animals during his

right?” Again hereplied, travels. However hene

“Carrying mystaff, I will Buddhism arrived in China
ignore people. | will just the staffwas not essentialfor
depart for the thousand,the Chinese monks. and so the
ten thousandpeaks. staff beganto take on other

meanings. Wereadofstaffs
swallowing the universe and
spitting out the world,staffs
killing and giving life. The
staffbecame a symbol of
supreme enlightenment.

Rengeholived a simple
hermits life at Lotus
Mountain. He held up his
stafffor twenty years, but no
one really answered. Lotus
Mountain is the mountain of
enlightenment. The peaks he
speaks ofare the peaks of
serenity, beauty,freedom,joy,

honor, confidence,
satisfaction, and many others.
He wants to show Lotus
Mountain and its many
beautiful peaks to
everyone—but people do not
understand. 
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In the world ofDharma there
is no rank, no sex, no race. A
Zen Master has no interest in
whether oneis a king,
emperor, governor,farmer,or
beggar. Heis interested only
in those whoseek the truth.
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Calling Card

Kitagaki, the governorof
Kvoto, called upon the great
IANSERome)a Tofukuji
Temple, Master Keichu. He
gave the attendant monkhis
ST card to present to
Keichu. The card read:

“Kitagaki, Governorof
Kyoto. Keichu looked at the
card andsaid, “T have no
BLECSEATONTMNa Les CICG LMT inicll enue
STRiconemora)ence
The attendant carried the
Cremonaewaleninen aeea
“No, that was my error,” the
governor said, He took the
card, scratched out the words
“Governor of Kyoto,” and
said, “Please take this baca
and ask vour teacher again.
When Keichu sawthe card he
said, “Oh, is that Kitagaki?
want to see that fellow.”
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Transmigration

eeuele asked his monks,
“What kind of eves do they
have whoSun onaite
six worlds?’

It is told that those who are
not enlightened will
transmigrate to the six
worlds: the world of hell
(suffering), the world of
hungry demons (greed), the
world ofanimals (ignorance),
the world ofbloodshed
(killing), the world ofman
(moral rectitude, happiness,
and sorrow) and the world of
angels (happiness only). The
seventh world is the Buddha's
world. When oneattains the
Buddha’s world, one need not
transmigrate (suffer)further.
Kenpo asked his monks what
kind ofeyes do they have,
those who go again and again
into the six worlds.

To begin with, those who
live in the six worlds do not
have eyes to see. Their blind

orance is the very reason
ty live in such greed and
suffering. Zen teachesreality
beyond reason,realityitself. 
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Things simply are, and there
is no good or bad reason. _
Each world has its own eyes,
The world ofbloodshed has
the eyes ofaggression, and
the animal world has the eyes
ofignorance. Thefarmer’s eye
is to cultivate, and the
businessman's eyeis to buy
and sell. But those eyes are
hindrances and should be
forgotten. True loveforgets
the idea of“love.” Fire is hot;
ice is cold. Samsarais
Nirvana; Nirvana is Samsara
(“there is no enlightenment
outside ofworldly life”). The
eye ofZen is to see things as
they are: no love, no hate, no
enemy, noally.
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A Walk in the Hills

One dav whenthe novice
Hofuku and the monk Chokei
were walkingin the hills, the
novice eae toa Meas
saving, “Surelvthatis the top
ofMount Myoho!” Chokei
aa)OCCa‘True enough, but
oeae a pitv vou need mention
it.” Later Hofukurelatedthis

conversation to a fellow
monk, kKvosei. Kyosei

commented,“If it were not for
the likes of Chokei, there
would be rattle-brains
evervwhere.” Setcho

commented onall of this:
“Todav, walking in the hills
with these fellows, what do
thev really understand? A
hundredvears from now|
don't sav there will be none
who understand, but those
who do will be fewandfar
between.”
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Hofuku, Chokei, and Kyosei
were all disciples of Seppo. In
this koan Hofuku is a novice
and the youngest. Chokeiis a
few years older and more
advancedin understanding,
and Kyoseiisfar advanced in
Zen. Mount Myohois
symbolic of the supreme
realization of the absolute
and appearsin the
Avatamsaka Sutra. The young
novice is very childish and is

showing off, true to human
nature, his attainment before
his brother disciple, Chokei.
Chokei, in elder-brother
fashion, puts Hofuku in his
place. Later Hofuku
appeals to Kyosei, expecting
a more sympathetic —
response. But Kyosei only
comments that it was, indeed,
fortunate to have a good
companion like Chokei who
speaks the truth.
Although the top of Mount

Myohois the symbolof
supreme enlightenment,
Hofuku must have studied the
AvatamsakaSutra
superficially because he
understood it to mean
supreme enjoymentof
enlightenment. While

— walking with Chokei, he
exclaimed “Thatis the top of
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Mount Myoho!”justas
someone who,after a hard
day's work, might exclaim
from a warm bath, “Oh! this is
heaven.” To understand Zen
and enlightenment merely on
the surface is indeed a great
pity.
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The Old Cow, Tetsuma

Tetsuma, an old woman,

visited Isan one day. Isan

greeted her: “Welcome, Old

Cow!” Tetsumasaid, “Ina

few days there will be a

ICSUONMOS(eyeLenremette

restoration of Buddhismto

imperial favor. Is Your

Reverence going to attend?”

In reply, Isan LENA Ns himself,

sprawling, on the floor.

Tetsumaleft.
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Tetsuma was a nun. Her
surname was Ryu. She was
unusually able, intelligent,
and sharp. Thosefoolhardy
enoughto challenge her Zen
were crushed; hence she was

given the name, Tetsuma,

which means “iron grinding
mill.” Isan called her by her
nickname, Old Cow, meaning

“oldfemale buffalo.” It was a
nameofcamaraderie, not
derision. In those times the
buffalo was a precious animal.
Whenliving,it provided
humankind with labor, milk,

andfertilizer; when dead,it

provided hidefor leather.
Isan always commentedthat,
if reborn, he would like to be
reborn as a buffalo.

This koan demonstrates the
freedom and spontaneity of
enlightened ones. Tetsuma
and Isan are understanding,

frank, and intimate. There is
noformality. Isan does not
hesitate to express exactly
what he thinks ofsuch
ceremoniesas celebrating
official sanction of Buddhism.
Theirfriendship is completely
without pretence or
artificiality. The enlightened
world isfree and natural;



there is nofeeling ofmust,
ought, or should. Everything
is said and done
spontaneously as it arises. But
one who thinks he has
attained enlightenmentyet
stillfeels, “Iam enlightened,”
is not enlightened. True Zen
has no smell ofZen.
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Measuring the Water

Oneday Joshu visited Shuyu's

lecture hall. He ascended the

JENacosernmuateam ent staff and

looked from east to west, then

from westto east. “What are

you doing?” Shuyu asked. “I

PLB IeCleteRueCome

Joshu answered. “There is no

water, not even a drop. How

can you measureit?” Shuyu

answered.Joshu leanedhis

staff against the wall andleft.

Joshu wentto hisfellow
monk, Shuyu, to test his

understanding. He was
measuring the depth of
Shuyu’s mind. Shuyu’s retort
was good. However, he

showed himself to be still in
the world of“is” and “is not’:
“There is no water.” Joshu
departedasfreely as he came,
unencumbered even byhis
staff. 
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This koanis both interesting
and important. Every Zen
Master has his own way of
teaching. The teacher must
know the student's
disposition, degree of
progress, and whenhe is at
the crucial point. A teacher
may easily crush a student by
wrong application of teaching
or by wrong timing, and that
person will neverrise again.
However, the ego selfmust be
killed in orderfor oneto live
a new life of true reality. For
this reasonit is said that a
Zen Masterhas a double-
edged sword—one that both
kills and gives life. This sword
must be used very exactly.

The monk in this koan
thinks he is readyfor
enlightenmentandaskshis
teacherto give the last push.
But Kyosei knows exactly
where this student stands.
The veryfact ofself-conceitis
a sign ofunreadiness. Evenif
this monk were enlightened,
he would attach to
enlightenmentandstill not be
free; he might even mislead
others. Kyosei knows when to
knock on the shell.
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The Exact Momentfor Hatching

A young monk cameto
Master Kvosei andsaid, “This
discipleis pecking on the
inside of the shell, readyto
hatch.| beg you,sir, help me
hy knocking on the outside of
the shell.” Kyosei said, “If I
do, will vouattainlife?” The
monksaid, “If | don’t, that
will be your shortcoming, and
you will become the
laughingstock yaasvontzeye(ei
To this Kvosei replied,
“Conceited fool!”
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The No-Monument Monument

The Emperor Shukusho went

to visit his Zen teacher, Chu,

SCORECinaaanUe-TeLe RT OLeR

“After your demise, and may

that not be for a hundred

oreAEELt kind of memorial

would youlike?” Chu

answered,“A plain, un-tiered

monument.” The emperor

continued, “What shape?”

Churemainedsilent for a

long time, then said to the

emperor, “Do you

understand?” “No,” said the

emperor. “Well,” ree Onsite

“after I pass, send for my

successor, Tangen, and AW

him what I meant.” In time,

ON oneraemharhe and the

emperor sent for Tangen and

asked him what Master Chu

had meant. Tangen answered

the emperorin this wav:

“South of Sho, north of Tan.

Within that region is gold

that fills the land. A public

ferry boatsails ra teaaanos gate

place; somesee it, some do

not. But in the emperors

PHUReomEtIELK blind.” 

ZEN KOANS

Chu in this koan is Echu

Kokushi, the National

Teacher, advisor to both the

country and the emperorin
religious matters. Before
being invited by Emperor
Shukusho (of the Tan
dynasty) to become National
Teacher, Chu stayed at
Hokugaisan Mountain

Templeforforty years
without once coming out of
the gate. After Chu died, the
emperordid call Tangen to
explain to him whathis

teacher had meant. Tangen

replied with a poem that can

not be understood by the
intellect. It is beyond words;
it is absolute,formless,

shapeless, and somesee it and
some do not.
“A plain, un-tiered

monumentis written in

Chinese characters as “Muho

to.” “Muho” means a dress

that has no sewed place, no

seams. But not-seweddressis

impossible. “To” means

monument. It is a no-

monument monument. This

monumentis everywhere:

“South of Sho, north of Tan.”
The placeisfilled with gold,
and anyone can go there
because the publicferry sails
there. The truth oflife is
everywhere; everybody can
see it, everybody canreachit,

even thoughitis as precious
as gold. Thatis the real Zen
teaching of Chu. —
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A Zen Master’s room is called
hojo, which means“ten-foot
square. The dimensions are
not necessarily ten square
feet, but the tradition arose
with Vimalakirti, the most
outstanding lay Buddhist
duringthe lifetime of the
Gautama Buddha. As the
story goes, Vimalakirti lived
in a ten-foot square room. His
wisdom was so supremethat
even the Buddha’s monk-
disciples respected it. And
Vimalakirti's ten-foot room
could accommodate countless
numbers,for it was the
Dharma Room.

In this koan Isan’s hojo is
hard to enter. Anyone who
gains entry is like a supreme
ruler,for the essence ofall
things will be known.
Suigan’s hojoisjust the
opposite. There is no door;it
is easy to get in. But what
does one see there? To bein
the hojo is not the same as
being in the Master's room,
The Dharma Room. Realty is
hard to enter, as the monk
found out.  
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Ten-foot Square

Isan had a poem onthe wall
of his room that read:

Ten cubic feet
Too steep to climb,

Whoscales these walls

I

sYerqreyenteee

We

lesaee

Referring to the poem, Unppo
said, “Isan is a born Zen
Master.” A monk asked
Unppo, “What poem are you
going to write for your room?”
Unpporeplied:

The ten squarefeet of SPEED
Never had a door,

And any monk whoentersit
STaren mLPDEesEOF| appear!

The monk made a eXarCem OyE
homage andstood up. Unppo
said, “Well, did you see
Master Suigan or not?” Fora
momentthe monkhesitated,
and Unppohit him across the
mouth witha mosquito brush.
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How Trees and Grass Become Enlightened

Onedaya fiftv-vear-old

student asked Shinkan,

“Tendai claims that even

grass and trees will become

enlightened. Howis that

possible?” Shinkan said, “Of

whatuseis it to discuss how

grass andtrees become

evesslcanebeeyhe questionis

how you yourself can eyereeyente

so.” “I never thoughtof it that

VERReaD)Cem aes old student.

 
Shinkan lived during the
Kamakura period in Japan,
and he studied Tendaifor six
years, then he studied Zenfor
ten years. After that, he went
to China and contemplated
Zenfor thirteen years. When
he returned to Japan, many
wished to interview him, but

he receivedfew visitors and
seldom answered their
questions.

The questionerin this koan
exhibits a greatfault of the
intellectual: studying and
discussing something
unrelated to himself. Zen
always points within.Itis
very interesting that when
one is enlightened, the grass

and trees are enlightened
also! The enlightenmentof
grass and treesis really the
enlightenmentofourselves
abouttrees and grass.
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The True Path

Just before Ninakawadied.
Zen Master Ikkyu visited him.
“Shall I lead you on?” Ikkyu
said. Ninakawa replied, “I
came here alone and| gO
alone. What help could vou
be to me?” Ikkvu answered,
“If vou think OU KOHUI LOR aeyotTe
and go, that is vourdelusion.
raaeOdAeNC vou the path on
which there is no coming and
going.” With those words,
Saar had revealed the path
so Clearly that Ninakawa
smiled and RONmTOSST

Ikkyu was a veryfamous Zen
teacher during the Ashikaga
éra in Japan. He was the son
ofan emperor, and his mother
was a studentofZen. In this
koan he points to the eternal
life ofZen, which has no
beginning and no end.Since
it is eternal, there is no
coming and no going. Life
and death are only the
manifestations ofeternallife.
Life never dies. We say that
we camefrom eternity and go
back to eternity. Eternity
means here and now. From
beginningless time to endless
time, it is all here. Every
minute is the manifestation of
eternity. Some people worry
about death. Why? Death is
as natural as birth.  
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Sitting Alone on Mount Taiyu

A monk asked Hyakujo,

“Whatis the most wonderful

thing in life?” Hyakujo

replied, “Sitting alone on the

great Taiyu mountain.” As the

monk bowed, Hyakujo struck

him.

Hyakujo was the successor of
Baso anda most outstanding
teacher. The emperorlater gave
him a special name: Daichi,

meaning “great wisdom.” The
question the monkasksis the
same as “whatis the essence
of Buddhism?” Hyakujo says
it is to sit alone on the mount
ofsupreme enlightenment
(Mount Taiyu). Alone does

not mean awayfrom others.
This alone-ness is not
disturbed even in the midst of
the turmoil of worldlylife. If
one attains the essence of Zen,
even ina busyoffice one can
have the samefeeling and
taste of life as Hyakujo on his
Mount Taiyu. When the
monk bowed, Hyakujohit
him as if to say, “Why bow
like that to me? Get busy;
wake up. You,too, should sit

on the top of Mount Taiyu.” 
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A Smile in His Lifetime

Mokugen was never knownto

smile until his last day on

earth. When his time came,

he called his students and

said, “You have studied with

me for more than ten years.

SIOMENRAORST

TelcoeeyReaezteteDe) of Zen.

Whomeverexpressesthis

most clearly shall be my

successor and receive myrobe

and bowl.” Everyone watched

Mokugen’s severe face, but no

one answered. Encho, a

disciple of long standing,

moved near the bedside and

pushed Mokugen's reatexen tenn aXe

cup forward a few inches

toward the bed. The teacher's

face became even more

severe. “Is that all you

understand?” he demanded.

Encho movedthe cup back to

its original place on date

nen table. A beautiful

smile appeared on Mokugen’'s

face. “You rascal,” he said to

Encho, “you have worked

with me for ten years Avera

have not yet seen my whole

body. Take the robe and

bowl. They belong to you. 

ZEN KOANS

Encho moved the medicine
cup toward his teacher.
Facing his teacher's last
hours, he could not discuss

the interpretation ofZen. He
simply wanted his teacher to
stay and live. “Is that all you
understand?” the teacher
asked. So Encho took back
the cup: “Ifyou insist, I will
take back the medicine. Even
though you pass away,please
don’t worry. I will take care of
the temple.” Mokugen smiled,

for there was an assured
feeling about his successor.
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methodsofZen teaching. The
monk asked Basho an
impossible question;for how
can there be a person whois
neither deluded nor
enlightened? Basho uses a
gentle and gradual method
and is sensitive to the time
and situation. Heis like a
knowing physician who
diagnosesthe illness and
prescribes the proper
medicinefor cure. Tendo’s
methodsare rough and
abrupt, like shock treatment.
He would take the ox away
from the plower and thefood
from a hungry man. He does
not considerthe relative
value ofgood or bad, right or
wrong, but attacksfrom the
absolute pointofview. His
forceful wayis very
conspicuous and dramatic,
and people tend to view it as
heroic. Basho’s way is not
flamboyant, butit is a sure
way of teaching nevertheless.
Both ways need well-
developeddiscipline, deep
intuitive wisdom, and noble
character on the Master's
part.

Basho Does Not Teach

A monkaskedBasho,“If there
is a person whodoes not
avoid birth and death and
does not realize Nirvana, do
youteach such a person?”
Basho answered, “I do not
teach him.” The monk asked,
“Why?”Bashoreplied, “This
old monk knows eOLeraMETAS
bad.”

This dialogue was KenDOrCae
in another monastery, and
one day Tendosaid, “Basho
TEA a tLe)GY good andbad, but
he can not take awaya
farmer's ox or a huneae
food. If that monk asked me
STGane) question, before he had
half finished, I would hit him.
Why? Becausefromthe
beginning I do not care about
goodand bad.”
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Not Afraid to Die

RECOMALE! named

Kusuda heardthat if one

studies Zen, he will not be

afraid to die. One day he

concealed a dagger inhis

clothing and visited Zen

Master Nanin, intending to

see if the Master was afraid to

die. When Nanin saw

Kusuda, he immediatelysaid,

“Hello, friend, how are you?

We haven't seen each other

for a long, long time.”

Perplexed, Kusuda replied,

“We have never met before.”

“That’s right. | mistook you

oymebetelactare ASCO Nanin

said. With such a beginning,

Kusudalost the chance of

Titaovensber etsea Manto sXe

aaetehart<ace om Aon

instruction. Nanin said, “If

Zoeteers! physician, treat

your patients well. That is

Zen.Four times Nanin gave

him the same teaching.

Kusuda complained rderetan ete

would not come anymoreif he

received the same teaching.

 

ZEN KOANS

So Master Naninsaid, “I will

give you a koan.” UCM eeeAe

him “Joshu’s Mu.” Kusuda

pondered and meditated and

worked onit for twovears.

But Master Nanin kept

saving, “Youare not in vet.”

Anothervear and a arrubanuicesel

by. Kusuda’s mind became

clear, and Mu becametruth. 

Kusudais like a typical
modern young man—curious,

skeptical, pragmatic. He went
to test the Master'sfear of -
death and wound up studying
Zenfor years. Only when
Kusuda’s mind becameclear
and he understood Muas Mu,

was he no longer concerned

withfear ofdeath.
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Meditating Long, Becoming Weary

A monkasked Kyorin, “What
was the purpose in
Bodhidharma’s Ledernb ates
West?” Kvorin said, “To
meditate a long time and
become Weary.”

bd

.

There are one hundred thirty-
some koans about the
meaning ofBodhidharma’s
coming to China. This subject
has been endlessly discussed,
so much,infact, that it has

and significance. That is why
Kyorin answeredas he did.
Bodhidharma came because
he wanted to come.
Bodhidharma meditatedfor
nine yearsfacing a wall; he
lived his life sincerely and
steadfastly, as the sun shines
in the sky. Zenis nothing
unusual;it is true to the
reality of life. Ifone wishes to
accomplish anythinginlife,
one must have great energy
and make greatefforts. Why
discuss Bodhidharma’s
coming to China? It would be
better to sit down and
meditate as Bodhidharma
did.  
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Onedav Master Hoshin

pyneetreeae his own deathin

seven days. On aateatennaseted)

CR ars called his disciples

together andsaid, “It is

customaryto write a farewell

eran but since | am neither

poet nor calligrapher, one of

vou please write my Ase

poem. Then he dictated, “I

Ctnivan inoermoyarenresray Abarel

return to brilliancy. Whatis

this?” The monk whowas

writing these words said,

BAS Escomm cetam pecaermometts line

short.” Hoshin shouted,

“Khats!” and was dead.
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Hoshin went to China where
he studied Zenfor many
years. After he returned to
Japan,he taughtin the
northeastern region. Prior to
the incident describedin the
koan, he related thefollowing
story to his disciples, a story
he had heard in China: “One
year, on December25, the
Zen monk Tofuku, who was
very old, said to his disciples,
‘Next year I am notgoing to

be with you, so you people
should treat mewellthis
year. The students thoughtit
was ajoke, but they treated
the kind old teacher well
anyway. On New Year's eve of
the next year Tofuku said,‘I

am leaving tomorrow when
the snow stops.’ The disciples
laughed and thought he was
becomingslightly senile. But
at midnight, it started to

snow. The next morning they

could notfind the Master.
Theyfinally went to the
meditation hall. There,

Tofuku had passed away.” In
relating this story Hoshin
commented that a Zen Master

can, althoughit is not
necessary, predict his own

death, as he now was doing.



The last words Hoshin left
express the Buddhist concept
offuture life. He camefrom
brilliancy and returns to
brilliancy. Life is eternal. We
camefrom the eternallife,
and we will return to the
eternallife. We are living the
eternallife now, but due to
our ignorance we do not
knowit.
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The Six Ungraspables

A monk asked Unmon, “What

is the Dharma Kaya [the

eyanelae spaceless, timeless,

colorless absolute |?” Unmon

answered, “The six

ungraspables.”

 

ZEN KOANS

This koanis typical of
Unmon.It is short, simple,
and extremely difficult. The
Dharma Kaya is the
absolute—abovetime, space,
andform. The graspablesare
the six gates ofhuman
understanding: thefive senses
plus mind. But Unmonsays
the absolute is something that
can not be put into these six
channels.It is all inclusive,

beyond sense andintellect. It
is all and everything but can
notbe said as such.



creative if lived with integrity. Everyoneis, and must be,an artist of life. However admirable one may appear to
others, however successful, unless one is true to one’s self,deep satisfaction will never be experienced. Find yourself
and be yourself is the motto of Zen and the essence of Bud-
dhism. “Whatare you? Look within.”
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Gutei’s One Finger Zen

Zen Master Gutei raised his

index finger whenever he was

asked a question about Zen. A

yrolebare novice erexeeia com pesniecacs

him in this wav. When Gute

was told about the novices

imitation, he sent for him and

ATOSSCMiteLLCKoneal(creBila

novice admitted it was So.

Gutei asked himif he

understood. In reply the

novice held uphis index

finger. Gutel promptly cutit

off. The novice ran fromthe

room, howling in pain. Re ite

reached the threshold, Gutei

called, “Bov!” When the

novice turned, Gutei raised

his index finger. At aan

instant the novice Was

enlightened.

 

ZEN KOANS

However good an imitation ts,
it is still an imitation and not
the genuine thing. Raising a

finger is not Zen. Whatthat
finger standsforis the
important thing. Like the
novice, we often see the
surface, orform, andfail to
see the truth. The novice
dependedon onefinger.
Whenit was gone, there was
nofinger to show Zen. As long

as one depends on something,

he never becomesfree and
independent. Enlightenment
is to take awayall
dependencies and
attachments and attain a new

perspective, a new life.



No IMITATIONS

When one speaks honestly
and sincerely, one should take
the responsibilityfor one’s
words. Many people say “they
sayor “men are”or “people
talk.” Instead, why doesn’t
one say “I am”or “] say’? Zen,
likelife, is always immediate
and direct. Zen rejects the

A Zenstudent told Unmon,
waID Erne of Buddha
ihtuminites the whole
universe.” Before he finished
the phrase, Unmon asked,
“You are reciting another’s
poem, are you not?” “Yes.”
answered the student. “Y
are sidetracked,” said Unmon.
Afterward, another angiam
Shishin, asked his pupils, “At
What point did that student
vo off the track?”
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Hakuun, a Chinese Zen

Master of the Sung ahaa

wrote a poem:

Where others dwell,

I do not dwell,

| Meteprrelarccer

Where others go.

etomirolacsnieen

Humankind,

But Black and White

\fust be defined.

 

ZEN KOANS

Hakuun must have been a

unique, creative and artistic

person. He wantedonly to be

himself. The Gautama

Buddha said, “Above the

heaven and below the heaven,

Lalone am noble.” So each

one ofus is the noblestin the

universe. All are one and

equal, yet eachisfree and
independent. That is the way

of Hakuun. Black is black and

white is white; they can not

be compared. Eachis
absolute.
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Bokushu and the Empty-Headed Fool

Bokushu asked a monk,

“Where have you eereelah

come from?” The monk

uttered, “Khats!” Bokushu

Pie mmwaUmurcstlen| have now

been treated to vour mystic

ara

e

COL the monkuttered,

“Khats!” Bokushusaid, “Three

mystic cries, four mystic Galar

what next?” The monk said

nothing,so Bokushugave him

a clout with his hand and

said, “You empty-headed

fool!”

 
In Zen mondo(questions and

answers) two things arefreely

used in an attemptto
“awaken”an individual: the
stick and the deep, sharp
mystic shout phonetically
rendered here as “khats!” For

the monk to cry “khats!”in

response to Bokushu’s
question was to issue a

challenge to Bokushu's Zen.

Bokushu, a Master, wanted to

know,after three,four, ora

thousand mysticcries, then

what? The poor monk started

like a lion but endedlike a

mouse. He had used the

technique of his teacher,
Rinzai, well knownfor his

“khats!” but it was not his

own “khats!”after all. After
the secondcry, the monk

acknowledgeddefeat; he did

not pretend. He may become

a good disciple.



No ImrraTIons

BothJoshu and Daitoku
present good points. Joshu’s
plannedvisit was tofamous
Mount Tendai where
Manjusri, symbol ofwisdom
and often depicted astride a
lion, is enshrined. Daitoku’s
poem was a Zen challenge:
every place is a goodplacefor
meditation; the very spot
where you are is thegolden
spot, so why go to Mount
Tendai? Do you think
Manjusri is thereP Manjusriis
everywhere. And evenifyou
should see an omenin the
clouds, one who has the
Enlightened Eye doesn’t put
any store in such things.
Joshu counterattacked.
“What,” he asked, “is the
Enlightened Eye?” Maybe
Daitoku hadonly a beautiful,
intellectual understanding of
Zen afterall.

Joshu Plans a Visit

Kosar eeenate A
pilgrimage toa mountain
temple when an elder monk.
Daitoku, wrote a Prerarnn ene
acon acon e

Every place a holy place —
Whytravel to the mountain?

If, to the OPPERtan TCR NTare Aven
The fabled volden lion in the

; sky
Appeared, it would scem

COTTEe ey eynae

“What. Joshu asked, “is the
Enlightened |aWanennesMAYORYayey
made no aDAe
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Echu Expels His Disciple

Tankapaid avisit to

|

ann

who was napping. “Is your

teacher in?” asked Tanka of

the attending disciple. “Yes,

he is in, but he does not want

CORSeneUENO)Care said the

disciple, whose name was

Tangen. aCelt O Kem o.9Kenna eeres

the situation profoundly,”

Tankasaid. “Even if Buddha

comes, my teacher does not

want to see him,” disciple

Tangen replied. “Youare

certainly a good disciple.

Your teacher ought to be

yROLeKe of you, and, with these

words of praise, Tankaleft.

When Echu awoke, Tangen

repeated the conversation to

him. Echu beat Tangen and

drove himfrom the temple.

 

ZEN KOANS

Echu was a Kokushi, or

National Teacher, and well

renowned. Tanka was a great

Zen Masteralso. But Tangen,

the disciple, greeted the

visiting Master with newly-

acquired Zeninstead ofa

straightforward welcome.
Tanka immediately spotted

the imitation, but he heaped

coals on thefire with his
praise. When the glowing

Tangenlater braggedto his

teacher, Echu put out hisfire

fast enough and drove him

from the temple, too. Later,

Tanka heard of this event and

commented that Echu indeed

deservedto be called

National Teacher. Echu and

Tanka understood each other

perfectly.



No ImrraTIons

Zengetsu was a Zen poet, and
this koan deals with thefirst
two verses ofone ofhis
poems. It was a custom in
those daysfor Zen monks
upon meeting to snap their
fingers. The snapping of
fingers had three meanings: a
warning (for awareness), a
surprise (for enlightenment),
and an erasing ofhuman
troubles. Monks should know
the true meaningofthefinger
snapping, but the poet
comments thatfew really do.
It is a human tendency to
observethe otherfellow.
When Daizui met Zengetsu,
he asked him the meaning.
Zengetsu could not answer;
he could only write beautiful
lines. Many priests and
scholars can give wonderful
lectures, but how many are
able to live them?

Snapping the Fingers

Zengetsu, a monk poet, wrote
a poem containing the
ONate two verses:

The snap of two fingers
Makes a Sharp sound,
But in hollow vessels
Echoes rebound.

Daizui heard this poem and,
on meeting Zengetsu,asked,
“Whatis the titer Deb belese
Zengetsu could not answer.
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Rinzai Plants a Pine Tree

Rinzai was planting a voung

oyoROReROLELS day when his

\aster, Obaku, camealong.

“The monastery1s surrounded

1) wonderful trees.Whydo

vou plant dar ey bele eueceae

Obaku asked. “For two

ETeTesIeee cebeyate apy ECxee

“First, to beautify the

monasterywith UCRaeeksa

and, second, to establish P

landmark for the next

generation. RebevArb mentee’

tampedthe ground aatuee

times with his hoe to make

the sapling more secure. “|

don't like your aerineLe)eee

Obakusaid sternly. Rinzai

ignored aE CnTe tamped

the Carelennre three times as

before, and murmured, “All

done.” “You will cause my

teaching to remain hemeste

world,” Obaku concluded.

 

ZEN KOANS

Whatever one does should be

done with deep confidence.

The teacher, Obaku, knew

that Rinzai had attained the

essence ofZen and was
planting a unique “Rinzat

Zen” at the monastery, but he

wantedto testit all the same.

Even when Obaku criticized

him, Rinzai was completely

unmoved. Obaku,finally,

expresses his delight. When
one attains enlightenment,

the manifestations may be

different but the essence is

the same.



 



only through one’s direct experience, Just as cold and heatare experienced only directly. Birds sing, water flows, rainfalls, people love. There is no reason; they just do. Zen isbeyondreason becauseit deals with life.
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Sun-Faced Buddhas, Moon-Faced Buddhas

Baso, the great teacher, was

ill. A disciple visited him and

asked, “Sir, during these

recent days, howis vour

health?” Baso replied, “Sun-

faced Buddhas, moon-faced

Buddhas.

 
According to one sutra, the

Sun-Faced Buddha’slife span
was 1,800 years, and the
Moon-Faced Buddha’slife
span was one day and one
night. Baso answered, in

effect, “I maylive 1,800 years

or I may live only one day
and night. Neither prospect
concerns me. lam here; lam

living.” Zen’s concern is the

living now, not the life of
yesterdayorthe life of the
future. Baso does nottalk
aboutlife—he livesit.
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Mokuraisaid to the young
novice Toyo, “You can hear
the soundoftwo hands
clapping. Nowshowmethe
sound of one hand.”

Mokurai was the Master of
Kenninji Temple in Kyoto,
Japan. Toyo wasa novice,
twelve years ofage. He was
too young to receive a koan,
as did the older monks, but he
persisted in asking until
Mokuraifinally gave him this
one. Whatcould the sound of
one hand be? Toyo meditated
and meditated. He took his
Masterall kinds ofsoundsfor
answers: dripping water, the
music ofgeisha girls, wind,
birds, crickets, locusts, and
much else. Hetriedfor many
months until, exhausted with
sounds, unable to think ofany
more, little Toyo entered true
meditation and transcended
all sounds. He said, “I could
collect no more, so I reached
the soundless sound.” The
soundofone hand is much
louder than the sound oftwo
hands. The one-hand sound
vibrates throughout the
world.  
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The Buddha’s Flower

When the Buddha was on

Crdhrakuta Mountain, he

turned a flowerinhis fingers

andheld it before his

listeners. All were silent. Onlv

\Maha-Kasapa smiled. Buddha

OTeeEcon dRcoremets

true teaching, the heart of

Nirvana, the true aspect os

MYTerMriemeiombe(sertelte

stride of Dharma.It is not

OCTTe! bv words but

ayerattiby transmitted beyond

teaching. This teaching I have

given to \Miaha-Kasapa.”

 

ZEN KOANS

When the Buddha turned a

flowerin hisfingers and held

it before his listeners, only
Maha-Kasapa smiled. He

nothing else. It has no

pretense, no pride, no shame.

The essence ofall thingsis the

wordless word, theformless

form. Truth is not words.

Words and teachings merely

point. Zen is transmitted

without wordsfrom mind to

mind.



BEYOND REASON

nor Kyogen, thejunior
disciple, could answer the
question their teacher
presénted. But thejunior
disciple was rash enough to
assert he could. Isan cut him
short. No answeris better
than a conceptual answer.
The truth is beyond concept
and explanation. Ask me what
love is; I will embrace you.
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KYbemeBe com att monks,
BAetelcess repeats its cold days
every year. Last year was as
cold as this year, and next
year wewill have the same
cold weather. Tel] me, monks,
aorkanaaTe days of the arvarSue
repeating.” Gyosan, the senior
disciple, made a traditional]
gesture of respect and
remainedsilent. “I knew SKOLE
could not answer NY
question,’ Isan said and
turned to his juniordisciple,

I

Oeyon Tale! asked, “What do
you say?” Kyogenreplied,“I
amsure I can answer your
question.” But before he
could proceed further, Isan
said, “I am odEKORSSENON
monk could not answerme.”
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It Is Not Mind, Not Buddha, Not Things

A monk asked Nansen, Is

there a teaching no Master

ever Raanae! before?”

Nansen answered, “Yes.”

“What is it?” asked the monk.

Nansenreplied, “It 1s not

mind, it is not Buddha,it is

Celene(eyo

This is a very difficult koan.

The question reallyis: “Is the

true Dharma (teaching)
preachable or not?” When

Nansen wasaskedifthere was

a teaching beyond words,he

said, “Yes,” obliging himself

to describe it. Then he
describedit as not mind, not

Buddha,not things. True
Dharma is beyond words. The

minute it is spoken,

explained, or preached,it
limits itselfand is not the

reality. All things and beings

are in constant change. A

thing that does not changeis

not reality;it is a concept. 
ee



BEYonp REAsoNn

Basoalways said, “This mind
is Buddha.” Butfor this
particular student, who may
have been attachedto the

destroyed this conceptualized
Buddha. Teachings are taught
according to the needs and
Capacities ofthe student. One
teaching will not doforall.
Truth is dynamic, changing |
according to people, place, —
and time. Yet truth is always
concreteand particular.
Anything that one
conceptualizes is notright.
Anything to which one
attaches is dead.

A monk asked Baso, “Whatis
Buddha?” Baso answered 4

“This mindis not Buddha.”
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Husk of Millet

Seppo said, “This whole great

world,if picked up,is like a

husk of millet seed in size.

Thrown down,and lying right

before one’s eves, it 1S as

Treveereeyaety2z-leye as the

ReeSeEL black lacquer oEene

Beat the drum and,

AVLCoyKaoe search

everywhere!”

Whatis the whole world we

think ofand talk about? It ts a

concept. What we actually

live is life. It is immediate and

direct. My hungeris bigger

and more importantthan the

whole of this great world. The

cut on mylittlefinger ts much

greater than the war. Iam

greater than the sun. My toe

hurts if stepped upon.It ts

larger than the world. The

universe is as small as a husk

of millet and as hard to see as

a black lacquer pail on a dark

night.It is insignificant

because it has nothing to do

with one’s actuallife here,

now.Life is dynamic. Seppo

wants us to livelife. 



 

BEYOND REASON 231

Reciting Sutras

A Tendaipriest was askedto
recite sutras for a farmer’s
wife who had died. The
farmer asked, “Do you really
think my wife will benefit
fromall of this?” The priest
replied, “Not only yourwife,
but all sentient ela

b

era USEE
benefit.” The farmer
protested, “Yousayall
sentient beings, but my wife
maybe weakandothers will
ee advantage and receive
more benefit. Please recite the
sutra just for her.”
Thepriest explained thatit

was Buddha’s wishto offer
blessings to all living erento
The farmer agreedthat that
was a fine teaching. “But,” he
said, “I have a neighbor who
is rough and has been mean
COR LiTcrmOLeLeloleRan VoLem Ente
exclude him fromall those
sentient beings?”

Laugh as we will at the
farmer, are we much.
different? Manis the most
selfish being as long as he
identifies himselfas “I.” 
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Lion Cub

As Tokusan was working in

the garden one day,he sawa

monk comingupthe road.

Tokusanclosed the gate. The

monk knocked onthegate,
and Tokusan asked, “Whois

it?” The monk answered, “A

lion cub.” Tokusan opened
the gate. The monk made a

bow, and Tokusan jumpedon

his back as one would jump

upon an animal, pinned him

down,andsaid, “Youdevil!

diocee erhonelem laotial

 

ZEN KOANS

The greatness ofa Zen Master
is determined byhis ability to
teach according to the
capacity ofeach student.
Each studentis different, so
the teacher prepares to meet
each individually. Tokusan
was known as a rough
teacher, and this brash young
monk knowingly came to
challenge him. His answer to
Tokusan’s inquiry (“a lion
cub”) certainly isforward.It
is quite dangerousto let ina
lion cub, but Tokusan opened
the gate anyway. The monk
bowedin token respect, and
at that instant Tokusan
jumped onhis back. The
teaching is always different,
accordingto the situation,
time, place, and person.



BEYOND REASON 933

Truth Beyond Words

A monk asked Fuketsu,
“Without Preteanecom Gardarerene
silence, how can vou express
the truth?” Fuketsu observed,
takuacmuaensnnlavens
SDalieaantae in southern China.
The birds sing among
innumerable kinds of fragrant
flowers.”

Whenasked, Fuketsu
expressed the truth in his own
way. Truth is beyondlogic,
beyond words or silence. One
has to know it by one’s own
experience, as surely as
Fuketsu knew it. Water does
not quenchthirst however
long onelooksatit or
explains its Frst-quenching
properties. Unless one drinks
it, thirst remains.  
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Ultimate Stage

A monkasked Ryuge,“What

did old Masters attain when

they entered the ultimate

stage?” “They were Wea

burglars sneaking into a

vacant house,” Ryuge replied.

 

ZEN KOANS

This monkis like our modern

pragmatist; he is a result-

seeker. So he asks Ryuge what

enlightenmentis like. If Ijoin
the club, whatare the
benefits? WhenI die, where
do I go? Ryuge replies by
drawing the analogy of
burglars sneaking into an
empty house, whichis, infact,
open and completely
accessible—there is nothing to
take, no one to see. The world

is Nirvanafrom the
beginning.



BEYOND REASON 935

Chinshu’s Large Radishes

A monkasked Joshu, “T hear
that you used to be closely
associated with Nansen.Is
that so or not?” Joshu replied
“Chinshu produces large
radishes.”

b)

The radish was a very
common,everyday vegetable
in Chineselife, and Chinshu
was a noted placefor growing
radishes. Joshu was Nansen’s
disciple, and everyone knew
they were close. Here a monk
asks such an obvious question
to puzzle or embarrass Joshu.
But it was no problemfor
Joshu. “Chinshu produces
large radishes”is a most
commonand obviousfact of
life, so obvious that no one
can reply. It isjust like
saying, “the crow is black.”
True Zen life is simple, direct,
and truetofact.  



236 ZEN KOANS

Toshi’s Dinner

A certain Buddhist family

invited Toshi to dinner. The

headof the familyset a tray

full of grass in front of the .

monk. Toshi put his fists on

his forehead andraised his

thumbs like horns. He was

then brought the regular

dinner. Later, a tal onntamaateyel

asked Toshi to explain the

reasonfor his strangeaction.

“Avalokitesvara Bodhisattva,”

answered Toshi.
In olden days the custom of
challenge (in order to test
understanding) was common
among Zen students. So the
head of thefamily, perhaps,

tried to test Toshi by offering
him a tray ofgrass instead of
dinner. Toshi, without anger,

question, or explanation,

imitated a cow. Whatelse
could the host do but bring
out the proper dinner? Toshi
was challenged, but he easily

~ won. Later, a brother monk

asked Toshi aboutthe true
meaning of the contest.Still
Toshi did not explain. He
simply replied,
“Avalokitesvara Bodhisattva”
(the symbolic expressionof
Buddha’s compassion). This
had no direct reference to the
question; it was like

exclaiming, “It's a wonderful
day! Count your blessings.” 



BEYOND REASON
2937

Jojoza StandsStill

Jojoza asked Rinzai, “Whatis
the gist of the Buddha Law?”
Rinzai leaped fromhis seat,
seized Jojoza, cuffed him, and
thrust him away. Jojoza stood
rooted to the spot, unable to
speak. A monk, who had
witnessedthis scene.

. reprimandedJojoza, saving,
mefolraine supposed to bow
Ava Kcreroa ebelean eautcates] mae
As Jojoza bowed, he was
enlightened.

Jojoza was probably an old
student who was well
informed. He came to see
Rinzai to test him. Rinzai
intuitively knew Jojoza was
neither sincere nor humble.
ButJojoza became humble
and bowed. Herealized that
knowledgeis not Zen. 
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Silver Bowl Heaped with Snow

A monkasked Harvo,“Just

whatis this Deva Religion?”

Harvoreplied, “Snowis

heaped peRslelamastansaucre

bowl.”

“Deva Religion” identifies the
teaching of Kana-deva, the
fifteenth patriarchfollowing
the Buddha, whostressed the
Buddha Mind or Void. This
teaching describedreality as:
essence, manifestation,
function. The monk’s question
in this koan can be read as:
“What is Zen?” Snow heaped
inside a silver bowl, a white
heron in the bright |
moonlight—they look alike;
they are hard to distinguish
from eachother, but they are
different. Each has its own
life. Zen could be described,
also, as essence,

_ manifestation, andfunction.
Butifone sees only this
aspect, one does not see Zen.

Yet, each is Zen. The

universal is particular, and

the particular is universal.
Eternity is moment: the
eternal moment. Loveis
universal but expressed in
concrete acts. Zen is the
totality of life. But each act of
living is the absolute totallife
itself. 



BEYOND REASON

Why doesn’t the enlightened
man explain Zen? The truth
of the universe, the truth of
life, can not be
explained—even by an
enlightened one.Ifone
wishes to know whatit is, he
mustrealize it by himself.
Whydoes not speech
necessarily comefrom the
tongue? Oratory need not be
technique, quality of voice, or
beauty ofwords.It can be the
shoutoflife itself. Why can
theenlightened man not walk
freely? Ifhe is attached, even
to enlightenment, he is
hobbled.  
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Shogen’s Three Statements

Shogen asked, “Whydoes the
enlightened man notstand on
his feet and explain himself?”
Healso said, “It is not
necessary for speech to come
from the tongue.” Andhe
added, “Whycan the
enlightened mannot cut away
the entanglements roundhis
roeae
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Behind the Paper Screen

Zengen, a Zen Master, sat

concealed behind a hanging
paper screen, A monk, coming

for sanzen, hadto lift the

screenin orderto greet the

teacher. “How strange,” the

monk commented. The

teacher gazed at the monk

wordlessly, then said, “Do

vou understand?” “No, | do

not understand,” the monk

replied. “Before anv Buddhas

appearedin the world,” said

the teacher, “it was the same

Ae dite present moment. Why

erent vou understand?” Later,

the monk mentionedthis

incident to Zen teacher

Sekiso. Sekiso praised

Zeugen, saving, “Brother

Zengenis like a master

archer. He never shot an

arrow without hitting the

Taeeon

 

ZEN KOANS

The Zen methodofteaching
is intuitive and often
wordless. Master Zengen was
silent; then he asked the

monk if he understood. The
monk must have been a
novice,for he did not even
understand the question.
Zengen, trying to explain,
next said thatfrom the
beginningall things are as
they are. When Sekiso heard
about this, he commented

that Zengen had presented
the Dharma directly, but the
poor monk had not

understood. Poor monk! He

could notsee it even thoughit

was right before his eyes and
someone pointedit out.



a
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The HempenShirt

A monkasked Joshu, “All

things come from the One,

but where does the One come

from?” Joshu answered,

“When I was in the province

of Sei, I made a hempenshirt

that weighed seven pounds.”

 

ZEN KOANS

This koanis veryfamous.
That all things comefrom the
One is thefirst step in
Buddhist understanding.It is
not hard to grasp. But the
question is, what aboutthis

One? How did the absolute
arise? Eachindividualis
“one”in the relative sense.
But, interestingly, each

individualone is,in itself,
absolute. Microcosm and
macrocosmare the same. East
and west are different, butif
one travels west, one will

arrive east and eventually
return to the starting point. In
truth there is no east and
west; only in this relative
world do we have east and
west. The monk who asked
Joshu the questiontried,
perhaps, to embarrass the old

Master. ButJoshu answered
froma totally different world.
If one attaches to the words,
“hempenshirt’ or “seven
pounds,” one will never
understand. Reality is not
rationality. Joshu answered
with reality, the concrete
facts, totally transcending
rationality. Truth is always
concrete.



BEYOND REASON

The monasteryis the spiritual
home where one attains
realization. When an
individualenters the
monastery,it is because of the
teacher there, not because of
the building or the institution
itself. The teaching, or
Dharma, has noform or color,
s0 how is this colorless,
formless teaching seen and
understood?It is understood
through the character of the
teacher, called Lenjishiki,
which means “good
knowledge.” When one
attains realization by meeting
the Zenjishiki, he and the
teacherare one in the
Dharma,so there is really no
going or returning. Thereis
no graduation in Zen.

 

Going and Returning

A monkasked his Master,
“What do vou think of a monk
who goes from the monastery
and never returns?” The
teacherreplied, “Heis
ungrateful.” The student then
asked, “What do vou think of
a monk who goes out of the
monastery but comes back
again?” The teacher said. “He
remembers the kindness.”
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The Buffalo Passes Through the Lattice Door

Goso said, “If, for example, a

Byeeeeeece Panta through aera

lattice to the renee of the

eee his horns and his head

and his hoofs all pass through.

Shy cant the tail also anaes

 
We know whata buffalo is,

but we must understand what

the buffalo exemplifies. And

why can’t the tail, that could

mosteasily pass through the

lattice, pass through while the

whole body can? The buffalo

is the sensuous being. The

head, horns, andfour legs go

out through the openings in

the latticework muchas our

actions, words, and thoughts

continually pass out through

ourfive senses. In sucha state

manstands precariously
balanced on the edge ofan

abyss, threatened by “the

thousand natural shocks that

flesh is heir to.” But the

tail—the true self, the
Buddha-nature—doesnot go

out in responsetoillusions. It

is never dissipated, |

diminished,or threatened.

 



BEYonp REASON
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Carrying the Bell-staff Around the Meditation Seat

Magoku carried the bell-staff
around the meditation seatof
his brother monks, disturbing
their meditation and showing
off. Shokyo said “well done.”
Whatelse can you say to such
a rascal? But Nansen stopped
thefoolishness before it could
do Magokureal harm.All he
was doing was“shiftingthe
wind” about as he moved.

So, in life, however strong
one looks, however much one
shows offby so-called success,
be it wealth, prestige, or
power,it is merely “shifting
the wind.” Eventually all end
with old age and death.

Magokutook up his bell-staff
one dav and went to Shokyo’s
temple. There he marched, in
solemnritual, three times
around Shokvo's meditation
seat, rang the bell once, and
stopped, standing upright.
Shokvosaid, axoamco!
6(oyTCS<3 Magoku went to
Nansen’s temple and repeated
the ritual. But Nansen Avlen
“No good.” Magoku
protested, “Your Reverence,
Master Shokvosaid ‘well
atesae Whydo vou SraETO
good’?” Nansen replied,
waUlairerrrcas Shokvo was right,
you are wrong. What vou did
NATION shifting of the
wind. In the endit would
result in vour downfall.”
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The Dry Creek

A monkasked Seppo, “When

the old creek of Zen dries out

and there is not adrop of

waterleft, what can I see

dacsRermene aDEO answered,

“Thereis the bottomless

ericcrmmGgrS@RMeleeOp mpnlelt arene

The monk asked, “Howcan

one drink that water?” Seppo

replied, “Not iatemaate

mouth.”

Later, the same monk went

to Joshu and repeatedthis

dialogue. Joshu commented.

mab aovelemerbam sleiaetuetlqnaste

water with his mouth, neither

can he takeit in throughhis

nose.” The monk thensaid,

‘When the old creek of Zen

dries out and thereis not a

drop of water, what can I see

there?” Joshu answered, The

water will taste as bitter as

Tun eybiCommeerOC pHaDPLaenm ce

one whodrinks that water?”

asked the monk. “He will lose

his life,” came the replv.

When Seppo heard of their

conversation, he paid homage

to Joshu, saving, “Joshuis re

bheatare Buddha. I shall not

answer questions panertbacaae

Andfromthat time on he sent

all newcomers to Joshu. 

ZEN KOANS

The Zen creek has bottomless
water and neverdries out.
Butit seems to dry outfor
some students: they reach a
dead end. No matter how
hard they discipline
themselves, or to what

extremes they push
themselves physically and
mentally, the impasse
remains. In one very real
sense if this continues, they
will die: asceticism borders
on abuse.
On the other hand, one

must die in order to be born
into a new life. The egoself
must die in orderfor the
selfless self to emerge. In the
Jodo, or Pure Land, school of
Buddhism the word “ojo”
means botH death and birth.
“O” means “to go,” and “jo”
means “to be born”or “live”
in the Pure Land, or Nirvana.

Wherethere is self there is no
Nirvana; where thereis

Nirvana there is no self.



BEYOND REASON

Ungo, a great Master, was the
founder of the Chinese Soto
school and was credited with

studentin this dialogue wants
the Masterto put his
experienceofenlightenment
into words.It is as though a
man in love weretosay, “I
love you; Ifeel something,
but I cannot describeit.” The
woman would reply, “Why
not? It cannotbe difficult!”
“Then you describeitfor me,”
he would plead. She would
answer, “Oh you, you!” and

actuality oflife’s reality and,
like love, can best be known
by experience. Asfor the
Oryu teacher's criticism of
Ungo,it is out oforder.  
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Ungo’s Instruction

Master Ungo had EBONY
disciples. One, who came
from Korea,said to levees anne |
have realized Obieaber
within me that I cannot
describeatall.”aamerrtt
so,asked Ungo. “It cannot be
difficult.” “Then you must do
it for me,” the monk replied.
Ungosaid, “Korea! Korea!”
and closed the dialogue.
Later, a teacher ofthe Oar
school criticized the incident
saving, “Ungo couldnot
understand the monk atall.
There was a great sea
between them even though
they lived in the same
monastery.”
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A Sort of Great Death

Joshu asked Posu, “What if

one who has been dead were

to rise from the grave?” Tosu

replied, “One can not tell for

sure at night. Such apparitions

are best inspected in davlight.

 

ZEN KOANS

Joshu, whoalready knows,

asks Tosu whatit is like when
one who has been deadto the
truth aboutlife, merely
existing, suddenly awakens,
becomesenlightened. Tosu
answers, in effect, there is no
halfdead and halfalive.
Makeyes and noclear; make

black and white distinct.
These definitions can not be
made in the dark. One must
jump into the bright daylight
where nothing is hidden and
one can see clearly. A ghostis
a symbolofthe indeterminate
state. It appears at dusk or at
night. It has no legsofits own
and simply drifts about. It has
no mind of its own and simply
laments or regrets. It has no
life of its own and merely
frightens others.

Awakeningis to put an end
to this half-determinedstate
of life. Such awakeningis
called “Daishi Ichiban,”

meaning “The Great Death
First.” For the world of
ultimate reality, the world of
Nirvana, only opens after one
dies to this worldly life. But
people cling and are afraid.
Only when one comesto the
dead endcanthe truelife
begin.



BEYOND REASON

“Not mind, not Buddha, not
things”is the essenceofthis
koan. All things are
continually changing,is
Nansen’s inexpressible truth.
But the one who says he
knows, does not really know;
the one who saysthat he does
not know,is the one who
really knows.
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When Nansenvisited
Hyakujo, Hyakujo asked him,
“Is there anyteachingleft
that all the sages of old have
not explainedto people?”
Nansen replied, “Thereis.”
Hyakujo said, “Whatis it?”
Nansensaid, “Not mind, not
Buddha, not eee BRUTTe
then said, “Has eltts
exposition ended?” “Yes,” said
Nansen, “whatis yours?”
Hvakujo replied, “Lam
neither sage nor saint; how
can T express what has never
layaxar expressed?” Nansen
said, “I can not either.”
Hyakujo concluded, “For
voursake T have finished he
exposition and with STON
results!”
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ZEN KOANS

Heaven and Earth, the Same Essence

In talking to Master Nansen,

the official, Rikko, said,

“Choho taught that heaven,

earth, and I spring from gave

same root and that | and all

things are of one essence.

Wexuun denaaare

y

nie(ene

Nansentook the official to the

joxeyolanee-bue(antl and pointed to a

single flower, saying, “People

todaysee this flower like a

dream.”

 

Rikko was a learned
governmentofficial and a
goodfriend of Nansen. The
statement Rikko quotes is one

he admired very much. But

Nansencalls his attention to a

flower, saying, in effect, many

people see thisfloweras if it

were a dream.Theflower has

a very shortlife before itfades.

away; it is only a brief
manifestation ofthe essence.

Thus, people see humanlife

and all things as temporary,
transitory. But that is not the

Zen way ofunderstanding.
Theflower is notjust a
dream-like manifestation.Life

is not a dream-like existence.

The world of Rikko and the

world of Nansen are quite
different. Nanser’slife and

world is dynamic, positive,
subjective. Rikko’s world is

static, negative, objective.

Life, or even

a

flower, is not

something to be explained. To

understand, one mustliveit.



 

 



we are living, we are facing death every minute. When we
once realizethis fact, we become sincere, concerned, and
honest within ourselves. Thereality of ourlife is a matter of
life and death. Zen teachesthatlife is precious because we
are living at this very moment. Only if one lives fully, can
onedie peacefully, withoutregret.
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Nansen Cuts the Cat in Two

Nansen sawthe monksof the

Eastern and Westernhalls

fighting over a cat. He seized

the cat and told the monks, “If

anyof you say a good word,

voucan save the cat.” No one
answered. So Nansen cut the

cat in two. That evening

Joshu returned, and Nansen

related the incident. Joshu

removedhis sandals and,

placing them onhis JsYerten

walked out. Nansen said, “If

you had been there, you could

have saved the cat.”

 

ZEN KOANS

This koan is hard to accept.
“Do notkill any being”is the
first precept of Buddha's
teaching; reverenceforlife is
thefirst principle of
Buddhism.Further, a long

tradition dictates that on any
temple premise no one is
killed, not even a mouse.If
enemy soldiers or convicts
flee to a temple, their lives are
protected by sanctuary. But
Nansen killed an innocent
cat.

In Zen, enlightenmentis of
prime importance. Even at
the price oflife, a truth-seeker

looksfor the Way. The Way
of Zen is a matterof life and
death.Ifonefinds the Way
and dies—even that same
evening—still hislife is
fulfilled.

Ifany of the monks had
said an enlightened word or
had done an enlightened

_ deed,the cat's life would have
been spared. But no one said

anything, and Master Nansen

did not compromise. When

Joshu heard of the incident,
he took off his shoes and put
them on his head. How

upside down! But ifJoshu had
been at the scene, he might

have taken the knifefrom
Nansen and demanded the
Master's life. Cutting the cat!
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Such a thing can not be
tolerated. In theface of the
truth oflife there is no
argument, no reason, only
action.

The modern pragmatic
mind and utilitarian
philosophers do not
understand Zen. Why do
birds sing? Why doflowers
bloom? Theyarelife itself.
Unlesslife is understood, this
koan never will be.
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ZEN KOANS

Proceed from the Top of a Hundred-foot Pole

Seiko asked, “Howcan you

proceed on from the top ofa

hundred-foot pole?” Another

\faster said, “Onesitting on

the top of a hundred-foot pole

has entered the Waybut is

not vet the real thing. He

should paeaaae on fromthere

andreveal his true selfin the Anyone can climb to the top

ten directions. ofa hundred-foot pole by

effort. But to proceedfarther

is logically impossible. How
can the student do it? He can

come to understand satori

(Nirvana, enlightenment) but

knowing whatsatoriis, is not

Zen. Zenis life, and life is
superior to logic. Unless the
student puts his life into it, he

will never attain it. If one
wants to test gold, one must
smelt it in a blazingfurnace.
Ifone wants a cub, one must

go into the lion’s den.

Asfor the second Master's

comment, merely attaining
enlightenment(sitting on top
of the pole) is not enough.
One mustgofarther—in the

ten directions of east, west,

north, south, northeast,

northwest, southeast,

southwest, above, and below.

One mustlive satori, the

Master says. Real
enlightenment means

“Samsara [everyday life] is

Nirvana; Nirvana is Samsara.” 



A MATTER oF LiFE AND DeEatTH

In ancient days broken bones
usually resulted, at best, in
cripplingfor life. Butfor
Unmonseeking truth was a
matteroflife and death. In
the world oftruth onefinds
something more important
and more valuable
than physicallife.

Lost His Leg

Cnmon went to Bokushu’s

Kanne to seek Zen. Vhe first
tine he went, he was not
ediitted. The second time he
went, he was not AVeereyiaiea ee

The third time he went, the
ACOSOROOCe ICT RODS
Bokushu, and Cnimon stuck
h rou Pree A COmeeeer
cntrance. Bokushu pushed
him out and closed the large
pate quickly —so quick IN nin
ET TTTyTeya aS Urs Ornrrhar] atays
broken.
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ZEN KOANS

Bodhidharma Pacifies the Mind

Bodhidharmasat facing the

wall. His future successor

stood in the snow and

presented his severed armto

Bodhidharma. Hecried, “Mv

mindis not pacified. Master,

KGaamEEhY mind.”

Bodhidharma answered,“If

vou bring me that mind, I will

PaKetaal’ for vou.” The

successorsaid, “When|

search for my mind, I can not

holdit.” Bodhidharma

concluded, “Then your mind

is pacified Au pkareKeaes

 

Bodhidharma, an Indian by

birth and the twenty-eighth
patriarch to succeed the

Buddha, came to China in

A.D.520 and becamethefather
ofZen (called Chan in
China). He meditated

wordlesslyfor nine years
facing a stone wall. His
successor, the second

patriarch of Zen, Eka, came to

him as a student and asked

the essenceofZen, or the
Way. Eka was a great scholar,
a geniusofhis age, buthis
mind was not at ease. He

knew all about the world, but

he did not know about

himself. Bodhidharma paid
no attention to him, even

though it was winter and Eka

had stood in the snow all day

and all night. He would not
even look at Eka. In

desperation Eka cutoffhis
arm andpresented it to

Bodhidharma.Seeing Eka’s

utter sincerity, Bodhidharma

finally looked at him. When
Eka asked to have his mind

pacified, Bodhidharma

agreed to do so—as soon as

Eka produced the mind in
question. But Eka looked and

could notfind it,for there was

no such mind. Mostofour
troubles are of our own
making. Look within; clarify.
Thereis really no trouble.

Your mindis pacified already.
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Kyogensaid,“It is like a
awe)cmuormel mereen reRPeaDT
from a branch aa ameeradae
his hands can’t graspa eeLnNeaEE
his feet won’t reach one.
Underthe tree there js
another person whoasks the
meaning of Bodhidharma’s
coming from the West. If the
person in the tree doesn’t
answer, he evades the
problem; if he does PUESZale
he will fall andlose his life.”

Enlightenmentis a matter of
life and death. It requires
total effort, not mere
intellectual understanding.
Some students try to
understand koans
intellectually, and once they
have percéived the
intellectual content, they
think they have understood.
That kind ofunderstanding
has nothing to do withlife.
Zenlife is the life of totality. 



Zen Transmission Lineage

Bodhidharma

528

Shinkd-Yeka

5g8
Sosan Kanchi

606

Doshih-Daii
651

Konin-Daiman

675

Yeno-Daikan

713

3 a Echu (A) SeigenEika Nangaku Shine

713 4 760 me 740

Baso Keiho-Somitsu  Tangen _Sekito

788 84] 790

Tesno Yakusan

807 834
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|. (D) Ungan Dogo Zangen

Tokusan

895 841 853 |

Ganto-(B) Seppo SekisoKeisho

887 908
Chosetsu-Shusai

Zuigan

 Kyogon Gyosen
890

Prefix letters indicate that ‘more extended lineage will be found on

succeeding charts.

Dates given are those ofdeath; wherenot, given, dates are uncertain

or unknown.
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(a) Seigen

740

Sekito

790

Tenno Yakusan

at 834

Ryutan |

| (d) Ungan Dogo
Tokusan 841 853

865 | |

| | Zangen Sekiso-Keisho
Tozan-Ryokai 888

869
“er ») orbP° | Chosetsu-Shusai

| Sozan Kanpo Ungo
Zuigan 901 | 902

Kobhi

1157

Dogen

1253
(to Japan, founded Soto school)

    
     

 

Kyosei Hofuku  Unmon Suigan Gensha Chokei
949 908

Todan Rekan Daizui
990 928

Shuhbtsu Hégen
ne 958

Tehdai
972

Yeimyo
975
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925

NaninEgyo

952
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Yuisei  Shishin Rono 1136 1163
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1215 Mumon Ekai =:1163 Setsuan
(to Japan, 1260 Mitsuan tkho
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Rinzai school) 1298

(to Japan)

Shogen Haan

1202 1211

Unan Mumyo Mujun

Die daa +
1308 Jakushitsu Shoichi Setst gan

(to Japan)

=

(to Japan) (to Japan) Ingen

Dalito 1673

1337 (to Japan,
(to Japan) founded

. Obaku
Hakuin
1768 school)

(to Japan)



Glossary of Buddhist
Names and Terms

Abhidharma: One of the three main divisions of the Pali canon;
see Tripitaka. _

AgamaSutra: A collection of Buddhist Scriptures originally in
Sanskrit existing today in complete form only in Chinese
translations.

Amida: Japanese name for the ideal Buddha, Amita, also
expressed in Indian as Amitayus or Amitabha, the Buddha
of eternallife and boundlesslight. (In Chinese, A-mi-t’o-fo.)

Amida Sutra: The Smaller Eternal Life Sutra.
Ananda:Cousin of the Gautama Buddha and oneofhis ten out-

standing disciples. Ananda was the Buddha’s constant com-
panion andpersonal attendantfor the last twenty-five years
of Buddha’s life. Ananda’s nameis synonymouswithsinceri-
ty and faithfulness. |

Ango:Traditional summerretreat for Buddhist monks.
Arhat: One who has reached Nirvana; however, the term has

come to have a special meaning in Mahayana Buddhism to
denote one whois striving for his own enlightenment, in
contrast with the Bodhisattva whostrives for the enlighten-
mentofall beings.

Avalokitesvara: The Bodhisattva of compassion. (Kannon in Jap-
anese; Kwan-yin in Chinese.

AvatamsakaSutras: Thebasic text for the Kegon schoolof Bud-
dhism, these sutras had considerable influence on Zen
thought. They stress the Buddhahoodofall sentient beings,
the identity of Nirvana and Samsara, and the wisdom and
compassion of the Bodhisattvas.

Bell-staff; As the name implies, a monk’s staff with a bell affixed
on top, used in ritual.

Bodhi: Indian term for enlightenment. 263
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Bodhidharma: Indian Buddhist monk who went to China about

A.D. 520 and founded the Chan,or Zen, school of Buddhism.

Bodhisattva: Sanskrit term used in Buddhism for a truth-seeker

or for one whois going to become a Buddha. Also used in

the Mahayanaschool in a very special sense as one whois

already enlightened but whois not apart from worldly life

and who worksfor the enlightenmentofall beings.

Bodhi Tree: An assattha tree (Ficus religiosa) under which the

Buddha sat whenheattained enlightenment. The offspring

of this originaltree is still growing at Buddha Gaya, India.

Buddha: Asa generic term, an awakenedorenlightened one.

Chan: Chinese word for Zen. School of Buddhism founded in

China by Bodhidharma.
Cravaka: One who seeks to overcome within himself the three

poisons: greed, ignorance, and anger.

Dana:Giving, or sharing; oneofthe six Paramitas.

Dharma: The Buddhist doctrine as proclaimed by Gautama

Buddha,or thetruthitself.

DharmaKaya:See Tri Kaya.

Dhyana:Meditation. Oneofthe six Paramitas.

Diamond Sutra: Mahayana Buddhist sutra belonging to the

Prajna Paramita sutras, the central teaching of whichis

Sunyata, or Emptiness.

Dokusan: Formal, individual instruction given to a Zen student

by a Master.

- Enlightenment: Awakeningto the truth of life, of self; Nirvana.

Five Precepts: Sometimes called Sila. Buddhist morality and

one of the six Paramitas. The five precepts are to abstain

from killing, stealing, adultery, lying, and intoxication.

Gassho: Japanese word indicating the gesture of placing hands

palm-to-palm to signify highest respect.

Gautama, Gotama:(Sanskrit and Pali, respectively.) The family

name of the historical Buddha. His personal name was

Siddhartha. Siddhartha Gautama, 563-483 B.c., was born in

India in the Himalayan foothills, the son of a king. His early

life was luxurious; he married and had one son. At 29,

traumatized by thesight of suffering, sickness, old age, and
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death, he renounced his Status, left home, and became a
truth-seeker. First trying, then abandoning asceticism,
Gautama adopted the middle path, attained enlighten-
ment, and became the founder of Buddhism, spending the
rest of his life, until his death at 80, traveling, teaching, and
gatheringdisciples.

Grdhrakuta: Vulture’s Peak. A mountain peak in Rajgir, India,
where the Buddhareputedly spoke manysutras.

Hinayana: Literally, “smaller (hina) vehicle (yana).” Name
given to Theravada Buddhists by Mahayana Buddhists.
One ofthe two main schools of Buddhism,the Hinayana,or
Theravada,stresses individual enlightenment and uses as
its only scriptures the original Pali Tipitaka, or canon.

andstylized.
Judo: Literally, gentle way. Oneof the martial arts in which

mentalattitudeis as important as physicalskill. |“Khats!”: Phonetic rendering of deep, sudden Zen cry.
Kalpa: Sanskrit word meaning an incredibly longperiodoftime.

A kalpa is sometimes described as the time it would take for
a granite blockforty miles square to be worn to nothingness
if every three years an angel landed and brushed the rock
with the sleeveofits dress, then flew away.

Karma: The law of cause and effect. There is individual karma
and social karma, both connected. All States and condi-
tions in life are the result of previous actions, and present
actions determinefuture events.

Karuna: Compassion. In Buddhist thought Karuna and Prajna
(wisdom) go together,forit is felt that compassion without
wisdom may be misdirected and wisdom without compas-
sion canresult in isolation.

Kasapa: Oneof the ten outstanding disciples of the GautamaBuddha.
Kendo: Theart of fencing in which awareness,discipline, andself-mastery are stressed above competition and winning.  
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Koan:Stories, or problems, given by Zen Masters.

Kokushi:In China and Japan, National Teacher, tutor to the em-

peror and religious advisor to the nation.

Ksanti: Patience; one of the six Paramitas.

Mahayana: Name, meaning “greater vehicle,” adopted by the

second great division of Buddhist teaching. Though both

Hinayana (Theravada) and Mahayanahave the same basic

teaching, the Mahayanastresses the Bodhisattva ideal.

Maitreya: The future Buddha. (Miroku in Japanese; Mi-leh in

Chinese.)

Manjusri: The Bodhisattva of wisdom. (Monju in Japanese;

Wen-sha in Chinese.)

Meditation: Central to all Buddhist schools and sects. In Bud-

dhism the practice of meditation is not used to deaden but

to awaken the mindto thetruthoflife.

Mind: Whencapitalizedit refers to the absolute,the ultimate re-

_ality, not the conscious or subconscious mind of psychology.

Mondo: Zen questions-and-answers.

Nagarjna: Indian Buddhist philosopher of the third century,

founder of the Madhyamika school, knownforhis treatises

on Sunyata, or Emptiness.

Nembutsu: Calling the name of the Amida Buddha,a practice of

the Pure Land school. Correctly done, a form of meditation.

NirmanaKaya:See Tri Kaya.

Nirvana: Sanskrit word often misunderstood as a State of

mindless bliss or annihilation of the personality. Nirvana is

a state of complete awareness, complete one-ness, that is,

the state of mindofan enlightened one.

Nyoi: Literally, “as the mind wishes.” Dharmastick used by Zen

Masters for many purposes, among them rapping dull

students.

Pali Canon:See Tipitaka.

Paramitas: Mahayana term referring to the six qualities, or

virtues, that lead to enlightenment: Dana (sharing); Sila

(precepts); . Ksanti (patience); Virya (perseverence);
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Parinirvana: Complete Nirvana; physical death.
Patriarchs: Fathers of Buddhism. Each school has its own

lineage traceable back to the Gautama Buddha. Bodhid-
harmais consideredthe first patriarch of Zen.

Prajna: Wisdom,theessential teaching of Zen. Also one of the
six Paramitas.

Pure Land: Buddhist school Originating in China. Principle
scripture is the Sukhavativyuha (Great Eternal Life Sutra),
which stresses the realization of Amida Buddha and de-
scribes the Pure Land.

Sakyamuni: Literally, “sage of the Sakya clan,” a name some-
times given to the Gautama Buddha.

Samadhi: In meditation,a state of highest concentration.
Samantabhadra: Bodhisattva oflove. (Fugen in Japanese; P’u-

hsien in Chinese.)
Sambhoga Kaya:See Tri Kaya.
Samsara: The ordinary, everyday world; the world of birth and

death.
Sanzen: Formal Zen meditation at temple.
Sarira: Gem-like bone supposed to be found in a person's ashes -

after cremation.
Satori: Japanese Zen term for the enlightenment experience.
Sensei: Japanese wordfor teacher.
Sila: See Five Precepts.
Staff: Used by Buddhist monks in India, China, and Japan. Had

both practical and symbolic Significance.
Sukhavativyuha: Great Eternal Life Sutra, the basic sutra of the

Pure Land school in China and Japan.
Sunyata: Emptiness; see Void.
Sutra, Sutta: (Sanskrit and Pali, respectively.) Generic term for

Buddhistscriptures.
Tathagata: Another name for the Buddha; a w

suchness, thus come,asitis.
Tendai: A school of Japanese Buddhism brought from China by

Dengyo Daishi in 805. Teachings are based on the Lotus
Sutra. Stresses the universality of Buddha-nature andits at-
tainment.

ord meaning
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Ten Directions, Ten Quarters: The universe. The ten directions

are: north, east, south, west, northeast, northwest, southeast,

southwest; above, and below.

Theravaila: Literally, “teachings of the elders.” Same as Hin-

ayand, now represetited mainly in Ceylon, Burma, Thai-

land; 4nd Cambodia.

Third Age: Sée Three Ages.

Three Ages: A desc#iption of three periods in Buddhism. In the

First Age Buddhism is truly taught and practiced; in the

Second Age Buddhism is mere formality and ritual; in the

Third Age Buddhism declines and even the formality is

abatidoned.
Three Poisons: Buddhism lacks the conceptofsin; instead, there

ate three things that poison life: greed, ignorance, and

atiger.

Tipitaka: Canon of Buddhist scriptures in Pali regarded as au-

thoritative by the Theravadaschool.It is the most complete

and earliest form of Buddhist teachings available. The Pali

Canon consists of three baskets’ (pitakas): Vinaya(rules for

governing monks); Sutta (words of the Buddha); Abhid-

hamma(condensed, systematized doctrine abstracted from

the suttas).

Transmigration: In one sense, the transmigration of souls, upon

death, into other bodies, or rebirth. In Buddhism, since

there is no belief in soul as such, transmigration means the

life of Samsara, a ceaseless repetition of suffering caused by

ignorance. |

Transmission: The passing of Dharma from mindto mind.In the

case of succession, the transmission is official, and the suc-

cessor inherits the leadership of the monastery along with

the symbols ofthat authority: the bow! and the robe.

Tri Kaya: Literally, “the three bodies.” Idea developed in

Mahayana Buddhism to explain the relationship of ultimate

reality to man.In Tri Kayaultimate reality has three forms:

Dharma Kaya (the formless, colorless, timeless absolute);

Sambhoga Kaya(the ideal expression of the absolute,for ex-
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ample, the Amida Buddha); Nirmana Kaya(the actualliv-
ing expression, for example, the historical Gautama Bud-
dha).

Tripitaka:Sanskrit for Tipitaka. |
Vimalakirti: Foremost lay disciple of the Gautama Buddha,

knownforhis overwhelming wisdom.
Virya: Effort, perseveréiice; one of the six Paramitas.
Void: Sunyata; or Eniptiness. The Buddhist doctrine that all

things are, in esSence, empty. Emptiness has no negative
connotation. Rather,it is emptiness in the sense that reality
has nofixed form butis in continuous flux.

Vulture’s Peak: See Grdhrakuta.
Way: In Buddhist thought the Wayis the way of the universe.Za zen: Sitting zen meditation.
Zen: Brought from China to Japan in the twelfth andthir-

teenth centuries, there are three schools: Rinzai, Soto, and
Obaku. Teachingsofall schools are the same, and only their
methods differ slightly. Rinzai stresses abrupt awakening
and makes heavy use of the koan; Soto emphasizessitting
meditation and the emergence of each person’s unique
Koan; and Obakuteaches gradual meansto enlightenment.Zendo: Meditation hall, or place where Zen is practiced and
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